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To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of LANDSAT imagery, the Image Processing Facility
(IPF), located at the Goddard Space Flight Center, publishes a U. S. and a Non-U S. Standard Catalog on amonthly sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month.
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii; the Non-U. S.
Catalog identifies all the remaining cove. age. Imagery adjacent to the continental U. S. and Alaska borders will nor-
mally appear in the U. S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of LANDSAT imagery on
16 mm microfilm is also available.
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the IPF annually publishes a cumulative U.S. and Non-U. S. Standard Cata-
log. These catalogs include information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility during that year.
Catalogs and microfilm are available through the IPF to official LANDSAT investigators and approved agencies. In addi-
tion, copies of the Standard Catalogs and microfilm may be purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, 57198.
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephoning:
Support Services
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SECTION 1 — STANDARD CATALOG
1.1 MONTHLY CATALOGS
The coverage sections contained in the monthly U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs are divided into three parts.
Part 1 (see Para. 1. 1, A) consists of annotated maps which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by
imagery listed in the current catalog. Part 2 (see Para. 1. 1, B) contains a computer generated listing organized
by observation identification number (ID) and includes pertinent information about each image. Part 3 (see Para.
1. 1, C) provides a computer listing of observations organized by longibude/latitude.
A. Satellite Coverage Maps. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict the general location of observations
listed in the catalog. The format and data content of these maps are slightly different in the U. S. and Non-
U. S. catalogs.
1. U. S. Satellite Coverage Maps. Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map out-
lines-the-continental U. S. and depicts the estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite
path. Each path is identified by actual orbit number and a cross reference, which matches the orbit
munber to the initial observation ID for that path. The second map provides an enlarged view of Alaska
and Hawaii and displays the portion of an orbital pass for which coverage is available. This map does
not include cloud cover estimates or orbit numbers.
2. Non-U. S. Satellite Coverage Map. A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath
for which observations are available graphically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the
user as to whether or not coverage is included in the catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended
as a rapid. reference to specific observations.
B. Observation Identification Number (ID) Listing. The data format for the observation ID listing is identical
in the U. S. and Non-U. S. Catalogs. Observation ID numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smal-
lest number to largest. Associated with each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that ob-
servation. A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1.
1
1.	 Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-1.
Ol	 20:53 APR 04, `75 O2	 FROM 02101/75 TO 02128/75






PRINCIPAL POINT	 IMAGE QUALITYSUN	 SUNCOVERPOSITION IN ROLL	 ACQUIRED	 NUMBERID OF IMAGE	 ELEV.	 AZIM.	 RBV	 MSSRBV	 MSS	 19 LAT	 LONG	 123	 45678
1943-16381	 00000/0000	 1-10034/0565	 02/21/75	 100	 3149 4728N	 09815W	 25.3	 144.8	 GGGG
1943-16383	 00000/0000	 1-10034/0566	 02/21/75	 100	 3149 4603N	 09849W	 26.3	 143.9	 GGG
1943-16390	 00000/0000	 1-10034/0567	 02/21/75	 100	 3149 4438N	 09923W	 27.2	 143.0	 rGG
1943-16392	 00000/0000	 1-10034/0568	 02/21/75	 70	 3149 4313N	 09955W	 28.2	 142.1	 GGFF
1943-16395	 00000/0000	 1-1003410569	 02/21/75	 40	 3149 4147N	 10026W	 29.1	 141.2	 FGGG
1944-16432	 00000/0000	 1-10034/0606	 02/22/75	 40	 3163 4854N	 09903W	 24.7	 145.5	 GGGG
1944-16435	 00000/0000	 1-10034/0607	 02/22/75	 90	 3163 4730N	 09939W	 25.6	 144.6	 FGGG
1944-16441	 00000/0000	 1-10034/0608	 02/22/75	 30	 3163 4605N	 10014W	 26.6	 143.8	 GGGG
O KEY:
CLOUD COVER	 IMAGE QUALITY
• 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER	 • BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED
• ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE 	 • G = GOOD	 P = POOR	 F = FAIR
Figure 1-1.	 Observation ID Listing for Standard Catalog
2. , Description of Data Items
g
1	 Date of catalog listing Qs RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position
2	 Period during which imagery was processed on roll; note: RBV and MSS images for a given
O Data quality observation may be on two different microfilm
(4^	 Observation ID rolls
© Date of observation
1010 115165 7 Estimated percent of cloud cover
Orbit number
Tens of seconds Q Latitude and longitude at observation center
Minutes of hour (degrees and minutes)
Hour of day since launch (6 Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center
Day since launch i> Image quality; see key
Satellite number {
(1 or 5 = LANDSAT 1,
2 or 6 = LANDSAT 2);




..:.	 tY"lY4k^Ll3auxt,e^siMC:x..^ ...t, +-
iC. Longitude/Latitude Listing. The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identical in the U. S. and
Non-U. S. _Catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes
them by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this list-
ing will be sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. The longitude/latitude listing is ar-
ranged in the following manner:
180-0 degrees East; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
followed by
0-180 degrees West; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
This listing is intended to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has
been identified, pertinent information about it can be found by referring to the ID listing.
Figure 1-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item.
1. Sample Longitude/Latitude Format. See Figure 1-2.
	
Oi 20:53 APR 04, '75	 Q rROM 02(01175 TO 02;28[75
O	 O O © O	 O O O O	 O O
PRINCIPAL Pr. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY




^`	 12345678	 LONG	 LAT	
ID	




12350W 3608N	 1940-18074	 80	 GrFr	 12421W 3855N	 1923-18132	 70	 FrrG	 12512W 4436N	 1925-18230	 90	 GGGG
	
17352W 4027N	 1941-18120	 100	 FGGG	 12437W 4601N	 1925-18214	 90	 GGGG	 12517W 4022N	 1924-18183	 50	 rrrr
	




1925-18221	 90	 GGFG	 12449W 3736N	 1941-18125	 90	 FFGG	 12545W 4311N	 1925-18233	 90	 GGGG
	
17416W 4313N	 1924-19174	 70	 FFFF	 12449W 3729N	 1923-18134	 70	 FFFG	 12546W 3857N	 1924-18190	 50	 FGGF
	
12421W 39011	 1941-18123	 100	 FGFG	 124511' 4B52N	 1926-18273	 90	 GGGG	 126021" 4603N	 1926-18282	 70	 FGGG
O7 KEY:
CLOUD COVER	 IMAGE QUALITY	 -
	
• 0 TO 100 = k` OF CLOUD COVER	 • BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED
	
•'►. NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE 	 • G = GOOD P - POOR F = FAIR
Figure 1-2. Coordinate Listing for Standard Catalog
2. Description of Data Items
	
Di Date of catalog listing	 Estimated percent of cloud cover
	
Period during which imagery was processed 	 © Image quality; see key
	
Q Longitude and latitude at observation center 	 Data quality
(degrees and minutes)






1.2 CUMULATIVE STANDARD CATALOGS
Annually, a cumulative catalog is produced which includes information covering all observations and coordinates
acquired and processed by the IPF during that year.
A. Observation ID Listing.
1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-1.
2. Description of Data Items. See Paragraph 1. 1, B, 2.
B. Coordinate ID Listing. The coordinate ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color
or digital products have been made.
1. Sample Coordinate .ID Format. See Figure 1-3.
Ol	 15:36 MAR 11, `74 O2	 FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/74
o O O O O O	 10 11
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD IMAGE QUALITYORBIT	 SUN	 SUNOF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIR.';^ COVER RBVNUMBER	 ELEV.	 AZIM. MSSLONG	 LAT RBV	 MSS % 123 45678
07607W	 3734N 1295-15144 00000/0000
	 10010/1659 05/14173 20 4112	 60.2	 122.0 GGGG
07607W	 3731N 1259-15150 0000010000	 10010/0088 04/08/73 90 3610	 50.7	 133.2 GGGG




	 1-10001/1498 08/19/72 0 375
	 50.9	 136.9 GGGG
07608W	 3731N 1331-15142 00000/0000	 1-10011/1589 06/19/73 100 4614	 62.4	 112.8 GGGG
07608W	 3724N 1349-15141 00000/0000-	 1-10012/1387 07/07/73 10 4865	 61.2	 112.9 PGPP
07609W	 4851N 1352-15275 00000/0000	 1-10012/1622 07/10/73 60 4907	 56.7	 133.9 G
07609W	 3144N 1006-15093 1-10001/0377	 1-10001/0378 07/29/72 100 82	 59.7	 108.3
	 GGG PPGG
0 KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
• 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER • BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED • R = MADE FROM RBV M = MADE FROM MSS
• G = GOOD P = POOR F = FAIR B = MADE FROM RBV AND MSS











2.	 Description of Data Items
of catalog listing (D RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image posi-
U
Date
Period during which imagery was tion on roll; note: RBV and MSS images for
processed a given observation may be on two different
Data quality microfilm rolls
a Observation ID © Date of observation
Estimated percent of cloud cover
1010 15165 ® Orbit number
Q Latitude and longitude at observation center
Tens of seconds (degrees and minutes)
Minutes of hour iq Sun elevation and azimuth at observation
Hour of clay since launch center
Day slice launch 11 Image quality; see key
Satellite number 12 Image/data product availability; see key
(1 or 5 = LANDSAT 1,
2 or 6 = LANDSAT 2);
see Appendix for full
explanation
f
SECTION 2 — MICROFILM
2.1 GENERAL
The Image Processing Facility produces a 16 mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed during the referenced
month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U.S. and Non-U. S. segments. Each set
of microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the cata-
log for selecting desired images. A maximum of 1900 images will be contained on one roll of 16 mm x 100 ft micro-
film. Becau -i the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are
limited to one band each for the RBV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the
prcduction of microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (0.580 - 0.680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2
images (0.6 - 0. 7 microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 70 mm (-2) image and contains the
image identifier and annotation block. See Figure 2-1.
16mm	 MICROFILM	 MSS	 M55	 MSS
	 RBV
	 RBV
IG	 IMAGE	 IMAGE 	 J IMAGE	 MAGE	 IMAGE
1	 2	 N	 I C 1	 N a 2
Figure 2-1. Microfilm Format
Microfilm roll numbers contain six digits. The first digit designates the satellite number (blank or 1- = LANDSAT
1, 2- = LANDSAT 2). Example: Roll number 10032 and roll number 1-10034 are both LANDSAT 1 rolls. Roll
2-10032 is a LANDSAT 2 roll. The second digit will be a 1 (for U.S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U. S. rolls). The re-
maining digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group. Example: Roll
number 10001 is the first U.S. roll of microfilm produced for LANDSAT 1. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-
U.S. roll to be produced for LANDSAT 1. The first U.S. roll of microfilm for LANDSAT 2 is number 2-10001.
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are:





2.2 CODE LINE INDEXING
The LANDSAT microfilm images have been annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual
code lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidly to within
20 frames of his desired image. See Figure 2-2.
Figure 2-2. Code Line Indexing Scale
To utilize this system, a user must generate a code line indexing bar scale to attach to the face of his viewers.
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification of his viewer. LANDSAT imagery is
microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 8.5x. To determine the overall length of a scale required for your microfilm
reader, multiply 7.4mm by the enlargement factor of your lens. To determine the bar widths along the bar scale,




The LANDSAT microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (black spot) at the base of each frame. This
type of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer.
To use the blip encoding retrieval syetem, the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is
placed in a reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image
is obtained from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read
via the odometer as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval, the film ad-
vanes and the frames (blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been
counted, the reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer re-






SECTION 3 — CYCLE CHARTS
SECTION 3.1 - LANDSAT 1 CYCLES
Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
First 8 days 1 8 24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 16 279 296 28 Apr 73 15 May 73
1 9 26 1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 17 297 314 16 May 73 2 Jun 73
2 27 44 19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 18 315 332 3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73
3 45 62 6 Sep 72 23 Sep 72 19 333 350 21 Jun 73 8 Jul	 73
4 63 80 24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 20 351 368 9 Jul 73 26 Jul 73
5 81 98 12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 21 369 386 27 Jul 73 13 Aug 73
6 99 116 30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 22 387 404 14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73
7 117 134 17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 23 405 422 1 Sep 73 18 Sep 73
8 135 152 5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 24 423 440 19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73
9 153 170 23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 25 441 458 7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73
10 171 188 10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 26 159 476 25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73
11 189 206 28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 27 477 494 12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73
12 207 224 15 Feb 73 4Mar 73 2b 495 512 30 Nov 73 17 Dec 73
13 225 242 5 Mar 73 22 Mar 73 29 513 530 18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74
14 243 260 23 Mar 73 9 Apr 73 30 531 548 5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74
15 261 278 10 Apr 73 27 Apr 73 31 549 566 23 Jan 74 9 Feb 74
Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date Cycle
Days Since
Launch Calendar Date
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
32 567 584 10 Feb 74 27 Feb 74 48 8,65 872 25 Nov 74 12 Dec 74
33 585 602 28 Feb 74 17 Mar 74 49 873 890 13 Dec 74 30 Dec 74
34 603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74 50 891 908 31 Dec 74 17 Jan 75
35 621 638 5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74 51 909 926 18 Jan 75 4 Feb 75
36 639 656 23 Apr 74 11 May 74 52 927 944 5 Feb 75 22 Feb 75
37 657 674 12 May 74 28 May 74 53 945 962 23 Feb 75 12 Mar 75
38 675 692 29 May 74 15 Jun 74 54 963 980 13 Mar 75 30 Mar 75
39 693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74 55 981 998 31 Mar 75 17 Apr 75
40 711 728 4 Jul 74 21 Jul 74 56 999 1016 18 Apr 75 5 May 75
41 729 746 22 Jul	 74 8 Aug 74 57 1017 1034 6 May 75 23 May 75
42 747 764 9 Aug 74 26 Aug 74 58 1035 1052 24 May 75 10 Jun 75
43 765 782 27 Aug 74 13 Sep 74 59 1053 1070 11 Jun 75 28 Jun 75
44 783 800 14 Sep 74 1 Oct 74 60 1071 1083 29 Jun 75 16 Jul '75
45 801 818 2 Oct 74 19 Oct 74 61 1089 1106 17 Jul 75 3 Aug 75
46 819 836 20 Oct 74 6 Nov 74 62 1107 1124 4 Aug 75 21 Aug 75












Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
First22,days 1 22 22 Jan 75 13 Feb 75 19 347 364 4 Jan 76 21 Jan 76
1 23 40 14 Feb 75 3 Mar 75 20 365 382 22 Jan 76 8 Feb 76
2 41 58 4 Mar 75 21 Mar 75 21 383 400 9 Feb 76 26 Feb 76
3 59 76 22 Mar 75 8 Apr 75, 22 401 418 27 Feb 76 15 Mar 76
4 77 94 9 Apr 75 26 Apr 75 23 419 436 16 Mar 76 2 Apr 76
5 95 112 27 Apr 75 14 May 75 24 437 454 3 Apr 76 20 Apr 76
6 113 130 15 May 75 1 Jun 75 25 455 472 21 Apr 76 8 May 76
7 131 148 2 Jun 75 19 Jun 75 26 473 490 9 May 76 26 May 76
8 149 188 20 Jun 75 7 Jul 75 27 491 508 27 May 76 13 Jun 76
9 167 184 8 Jul 75 25 Jul 75 28 509 526 14 Jun 76 1 Jul 76
10 185 202 26 Jul 75 12 Aug 75 29 527 544 2 Jul '76 19 Jul 76
11 203 220 13 Aug 75 30 Aug 75 30 545 562 20 Jul 76 6 Aug 76
12 221 238 31 Aug 75 17 Sep 75 31 563 580 7 Aug 76 24 Aug 76
13 239 256 18 Sep 75 5 Oct 75 32 581 598 25 Aug 76 11 Sep 76
14 257 274 6 Oct 75 23 Oct 75 33 599 616 12 Sep 76 29 Sep 76
15 275 292 24 Oct 75 10 Nov 75 34 617 634 30 Sep 76 17 Oct 76
16 293 310 11 Nov 75 28 Nov 75 35 635 652 18 Oct 76 4 Nov 76
17 311 328 29 Nov 75 16 Dec 75 36 653 670 5 Nov 76 22 Nov 76






NDSAT - 1 COVERAGE
LANDSAT - 1











USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 58
ORBIT NUMBER
 FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
14585 5046-16035 * 14655 5051-16363
14600 5047-17543 * 14668 5052-14551











































76 -100%	 il JUN[ 75 28 JUNE 75
HANK AREAS INDICATE MISSING DATA 
'	
1
126	 1?4	 17,	 jig	 11 6	 114	 112	 ilo	 108	 106105°1016105°10194 	
9,O4	 102	 loo	 98	 96	 go	 as	 86	 94	 8 1,	 so	 78	 76 75" 14 	72	




DAYS SINCE LAUNCH CALENDAR
Day	 May-*, Jun	 Jul
1 5012 5043 5073
2 5013 5044 5074
3 5014 5045 5075
4 5015 5046 5076
5 5016 5047 5077
6 5017 5048 5078
7 5018 5049 5079
8 5019 5050 5080
9 5020 5051 5081
10 5021 5052 5082
1.1 5022 5053 5083
12 5023 5054 5084
13 5024 5055 5085
14 5025 5056 5086
15 5026 5057 5087
16 5027 5058 5088
17 5028 5059 5089
18 5029 5060 5090
19 5030 5061 5091
20 5031 5062 5092
21 5032 5063 5093
22 5033 5064 5094
23 5034 5065 5095
42 5035 5066 5096
25 5036 5067 5097
26 5037 5068 5098
27 5038 5069 5099
28 5039 5070 5100
29 5040 5071 5101
30 5041 5072 5102
31 5042 5103
To find the date of acquisition from the Observation ID,
first find the first four digits of the observation ID on
the chart above. 	 Then find the month of acquisition above
and the date of acquisition to the far left.	 For example,
the date of acquisition for the scene with Observation ID
number 5029-17583 is May 18, 1975.
Special Notice
The acquisition dates for Landsat 1 observations in catalogs
U-33, N-33, U-34, N-34 and U-35 are incorrect(column headed
"Date Acquired"). Starting with observation 5000-15113 in
the May US catalog and observation 5000-13245 in the May
Non-US, acquisition dates continue in error through obser-
vation 5090-15101 in the July US catalog.
The correct acquisition dates for these observations may
be found by using the observation ID and the "Days Since
Launch Calendar" provided. After the first four digits of
the observation ID have been located on the calendar, the
month of acquisition may be found at the top of the column.
The day of the month of acquisition may be found at the far
left. See reverse for calendar and example.
The Landsat 1 cumulative catalog, which will soon be published,
will contain the correct acquisition dates of these observations.
9
7-
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE. MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 59 _ --
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
14682 505315002 * 14850 5065-16083
P'.	 14710 5055-15133 * 14863 5066-14325
14724 5056-15182 * 14864 506616141
14725 5056.17020 * 14865 5066-17573
i	 14739 5057x17074 * 14877 5067-14370
14752 5058-15303 * 14878 5067-16195
14781 5060-17262 * 14879 506718034
F	 14793 5061-17311 * 14891 5068-14424
14823 5063-17412 * 14892 5068-16254
14835 5064-14205 * 14905 5069-14483
14836 5064-16025 * 14906 5069-16312

































USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 60
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
14933 5071-15001 * 15017 5077-15335
14934 5071-116433 * 15018 5077-17164
14947 5072: 15450 * 15031.- 5078-15425
14948 5072-16482 * 15032 5078-17222
14961 5073:15104 * 15045 5079-15445
14962 5073-16534 * 15046 5079-17280
14975 5074-15171 * 15059 5080-15503
14976 5074-16534 * 15073 5081-15561
14989 5075--15220 * 15198 5090-15101
1499Q 5075-17052
ANDSAT - I COVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII
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-16035. 000001UU00 1-10039/0016 09/07/72 40 4585 4845N U9036w b5 • l 1290 5 tGhU5046-16042 00000/0000 1-10039/0017 09/07/72 70 4585 4721N 091124 95.6 126.2 GGrG
5046
-1604 4 00000/0U00 '1 1 10039/0018 09/07/72 90 4b8b 4556N U9146w 56.2 123 6 9 FFFG
5046-16051 00000/0000 1-10039/0019 09/07/72 80 4585 4431N 092184 56.7 121 . 5 WIG
5046-16053 00000/0000 1-10039/0020 09/07/72 40 4585 43C6N U9250W b7 . 1 119 ,1 1 OUFb
5046-16060 00000/OOOU 110039/0021 09/07/72 10 4585 4142N 09321w 57.5 llbn6 FFGG5046-16065 00000/UUU0 1-10039/0022 09/07/72 40 4585 3851N U9420w 58.2 11106 FGFG
5046. 16071 00000/0000 1-10039/0023 09/07/72 60 4585 3724N U9448w 5894 1C9 . 1 GGFG
5046-16074 00000/0000 1-10039/0024 09/07/72 40 4b85 3559N 09b15w 58.6 1Cb • b UUhG
5046-16083 00000/0000 1-10039/0025 09/07/72 80 4585 3308N U9607w 58.7 101.4 UGFG
5046. 16085 00000/UUUU 110U39/0026 09/07/72 b0 4585 3142N U9632W 58 . 7 9808 GGF(3
5046-16092 00000/0000 1-10039/0027 09/07/72 60 4585 3017N U9656W 58.6 9603 FGFF
5046-16103 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0028 09/07/72 40 4585 2559,14 U9807w 98.0 8888 uFFG
5047-17543 00000/OUOU 110039/0029 09/08/72 10 4600 4305N 12005W 57.2 118.9 FGFF"
504/•17550 00000/0000 1-10039/0030 09/08/72 10 4600 414ON 12036W 57 . 6 116 . 4 GOFG
5047. 17552 00000/0000 1-10039/0031 09/08/72 10 4600 4015N 12106w 57.9 113.9 GGFG
5047-17555 00000/ODUU 1-10039/0032 09/U8/72 10 460J 3849N 12135W 58 . 2 111.4 hUUF
5047-17561 00000/0000 1-10039/0033 09/08/72 50 4600 3724N 122034 58.4 108 . 8 F'GUG
5047-17564 00000/0000 ?-10039/0034 09/08/72 90 46C.0 35584 1223Ow 58 . 6 106.2 Ur GU
5047-17570 OOOOO/OOOU 1-10039/CO35 09/08/72 90 460;) 3433N 122564 58.7 103.7 FGFG
5050-16264 00000/0000 110039/0036 09/11/72 30 4641 4851N 09bl6w b5 . 3 127.9 Ph4b
5050-16270 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0037 09/11/72 80 46,41 4725N 096524 55.8 129.6 NFUF
5050-16273 OOOOO/UUUU 1-10039/0038 09/11/72 100 4641 460ON U9/274 56.4 123.2 +FFF
5050-16275 00000/0000 1-10039/0039 09/11/72 100 4641 4436N U9801W b6 .8 120.8 FFGG
5050`16 28 2 OOOOC/UUUU 1 . 10039/0040 09/11/72 100 4641 43ION 098324 57.3 118.4 hthF
505U+16284 00000/0000 1-10039/0041 09/11/72 100 4641 4145N U9903w 57.7 115.9 FGUF
5050-16291 00000/0000 110039/0042 09/11/72 100 4641 402ON U9933W 58.0 113 . 4 FPUG
5050-16300 00000/0000 1-10039/0043 09/11/72 60 4641 3728N 1003OW 5894 108.3 FGUF
5050+16302 OOOOO/UUOU 1-10039/OU44 09/11/72 ld 4641 3602N 1UU58w 58.6 105.1 GGIiF
5050-16305 00000/0000 1 , 10039/0045 09/11/72 n 1641 3437N 10124W 58 . 7 103.1 GGGG
5050-16311 00000/00UU 1-10U39/0U46 09/11/72 U 4641 3311N 1U150w 58.7 10u.b FUUG
5050-16314 00000/OUOO 1-10039/0047 09/11/72 10 4641 3145N 102154 58.7 98.0 FFGF
5054-16320 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0048 09/11/72 10 4641 3018N 102394 58.6 95.4 tuUG
5050-16323 00000/0000 1-10039/0049 09/11/72 10 4641 2852N 103034 58 . 4 92.9 FGGF
505U-16325 00000/0000 1-10039/0090 09/11/72 10 4641 2726N 10327w 58 . 2 9004 FFUF
5051-14493E 00000/0000 1 . 10039/0051 09/12/72 50 4654 4725N U723OW 95.9 125.4 (iGFG
L
f,	 KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ...........,.... 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER. = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REOUESTLU. GxUUO U. P=POOK. F=FAIR.
tv
`stS war	 °.x .waswxcexv	 ;res.^,
i.
tRTS-1
10:45 AUG 06,'75 STANDARD CATALOG F°,IK CUS PALL 0002
FRUM 07/01/75 TR 07/31/75
06SLRVATI9N MICROFILM R RLL yb0/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIHAL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE QUALITY
ID	 - PUSITIdN IN R@LL ACQUV4EU__ CVVtR `JUMbER OF MAUL ELtVO AZ1M0	 RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 4567€3
5051-14495 00000/0000 1-10039/0052 09/12/72 40 4-654- 4-60ON 07305W 56.4 12390 GGFG
5051-14502- 00000/UUUU 1-10039/005309/12 /72 40 4654 4435N U7338w b609 12006 GGFG
5051-14504 OUOOO/OOOU 1-10039/005 4 09/12/72 50 4654 4309N U741OW 57.3 118.2 uliFu
5051-14511 00000/0000 1-10039/0055 09/12/72 60 4654 4143x+ U744OW 57.7 115 . 7 GUFb
5051-14513 0u0001000U 1-10039/0055 09/12/72 50 4654 4018N 07509W 58.0 113.2 GGFG
5051-14520 00000/0000 1-10039/OOb7 09/12/72 30 4654 3852N U7b38W 58.2 110.6 F.FFG
5051-14522 00000/OUOU 1-10039/005H 09/12/72 20 4654 3727N U7606W 58.4 10811 GGFG
5051-14525 00000/000U 1-1UU39/0059 09/12/72 20 4654 3601N U7633W 58 . 6 10b05 UFFG
5051-14534 OCOOO/OUOU 1-10039/0060 09/12/72 80 4654 3309N U7725W 58.7 100.3 FGFG
5051-14540 00000/OUOU 1 . 10039/0061 09/12/72 70 4654 3143N U775pw b807 97.8 U9pr
5051-14545 00000/0000 1-10039/0062 09/12/72 70 4654 2852N 07638w 58.4 92.7 FFFG
5051-14554 00000/0000 1-10039/0063 09/12/72 40 4654 2601N 07925w 57.9 87.8 FFFG
5051-16363 00000/0000 1-10039/0129 09/12/72 50 4655 3435N 10250W 58.7 102.9 GGFG
5051-16365 00000/OUOO 110039/0129 09/12/72 40 4655 3310N 10316W 58.7 100.3 UGFG
5051-16372 00300/0000 1-10039/0130 09/12/72 10 4655 3144N 10341W b8.7 9/08 GGFG
5051-16374 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0131 09/12/72 20 4655 3019N 10406W 58.6 95.2 GGFG
5051-16381 00000/OUOO 1-10039/0132 09/12/72 20 4655 2853N 1043OW 5804 92.7 GGFF
5051-16383 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0133 09/12/72 2U 4655 2726N 10454W 56.2 9002 GGFG
5052-14551 0000010000 1-10039/0069 09/13/72 10 4668 4726N U7355w 55.9 125 . 2 FFUF
5052-14553 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0070 09/13/72 10 4668 4601N U7429W 56.4 12208 FFUF
5052-14560 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0071 09/13/72 10 4668 4436N U7503W 56.9 12004 FFUF
5052-14562 00000/0000 1-10039/0072 09/13/72 10 4668 4310N U7536W 57 . 3 11800 FFFF
5052-14565 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0073 09/13/72 20 4668 414bN U7606W b7.7 Ilbob FGFF
5052-14571 00000/0000 1-10039/0064 09/13/72 100 4668 4019N U7636W 58.0 11300 F	 VF
5052-14574 00000/0000 1-10039/0065 09/13/72 100 4668 3853N U7705W 58.3 110.4 F FG
5052-14580 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0079 09/13/72 lU0 4668 3728N U7733w 58 . 5 10/09 FF
5052-14583 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0074 09/13/72 70 4668 3603N U7759W 58.6 10b03 FFFF
5052-14585 00000/UU00 1-10039/0075 09/13/72 90 4668 3437N U7826W 58.7 10207 FFFF
5052-14592 011000/UUUU 1-10039/0016 09/13/72 8(-) 4668 3311N U7651w 5897 IOU•l FFFF
5052-15001 Ou000/OUOU 1-10039/0066 09/13/72 1013 4665 3019N U7941W 5805 95.0 F hF
5052-15003 OO'OOO/UUUU 1-10039/0077 09/13/72 30 4668 2853N u8UU5w 5804 92.5 FF ► F
5052-15010 00000/0000 1-10039/0067 09/13/72 lOC, 4668 2727N U8028W 58.1 90.1 F	 FF
5C52-15012 00000/ODUU 1-10039/0063 09/13/72 100 4666 2601N U8051W 57.9 8/06 r	 FG
5052-16385 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0079 01/13/72 60 4669 4558N 10020W 56.4 122 @ 6 GGFG
5052-16391 OOOOO/UUUU 1-SOU39/0U80 09/13/72 b U 4669 4433N 1UU53w 56.9 12004 FGFG
5052-16394 00000/OUOO 1-10039/0081 09/13/72 90 4669 4307N 10125W 57 . 3 11 81 0 FGFG
KEYS: C-OuL. CbVER ;.	 ............... 0 T= 100 = % CLOUD C4 VER.	 M*	 = NO CLCUC DATA AVAILABLE.
I I AGt	 UUALITY	 ............... 6LA.NKS_6ANU NUT PRESFNT/REUU ,: 5 TtU- G • utbU. P,=Pb@K•	 F=F-AIR+
^ 1 ..	





0000. 0000	 -. 0000. 0000	 . .. 0000
..
100.0.
   
ERTS-1
10:45 AUG 068 '75	 STANDARD CATALHG F t` K LUS	 NA6E 0003
tRVM 0//01/75 TO 07/31//5
OBSLRVATI9R	 MICROFILM R QLL NH./	 OATE	 CLOUD	 9RBIT	 PRINCI PAL POINT	 SUN	 SUN	 IMAGE QUALITY
I^	 OdSITIUN IN RHLL	 ACOUIKFU	 COVE R 	 NUMHLR	 OF	 I`AVt
	 LLLV.	 AZIM.	 - KBV - MSS	 -
KBV	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123	 4b678
5052- 16490
	 00000/0000	 1 - 10039 /008 2	 09/13/72	 100	 4669	 4141N
	 10156W	 b7•7	 11 5 15	 FGFF
5052-16403	 00000/00OU	 1-10039/0083	 09/13/72	 100	 4669	 4016N	 10226W	 -b8•0	 112. 9	 GGF:i
5052-16405	 00000/0000
	 1-10039/0084	 09/13/72	 90	 4669	 3851N
	




09/13/72	 100	 4665	 3726N	 10323w	 58.5	 1C1 9 6	 CSGFG
5052-16414	 00000/0000	 1-10039/0086	 09/13/72	 90	 4669	 360014	 10350W
	
58.6
	 105 . 3	 GUFF
5052-16421
	 00000/0000	 1-10039/0087	 09/13/72
	
80	 4669	 3435N	 10416W	 58.7	 1C20	 GGFG
5052-16423
	 00000/0000	 1-10039/00 9 8	 09/13/72	 70	 4669	 3310N
	
10442W	 58.7	 100 . 1	 GGFG
5052-1643C
	 00000/0DUU	 1-10039/00 8 9	 09/13/72	 20	 4669	 3144N	 10`JU7w	 b8.6	 9705	 FGFG






-15002	 00000/OUOU	 1-10039/0091	 09/14/72	 40	 4682	 4849N	 07448w	 b5.4	 127.4
	 rr^F
5053-15005
	 0000010000	 110039/0092	 09/14/72	 50	 4682	 47?5N	 U7524W	 b599	 125.0	 GFG
505 3-15011	 00000/OUOU	 1-100 39/0093	 09/14/72	 20	 4682	 4600,14	 U7b58w	 56.5	 122 . 7	 uFG
505.3. 1501 4 	00000/OOOU	 1-10039/009 4 	09/14/72	 10	 4682	 4435N	 U763OW	 56.9	 120.2	 FUG
5053-15020
	 00000/00OU	 1-10039/0095	 09/14/72
	 40	 4682	 4308N	 U7702W	 57.3	 117 . 8	 FFG
505 3-15023	 00000/OUOU	 1-10039/0096
	









5056-15182	 00000/0000	 1-10039/0108	 09/17/72	 80	 4724	 4558N	 U8016W	 56.5	 122 . 2	 FFFG
5056-15184	 00000/UUUU	 1 . 10039/0109	 09/17/72
	 60	 4724	 4433N	 u8U49W	 56.9	 11 51 8	 F+F	 b
5056-15191	 00000/0000	 1-10039/0110
	 09/ 1 7/72	 50	 4724	 4307N	 U8121W	 57.3	 117 . 3	 FFFG
5056-15193
	 00000/0000	 1-10039/0111	 09/17/72	 40	 4724	 4142N	 08152w	 57.7	 114 . 8	 FFFG
5056-15200
	 00000/0000	 1-10039/0112	 09/17/72	 60	 4724	 4017N	 U8221W
	
58.0
	 112 . 3	 FGFG
5056-17020	 00000/OUOU	 1-10039/0093	 Oa/17/72	 70	 4725	 4432N	 10637W	 b6.9	 115 . 8	 Guru
5056-17022	 00000/0000
	





	 bU	 4725	 4143N	 1U/40W
	
b797	 114 . 8	 GGFG
5056-17031	 00000/0000	 1-10039/0101
	 09/17/72	 40	 4725	 4017N	 10809W
	 58.0	 112.3	 GGFG
5056-1' ! 034	 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0102 	 09/17/72	 30	 4725	 3851N	 10838w	 58.2	 105 . 7	 GGFG
505 6
-17u4o	 00000/0000	 1-10039/0103	 09/17/72	 30	 4725	 3726N	 10907W
	
58.4	 107 . 2	 GFFG














1-10039/0107	 09/17/72	 10	 4725	 3O17N	 11116W	 58.4	 9494	 uuU b




	 09/18/72	 50	 4739
	 4309N	 10833W	 57 . 3	 117.2
	
(IFFG
505/-17083	 OOOOC/UUUU	 1-10039/0119	 09/18/72	 20	 4/39	 414bN	 10905W	 57.7	 114.7	 hliFG
5057 - 17085	 OOOOC/0000	 1 - 10039/0120	 09/18/72	 20	 4739	 4019N	 10935W	 58+0
	
112.2	 GGFG
5057 - 17092	 OOOOC/UUJU	 1 - 10039/0121	 09/18/72	 10	 4739	 3854N	 11004W	 58.2	 105 . 7	 UFljb
KE'15: 'CLBUU COVER	 ............... 0 TH 100 s % CLOUD CHVE.R. r • a NO 'CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I MAGE QUALITY ............... BLAn :KS_BANU NOT PRESENT /REUUs. S TtU. G z UddU. F :POOH. FzFAIR.
ERTS•1
10:45 AUG 06Al 7b STANDARD CATALOG FuK LUS PA(it UpU4
FROM 07/01/75 TM 07/-11/75
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RRLL N8./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN
	 IMAGE QUALIII'_
Lt) P8SITI6N IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 I MAGE ELEV• AZIM•	 RBV MSS
RFV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
5057-17094 00000/0000 1-10039/0122 09/18/72 10 4739 3728N 11033w 58•4 IC791_ UGhG
5057-17101 00000/0000 1-10039/0123 09/18/72 10 4739 3602N 11100w 58.5 104.5 FUFG
5057-17103 00000/0000 1-10039/0124 09/18/72 10 4739 3437, 11127W 58 . 5- 102.0 FGFG
5057-17110 00000/0000 1-10039/0125 09/18/72 0 4739 3311N 11152W 58.5 99.4 UFUF
5057-17112 00000/0000 1-10039/0126 09/18/72 0 4739 3145N 11217W 58 . 5 96.8 UUGG
5C5/-17115 00000/U00U 1-10039/0127 09/18/72 0 4739 3019N 11242W 58.4 94.3 FFUG
5058-15303 00000/GUOU 1-10039/0113 09/19/72 60 4752 4309N U8411W b7.3 117.1 G	 G
5058-1.5312 00000/0000 1-10039/0114 09/19/72 30 4752 4019N U8512W 57.9 112.1 U F
5058-15314 00000/0000 1-10039/0115 09/19/72 40 4752 3854N U8541W 58•? 109 i5 U FG
5058-15321 00000/OUQU 1-10039/0116 09/19/72 20 4752 3728 1y U8609w 58.3 107 . 0 GFF
5060.17262 00000/0000 1-10039/0143 09/21/72 40 4781 38564v 11422W 58 . 1 109 . 3 GGUG
5060-17264 00000/000U 1-10039/0144 09/21/72 10 4781 373ON 11450w 58.3 106.8 UUUG
5060-17271 00000/OOCO 1-10039/0145 09/21/72 10 4781 3604N 11517W 58.4 104.2 UFFG
506U-17273 00000/0D00 1-10039/01 46 09/21/72 10 4781 3439N 11544w 58.4 101.7 UGUG
506U-17280 00000/0000 1-10039/0147 09/21/72 30 4781 3313N 11611W 58.4 99.1 GGUF
5060-17282 00000/OUOO 1-10039/0148 09/21/72 60 4781 3146N 11636w 58.4 96.6 GGUG
5061-17311 00000/0000 1-10039/0136 09/22/72 80 4795 4145N 11448W 57.6 11 41 3 UGUG
5061-17314 00000/0000 1-10039/0137 09/22/72 80 4795 402ON 11518w b7.8 111 . 8 GGUG
5061-17320 00000/0000 1-10039/0138 09/22/72 70 4795 3854N 11547W 58.1 109 . 2 UGUG
5061-17323 OOOOO/UUUU 1- 10039/0139 09/22/72 30 4795 3729N 11616W 58.2 106 . 7 UUUU
5061. 17325 00000/000U 1-10039/0140 09/22/72 10 4795 3603N 11643W 58.3 1C 4 91 GGUG
5061-17332 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0141 09/22/72 2U 4795 3437N 1171OW 58.4 101.6 UUFU	 -
5061-17334 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0142 09/22/72 70 4795 3311N 11736W 58.4 99.0 UGUG
5063-17412 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0149 09/24/72 60 4823 460ON 11b05w 56.3 121.5 UUFG
5063-17414 00000/0000 1-10039/0150 09/24/72 50 4823 4435N 11639W 56.8 11 9. 0 DUFF
506 3-17421 OOOOO/UUOU 1-10039/0151 09/24/72 40 4823 4310N 11711W 57.2 116.6 UGFF
5063-17423 OOOOO/UOOU 1-10039/0152 09/24/72 40 4823 4145N 11741W 57.5 11 4. 1 GFFF
506 3 -174 30 OOOOO/UUOU 1-10039/0153 09/24/72 30 4823 4019N 11811W 57.8 111.6 UGFF
5063-17432 00000/0000 1-10039/0154 09/24/72 50 4823 3853N 11840w 58.0 109. 0 UUFF
5063-17435 00000/0000 1-10039/0155 09/24/72 40 4823 3728N 11508W b8.1 10615 UUhF
5064-14203 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0013 09/25/72 50 4836 4603N U6552W 56.3 121.4 FGUG
5064-14205 00000/0000 1-10039/0014 09/25/72 10 4835 4438N U6625W 56.7 119.0 FUUG
5064-14212 00000/0000 1- 10039/0015 09/25/72 10 4835 4313N U6657W 57 . 1 11 61 5 FFUU
5064-16025 00000/0000 1-10039/0235 09/25/72 80 4836 4853N 09032W 55.3 126.1 PUG
5064-16032 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0236 09/25/72 80 4836 4728N 09108W 55.8 123.8 PFF
5064-17461 00000/0000 1-10039/04 10 09/25/72 70 4837 485ON 11619W 55.3 1?6.1 GGUF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %	 ••••••••.•...•. O TO	 100 r % CL OUD CRVER• a* a NO CLOUD UATA AVAILAULE•








-^...	 ^.	 0000...	 0000.. 0000	 0000 0000.
EATS-1
10:45 AUG 06*' 75 STANUARD CATALtW Fbw	 c.US eA13L UGU5
FROM 07/01/75 Try 07/ -11/75
UHSLRVA7I9N r,ICPfJFILM k4LL Ntl. / DATE CLCUU U4blT NRINCIrAL NOINI SUN SUN IMAGE UUALIIY
IG ObS1T11IN IN RBLL ACQUIRFO COVER NUMBER- BE I-AUE ELEV. AZ1M. RBV
	
MSS
RSzv MSS LAT LONG 123	 4bb78
5064. 17463 0J000/U00U 1-10039/0411 03/25/72 50 4)337 4725N 11655W 55.8 12398 FGUG
5064 -17 47 -__00000 /UUUU 1-10039/C 4 1F 09/25/72 50 4837 4 60ON 1173OW b6•3 121.4 FUUG
5064-17472 OOOOC/ObOU 1-10039/0 4 13 09/25/72 30 4837 4435N 11804W 56.7 118.9 ♦ Nish
5064-17475 00000/0000 1-10039 /0 4 1 4 04/25/72 10 4837 4309N 11836W 57.1 116.5 UUUF
5064-117481 OOOOO/UUUU 1-10039/041 5 09/25/72 l0 4637 414414 11908W 57.4 114.0 bFUU
5064. 17484 00000/OUOO 1 . 10039/0 4 16 09/25/72 10 4837 4018N 11938W 57 . 7 111.5 GGGG
5064 - 17490 00000/ODUU 1 - 10039/0417 09/25/72 10 4837 385314 12U07w 57.9 109. 0 Vurh
5064-17493 00000/00UU 1-10039/0 4 18 09/25/72 10 4153/ 3728N 12035W 58.1 1069 4 GGGG
5064 . 17495 00000/0UUU 1-10039/0419 09/25/72 2U 4837 3603N 12102W 58.2 103.9 FFFG
5064-17502 00000/000U 1 . 10039/0420 09/25/72 90 4837 3437N 12128W 58.2 101.3 FUUF
5064-17504 03000/CUOU 1-10039/0421 09/25/72 SOU 483/ 3310N 12153w b8 • 2 9608 GGGG
506b-14254 03000/0000 1 . 10039/0169 09/26/72 70 4849 4727N U6646w 55.8 123 . 7 GFG
5065-14261 00000/00UU 1-10039/0170 09/26/72 60 4849 4601N u6720w 56.2 121.3 FGFG
5065-16083 00000/0040 1-10039/0174 09/26/72 40 4850 4851N U9158W 55 9 2 126.0 G FF
5065-16090 00000/0000 1-10039/0175 09/26/72 10 4850 4727N U9P34w 55 . 8 12397 h	 rG
5066-14325 0U00C/UUUU 1-10039/0185 09/27/72 10 4863 4236N U7UO2W 57.1 115 . 4 rPUF'
5066-14331 0000010000 1-10039/0186 09/27/72 0 4863 4 111N U7033W 57.5 112i9 FFGF
5066-14334 00000/00UU 1-10039/0187 09/27/72 10 4863 3945N U7102W b7 0 7 11094 FhrF
5066- 14340 00000/0000 1 - 10039/0189 09/27/72 20 4863 38190 U7131w 57.9 107 . 9 hhFF
5066-14345 CO000/UUUU I-1.3039/0189 09/27/72 3U 4863 3528N U7224w 58.1 102.8 Fhhh
5066-16141 00000/000U 1-10039/0176 09/27/72 0 4864 4854 14 U9323W 55.2 126.0 F	 GF
5066-1!6144 00000/0UOU 1-10039/0177 09/27/72 2O 4864 4729N U9359W 55 . 7 123.7 F	 FF
5066-1.6150 00000/0000 1-10039/017.8 09/27/72 50 4$64 4605N U9434w 56 . 2 121.3 rrrr
5066-16153 OOOOO/UUUU 1-JOU39/0179 09/27/72 7 4864 4439N V9507w 5666 11 8 i9 UFru
5066-1615 00000/U000 1-10039/0180 09/27/72 7O 4864 4313,N V9539W 57.0 116 1 5 FGUG
5066-16162 00000/0000 1-10039/0181 09/27/72 60 4864 4148N U9b10w 57.3 11 41 0 hhIJF
























5066-17573 00000/OUOU 1-10039/C371 09/27/72 60 4865 4852N 11910W 55 . 2 126 . 0 FFFF
5066-17575 OOOOC/0000 1-ICO39/0372 09/27/72 80 4865 4728N 11y46W b5 . 7 123 . 1 hGhh
5066-17582 OOOOC/0000 1-10039/0373 09/27/72 .1 4602N 12021w 5692 121.3 lU4U
5066-17584 00000/0000 1-10039/0374 09/27/72 80 4865 4438N 12055W 56.6 118 .9 GGGG
5066-17591 00000/0000 1-10039/0375 09/27/72 80 4865 4313N 12127w b7 . 0 11 6 i4 ufpuu
5066-17593 00000/UUOU 1-10039/0 376 09/27/72 7U 4665 4146N 12159W 57.3 114.0 GGGG
5066-18000 OOOOO/UUOU 1-10039/0377 09/27/72 60 4865 4022N 12228W 57.6 11105 GGUG
KEYS: CL bUD COVER % .....00......0. 0 T.° 100 = % CLOUD COVER. *- z NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...0.0.00...... BLANKS=BANO NOT PRESENT/REQUE5TLD9 G=GOOUO-P=PdBH. F=FAIR.
ERTS-1
10:45 AUG 06P I 75 STANDARD CATALBG F" N GUS h'AGE 0006
FROM 07/01/75 T8 07/31/75
OF$LRVATI9N MICROFILM RBLL NO•/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE WUALIIY
ID PUSITION'IN R8LL ACOUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF I MAGE ELEV. AZIM.	 RBV MSS
H 8V M55 LAT LONG 123 4bb78
506 7-14370 00000/0000 1-10039/0171 09/28/72 20 4877 4728N 06937W 55.6 123 . 6 FGFG
5067-14373 00000/0000 1-10039/0172 09/28/72 20 4877 4603N 07011W 56.1 121.3 FGFF
5067 . 14375 00000/0000 1-10039/0173 09/28/72 10 4877 4438N U7043W 56.6 11 8 *8 FGFG
5061-14402 00000/UU0U 1-10039/027F 09/28/72 50 4877 3606N U7338W 58 0 0 103.8 PFFF
5067-14405 00000/0000 1-10039/0273 09/28/72 60 4877 3440N U7405w 58.1 101.3 FuhF
5067 .14411 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0274 09/28/72 40 4877 3313N U7431W 58.0 98.8 FFhG
5067-14414 00000/00UU 1-10039/0275 09/28/72 40 4877 3148N U7456W 58.0 96.3 FFFG
5067 -16195 00000/0000 1 -lCO39/0190 09/28/72 20 4878 4853N U9448W 55.1 126 . 0 FFUF
5061-16202 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0191 09/28/72 3U 4878 4728N U9b25W 55.6 123.6 FFrF
5067-16204 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0192 09/28/72 30 4878 4604N U960OW 56 . 1 12192 FGFG
5067-16211 00000/OODU 1-10039/0193 09/28/72 2 4878 4438N U9633W 56.6 118 . 8 rruu
5067.16213 00:000/0000 1-10039/0194 09/28/72 10 4878 4313N U9705W 56.9 116.4 FGFG
5067-16220 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0195 09/28/72 30 4376 4147N U9/36W 57.3 113 . 9 Ubuu
5067-16222 00000/0000 1-10039/0196 09/28/72 30 4878 4022N U9805w 57.5 111.4 FuhF
5067-16225 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0197 09/28/72 20 4878 3857N U9634W b7.8 108 . 9 FUUF
5067 . 16231 00000/0000 1-10039/0198 09,/28/72 30 4878 3731N U9902W 57.9 106.4 FGFG
5067-16234 00000/0UUU 1-10039/0199 09/28/72 20 4878 3605N U9929W 58 . 0 103.8 rurr
5067-16240 00000/OU00 1-10039/0200 09/28/72 10 4878 3439N U9955W 58.1 101.3 GFhG
5061-18034 00000/UUOU 1-10039/0223 09/28/72 70 4879 4726N 12113W 55.6 12396 FGuG
5067-18040 00000/0000 1-10039/0224 09/28/72 70' 4879 4602N 12148W 56.1 121.2 FFFF
506/-18043 00000/UUUU 1 . 10039/0225 09/28/72' 80 4879 4436N 12221W 56.6 11 8 i8 hFrF
5067-18045 00000/0000 1- 10039/0226 09/28/72 90 4879 4311N 12254W 56.9 116 . 4 FFFG
5067-18052 00000/0000 1-10039/0227 .09/28/72 80 4879 4146N 12325W 57.3 113 . 9 GGUG
5068-14424 00000/0000 1-10039/0228 09/29/72 20 4891 4729N U7102w 55.6 123.6 FFGG
5068-14431 00000/0000 1-10039/0229 09/29/72 10 4891 4603N U7136W 56 . 1 121.2 hGOG
5068-14433 00000/0000 1-10039/0230 '09/29/72 0 4891 4437N U7209w 56.5 11 81 8 FFGG
5068-14440 00000/UODU 1-10039/0231 09/29/72 20 4891 4312N U7241W 56.9 116.3 h ju
5068-14442 00000/0000 1-10039/0232 09/29/72 7U 4891 4147N 07312W 57.2 113.9 FFFF
5068-14445 00000/0000 1-10039/0234 09/29/72 80 4891 4021N U7342W 57 . 5 111.4 FG
5068-14451 00000/0000 1-10039/0233 09/29/72 80 4891 3856N U7411W 57.7 108.9 GFGG
5068-14472 00000/0000 1-10039/0262 09/29/72 50 4891 3147N U7622W 57.9 9603 ruhu
5068-14474 00000/0000 1-10039/0263 09/29/72 80 4891 3021N 07647W 5798 9398 FGFG
5068 . 14481 00000/UU00 1-10039/0264 09/29/72 90 4891 285bN U%/ilw 57.6 91v4 hUhF
5068-14483 00000/0000 1 . 10039/0265 09/29/72 90 4891 2729N 07735W 57 . 3 89.0 FGGG
5068-16254 OOOOO/UUUU 1-10039/0276 09/29/72 80 4892 4853N U9bl4W bb•l 125.9 FFUG
5068-16260 00000/ODUU 1-10039/0277 09/29/72 70 4892 4728N U9651w b5.6 123.5 FFhG
KEYS': CLOUD COVER X •.•••••••••.... 0 T8 100 % CLOUD COVER. •• : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE
	
QUALITY	 ............... BLAtKS =BAND NOT PRESENT /RE(JUl. STLD. G=GOBO. P-P(JOR. F=FAIR»
ERTS-I
10:45 AUG 06. l 7b STANDARD CATALOG F t-,K LUS
FK9M 07101175 TO 07/J1/7b
56SERVATI5N MICROFILM RRLL NOs/ MATE CLOUD 9R bIT PRINCI'' PL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUAL_LLY
IU POSITION IN ROLL ACDUIREU COVER NUMBER OF	 I MAGE ELEVO AZIme RBV	 MbS
RBV MSS LAT LONG, 123	 4b678
5066, 16263 1-10039/027 9 09/29/72 60 4892 4602N 09726w b6 0 1 121 . 2 FFFG
5068-16265 OOOOO/OOUO 1-10039/0279 09/29/72 10 4892 4436N U9800w b605 11 9 *8 FUUG
5068-16272 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0280 09/29/72 10 4892 4311N U9832W 56.9 116.3 FFub
5068-16274 00000/0000 1 . 10039/0281 09/29/72 U 4892 4146N U9902W 57.2 11 3. 9 FFFU
5068. 16281 00000/0000 1-10039/0282 09/29/72 10 4892 4021N 09933W b7.5 111 . 4 uuFb
506816283 00000/ODUU 1-IOU39/0283 09/29/72 lU 4892 3855N 10002W 57.7 1089 9 FFGF
506816290 00000/00OU 1*10039/0284 09/29/72 40 4892 3730N IOU30W 57.8 10603 GFGF
506816292 00000/UUOU 1-1UO39/0285 09/29/72 10 4892 3605N 10057W 57.9 10396 uutaF
5068-16295 00000/0000 1-10039/0286 09/29/72 10 4892 3438N 10123W 58.0 101.3 FUFU
5066-16301 00000/UUUU 1-10039/028 7 09/29/72 U 4692 3313N 1U148W 58.0 9608 UUb
50615 16304 00000/0000 1-10039/0288 09/29/72 10 4892 3147N 10212W 57.9 9693 hUOG
5068-16310 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0289 09/29/72 lU 4692 3022N 10237W 57.8 93.8 FFUU
5068-16 3 1 3 00000/0000 1-10039/0290 09/29/72 10 4892 2856N 1030114 b7 0 6 9194 GGGF
5069-14483 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0237 09/30/72 10 4905 4727N U7228w b5.5 123 .5 r	 FF
5069 14485 00000/0000 1-10039/0238 09/30/72 10 4905 4602N U7303W b6.0 121.1 F	 GF
5069.14492 00000/UUUU 1-10039 /024 1 09/30/72 20 4905 4437N U7336W 56 . 4 11 69 7 FF'tlh
5069-1 4 49 4 00000/0000 1-10039/0239 09/30/72 20 490b 4312N U7409W 56 . 8 116.3 F FG
5069-14501 00000/OOQU 1-10039/024 0 09/30/72 90 4905 4146N U7440w 57.1 113 0 6 F	 FF
5069.14521 00000/0000 1-10039/026 6 09/30/72 80 4905 3438N 07658W b7 0 9 101 . 3 GGGG
5069-1 4 524 00000/00OU 1-1.0039/0267 09/30/72 70 4905 3312N 07724W b7 . 9 98.7 GGGG
5069-14530 00000/UODU 1-10039/026 3 09/30/72 9U 4905 3147N u7/49W 57.8 9603 UFUF
50-69-14533 00000/UOOU 1-10039/0269 09/30/72 90 4905 3022N U7813W 57.7 93.8 FGFF
5069-14542 00000/OUOU 1-10039 /027 0 09/3C/72 70 4905 2728N U7901W 57.2 8900 FFUF
5069-14551 00000/0000 1-10039/0271 09/30/72 30 4906 2436N U7y47w 56 0 6 8404 rhFF
Q Q 5069-16312 00000/0000 1-10039/0246 09/30/72 0 4906 4851N U9741W 5500 12508 FGFG
5069-16314 00000/0000 1-10039/0247 09/30/72 0 4906 4727N U9817W 55 . 5 12305 GGFG
O
5069-16321 00000/00UU 1-10039/0243 09/30/72 10 4906 4602N 09852W 56 . 0 121.1 FhuG
gg 5069-16323 00000/OODU 1-10039/0249 09/30/72 10 4906 4436N U9926W 56.4 11 80 7 GGGF
0 5069-16330 00000/ODUU 1-10039/0250 09/30/72 0 4906 4310N U9958W b698 11603 uGFG
5069-16332 OJOOO/OUOU 1 . 10039/0251 09/30/72 10 4906 4145N 10029W b701 11 30 8 GGGF
5069-16335 00000/UUUU 110039/0252 09/30/72 3U 4906 4020N 1OU58w 57 . 4 111.3 FGFG
5069-16341 00000/0000 1-10039/0253 09/30/72 20 4906 3854N 10127W 57.6 10608 GGGG
5069-16344 00000/OUOO 1-10039/0254 09/30/72 10 4906 3729N 10155W 57 . 8 1069 3 tutu
i' 5069-16350 00000/OUOQ 1-10039/0255 09/30/72 0 4906 3603N 10222W 57.9 103 . 6 GGFF
5069.16353 00000/0000 1-10039/0256 09/30/72 10 4906 3437N 10248W 57.9 101.2 FGFG
5069-16355 00000/OOUO 1-10039/0257 09/30/72 10 4906 3312 14 10314W 57.9 93.7 FGUF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER x 0..0.0•••••,... 0 TA 100 s % CLOUD COVER. r0 n NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.




10:45 AUG C6pl 76 STANDARD CATALeU F^-, K GUS PAVE 0008
FR9M 07/01/75 TO 07/s1/7b
ObSLRvAT15N MICROFILM R"LL NO-/ DATE CLOUD URBIT NRINCIrNL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE WUALI.J_T
ID POSIT15N IN ROLL AC^UIRPD COVER NUMBER OF	 1 7"AUE ELEV. AZIM.	 R6V MSS
RyV MSS LAT LONG 123 4bb/8
5069-16362 00000/OUOO 1-10039/025 x? 09/30/72 10 4906 3147:N 10339W 57.8 96.2 hhhF
5069 - 16364 OOOOC/OODU 1-10039/0259 09/30/72 10 4906 3021% 10403W 57 . 7 9308 GGGF
5069-16371 00000/0000 1-10039/0260 09/30/72 10 4906 2854N 10427W 57.5 91.4 GFGG
5069-16373 00000/0000 1-10039/0261 09/30/72 10 4906 272814 10450w b7.2 89 . 0 FFGU
5070-14541 00000/0000 1-10039/024? 10/01/72 10 4919 47?_9N 07352W 55.4 123 . 5 hhFF
5070-14543 0000010000 1 - 10039/0243 13/01/72 10 4919 4 604% U7427W 55.9 121.2 FFFG
5070-14550 OOOOO/UUUU 1-10039/0244 10/01/72 70 4919 4439N U7b00W 56.4 11 8. 8 FFGCi
5070-14552 00000/0000 1-10039/0 245 10/01/72 90 4919 4314N 07532W 56.7 11613 hthF
507U-16370 00000/0000 1-10039/0304 10/01/72 90 4920 4854N U9y05W 54.9 12b 0 8 GGFCG
5070-16372 00000/00OU 1-10039/0305 1/01/72 70 4920 4730N U9941W 55.4 123 . 5 UGGG
5070-16375 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0306 10/01/72 40 4920 4604N 10016W 55.9 12191 GUuG
5070-16384 OvJOO/0000 1-10039/0307 1C/01/72 10 4920 4313N 10122W 56.7 llb03 FFhF
507U-16390 00000/000U 1-10039/0308 10/01/72 10 4920 -4147N 10153W 57 . 1 11399 uuu(i
507U-1639 00000/00OU
1.
10039/0309 10/01/72 10 4920 4022N 10222w b703 11194 FGGG
5070-16395 OOOOO/OOOU 1-10039/0310 10/01/72 10 4920 3857N 10251W 57.5 1024.9 GGGG
5070-16402 0000C/UUUU 1-10039/0311 10/U1/72 1U 4920 3731N 10320W 57.7 106.4 FFFF
507U-1640 4 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0312 1^/01/72 20 492U 3606N 10347W 57.8 103.x; FFFF
5070-16411 OOOOO/UOOU 1-10039/0313 10/01/72 10 4920 3440N 10414W b7 0 8 101.3 FFFF
507U-16420 00000/0CCU 1-10039/0314 10/01/72 0 4920 3149N 10505W 57 . 7 96.3 PuW.
5070 . 16422 00000/OuOU 1-10039/0315 10/01/72 O 4920 3022N 10529W 57.6 9309 FFFF
507U-16425 OUOUO/UUUU 1-10039/0316 10/01/72 10 4920 22356.% 1U5b3W 57 . 4 91.5 1,GUF
5071-15001 00000/0000 1-10039/0378 10/02/72 10 4933 4603.% u7b53W 55.9 121.1 FFFF
5071-15004 D-j000/UJOU 1-10039/0379 1-n/02/72 10 4933 4438N U7627w 56 . 3 118 . 7 FFGb
5071-16433 00000/OG00 1 - 10039/0291 1/02/72 60 4934 460214 10142W 55.9 121.1 G FG
bC71-16435 09000/000U 1-10039/0292 10/02/72 10 4934 4437N 10216W 56 . 3 11 8. 7 h	 GF
5071-16442 00000/0000 1-10039/0293 10/02/72 10 4934 4311N 10248W 56.7 11 6. 3 F	 FF
5071-16444 0000G/UUUU 1-10039/0294 10/02/72 10 4934 4147N 1U318W 57.0 113.8 FFFF
5071-16451 OOOuO/000U 1-10039/0295 13/02/72 J 4934 40219 10348W 57.3 111 . 3 FFFF
5071-16453 00000/OuOO 1-10039/0296 10/02/72 10 4934 385614 10418W 57.5 108 . 8 FGGG
5071-16460 00000/OODU 1-10039/0297 1^,/02/72 10 4934 3730N 10446W 57.6 10 6. 3 FFFG
5071-16462 0J003/Uu0U 1-10039/029K 10/02/72 10 4934 3605N 10b13W 57 . 7 10 31 8 hbhF
5071-16465 00000/0000 7-110039/0299 1:,/02/72 0 4934 34'3914 1Ob4OW 57.8 10103 FGGF
507,1-16471 DUOOO/UUUU 1 . 10039/0300 l	 /U2/72 10 4934 3313N 10b06w 57.8 9808 FFFF
5071-1647 4 OOOOO/UUOO 1-10039/0301 1,/02/72 J 4934 3147N 10631W 57.7 9693 FFFF
5071-16430 C;-,004/0000 1'l	 039/•:30? 1	 /02/72 0 4934 302114 1Ub56W 57.5 9309 rFGF
5071-16419 0,a 03/ULOU 1-1"Ga9/;1303 1?/02/72 10 4934 2855- 10719W b7.3 91.5 FFFG
R"	 KEYS:' CLeUG COVER %	 ...............	 U	 T-^ 100 n CLOUD COVER. NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
f
IMAgL	 QUALITY	 ............	 ..	 bLA',,KS=bANU	 NUT PRESENT /RLQUt S TLD. G n bCO U. Pa p btlrc.	 F=FA1R.
•	 ^	 '.^'ff?^'h^^iX13+e^:tllYi±iidl .. h rr,r- ..





10:45 AUG 06, 0 75 STANDARD CATALOG FUR CUS ►+AGE 0009
FROM 07/01/75 TO U7/41/75
OBSERV-ATIO.N MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 1 MAUE ELEV• AZ1M. RBV
	 MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123	 45678
5072. 15050 00000/0000 1'10039/0317 10/03/72 50 4947 4854N U7610w b4.8 125*7 FFFF
5072-15053 00000/0000 1 , 10039/0318 10/03/72 50 4947 4720N U7646W 55.3 12394 FGFG
5072.15055 00000/0000 1-10039/0319 10/03/72 30 4947 4603N U7720W 55.8 121 . 0 FUUG
5072. 15062 00000/0000 1 . 10039/0320 10/03/72 10 4947 4437N U7/b3W 56.2 118 1 7 FFFU
5072-18064 00000/0000 1-10039/0321 10/03/72 10 4947 4311N 07825W 56 96 11 61 2 FGGU
5072-15071 00000/0000 l-lo039/0322 10/03/72 20 4947 4145N U7855W 56.9 113 . 8 FGGG
5072. 15073 00000/OOOU 1 9 10039/0323 10/03/72 40 4947 402ON U7924W 57.2 111.3 FFUG
5072-15080 00000/0000 1-10039/0324 10/03/72 50 4947 3855N U7954W 57.4 108.8 UGGG
5072-15082 00000/0000 1-10039/0325 10/03/72 50 4947 3729N U8022W 57.6 106.3 UUtib
5072. 15085 00000/0000 1 - 10039/0326 10/03/72 70 4947 3604N U8049W 57.7 103 . 8 1-F(iF
5072. 15091 00000/0000 1-10039/0327 10/03/72 50 4947 3438N U8116W 57.7 101.3 FFFG
5072-15100 00000/UUUU 1-IUU39/0328 10/03/72 20 4947 3146N USL00 W 57.6 9b94 FFFV
5072-15103 00000/0000 1 0 10039/0329 10/03/72 40 4947 302ON U8232W b7•5 9399 UGGG
O O 5072.15112 00000/0000 1 • 10039/0330 10/03/72 30 4947 2728N U832OW 57.0 89.2 FFGG
5072. 15114 00000/0000 1-10039/0331 10/03/72 40 4947 2602N 08343W 56.7 86.8 FFGF
►1y	 ,O 5072-16482 00000/0000 1-10039/0156 lo/03/72 10 4948 4854N 10157W 54 . 8 125.8 UGG
O 5072.16484 00000/0000 1-10039/0157 10/03/72 50 4948 4729N 10233w 55.3 12395 GGFG
O 5072-16491 00000/0000 1-10039/0158 10/03/72 20 4948 4604N 10307W 55.8 121.1 UUFG
^i 5072-16493 00000/OUOO I-IOU39/0159 10/03/72 10 4948 4439N 10341W 56.2 118 . 7 UGGG
5072-16500 00000/OUOU 1 . 10039/0160 10/03/72 10 4948 4314N 10413W 56 . 6 116.3 tuoF
5072-16502 00000/0000 1-10039/0161 10/03/72 0 4948 4148N 10444W 56.9 113.9 FUFG
5072-16505 00000/0000: 1-10039/0162 10/03/72 0 4948 40R3N 1Ob15W 57.2 11194 UFUG
tzj 5072.16511 00000/000U 1 . 10039/0163 10/03/72 0 4948 3858N 1Ub44w 5794 10899 UGUG
5072. 16514 00000/UQUU 1-10039/0164 10/U3/72 U 4948 3733N 1Ubl2W 57.5 106.4 FUGG
_ 5072.16520 00000/0000 1+10039/0165 10/03/72 10 4948 3607N 10640W 57.6 1C3 . 9 FGFF
5072-16523 00000/UUUU 1.10039/0166 10/03/72 0 4948 3442N 1U706W 57 . 7 101.4 PUUG
5072-16525 00000/00U0 1-10039/0167 io/U3/72 U 4948 3316N 10732w 57 . 7 98.9 FUUG
5072-16532 00000/000U 1 . 10039/0168 10/03/72 0 4948 315ON 10757W 57 . 6 9605 FrUU
5073. 15104 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0344 10/04/72 70 4961 4854N U7734W 54.7 125 • 8 FFUG
5073-15113 00000/UUUU i-IOU39/0 345 10/04/72 10 4961 4604N U7843W 55.7 121 . 1 YUUU
5073+15120 00000/0000 1-10039/0346 10/04/72 10 4961 4439N 07916W 56 . 1 11997 FFFG
5073-15122 00000/0000 1-10039/0347 10/04/72 10 4961 4313N U7949w 56.5 11 61 3 FGFG.
5073.15125 00000/O00U 1-10039/0348 10/04/72 10 4961 4148N U8'02OW 56.8 113 . 9 FFFG
' 5073-15131 00000/000U 1-10039/0349 10/04/72 20 4961 4022N U805ow 57.1 111.4 PUFF
5073. 15134 00000/0000 1 . 10039/0350 10/04/72 10 4961 3857N U8119W 57 . 3 1C8.9 FFUG
5073-15140 00000/ODUU 1-10039/0351 10/U4/72 20 4961 3731N U8147w 57.5 lOb • 4 FGUG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER	 0 T8 1OC • % CLOUD C!4VER.	 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*








10.45 AUG 060 1 75 STANDARD CATALNG F'_ N LUS
FROM 07/01/75 T8 07/31/75
OHSLRVATIDN MICROFILM k RLL N59/ DATE CLOUD O R BIT PRINCI PAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IU POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVE R NUMBER OF	 ! MAUL ELEV. AZIM. R8V	 M55
H8V Mss LAT LtiNG 123	 4bb78
5073-15143 00000/0000 1-10039/035?, 10/04/72 40 4961 3606N 08214W 57.6 103-9 h'uhG
5073-15145 00000/0000 1-10039/0353 10/04/72 40 4961 3440N 08241W 57.6 1C194 uuFG
5073-15152 00000/0000 1-10039/0354 10/04/72 60 4961 3314N 08307W b796 99.0 U(iuu
5073. 15154 00000/OUOU 1-IOU39/0355 10/04/72 50 4961 3149N U8332W b79b 969b uuuF
5073-15161 00000/OODU 1-10039/0356 10/04/72 5:0 4961 3022N U8357W 57 . 4 94.1 GGGu
5073-15163 00000/00DU 1-10039/0357 10/04/72 40 4961 2855N U8421W 57 . 2 91.7 uuuF
5073-16534 00000/0000 1-1003970359 lo/04/72 20 4962 5007N 10251w 54.2 12797 uuuG
5073-16540 00000/0000 1-10039/0359 10/04/72 10 4962 4842N 10329W b497 125.5 GGGF
5073-16543 00000/0000 1-10039/0360 10/04/72 50 4962 4718N 10405W 55.3 123.2 FGGG
507 3 `16545 00000/UUOU 1-10039/0361 10/04/72 60 4962 4552N 10439W 5597 120.8 FGUG
5073-16554 00000/0000 1-10039/0362 10/04/72 0 4962 4302N 10544W 56.5 116.0 FFFG
5073-16561 00000/0000 1-10039/0363 10/04/72 0 4962 4137N 10615W b6.9 113 . 6 h6h6
5073-16563 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0364 10/04/72 0 4962 4011N 10644W 57.1 111.1 FFGG
5073-16570 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0365 10/04/72 10 4962 3846N 10713W 57.3 1C896 hUhF
5073-16572 00000/00OU 1 . 10039/0366 10/04/72 10 4962 3721N 10741W b795 106.1 hUuu
5073416575 00000/OOOO 1-10039/0367 10/04/72 0 4962 3555N 10809W b796 103.6 GGGG
5073.16581 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0368 10/04/72 10 4962 343ON 10835W 57.6 101.1 FCGFG
5073-16584 00000/0000 1-10039/0369 10/04/72 10 4962 3304N 10901W 57 . 6 92507 FGU(i
5073-16590 00000/0000 1-10039/0570 10/04/72 20 4962 3138N 10926W 57.5 9692 GGGF
5074-15171 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0214 10/05/72 EJ 4975 4603N UzsulOW b596 121.1 F u
5074-15174 00000/0U0U 1-10039/0215 10/05/72 20 4975 4438N U8044W 96.0 118 . 7 FFFG
507 4-15180 00000/0000 1-10039/0216 10/05/72 10 4975 4 312N U8116W 56 . 4 116.3 FGhF
5074-15183 00000/0000 - 1-10039/0217 10/05/72 10 4975 4146N U8147W b6.7 113.9 GuhG
5074-15185 00000/0000 1-10039/0218 10/05/72 10 4975 4021N U8217W 57 . 0 111.4 hhhF
5074-15192 00000/00UU 1-1UU39/0219 10/05/72 1U 497b 385`JN U8245W b792 10899 FFGF
5074-15194 00000/UUOU 1-10039/0220 10/05/72 10 4975 3729N U8313W 57i 4 106.4 FFFF
5074-15201 00000/0000 1-10039/0221 10/05/72 60 4975 3604N 08341W 57 . 5 104.0 FFFG
5074.15203 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0222 10/05/72 80 4975 3439N U8408w 57 . 5 1019b PUUu
5074-16594 00000/0000 1-10039/0201 10/05/72 20 4976 4852N 10449W 54 . 6 12b97 FGGG
507 4-17003 00000/0000 1-10039/0202 10/05/72 50 4976 4601N 10600w 95.6 121 . 1 huuG
507 4-17005 00000/OOOO 1 . 10039/0203 10/05/72 60 4976 4437N 10633W 56 . 0 118 1 7 GGGF
5074-17012 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0204 10/05/72 30 4976 4312N 10705W 5694 11 69 3 uhtiG
5074-17014 00000/0000 1-10039/0205 10/05/72 40 4976 4146N 10736W b697 11398 FFFG
5074*17021 00000/0000 1"10039/0206 10/05/72 10 4976 402ON 10806W 67.0 11194 GGhF
5074-17023 00000/0000 1-10039/0207- 10/05/72 10 4976 3855N 10835W b792 10899 GGFG
5074-17030 00000/0000 1-10039/0208 10/05/72 10 4976 3730N 10904W 57.4 10614 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVEN % 9*99999. 9 9+999.
 O T9 100 n % CLOUD COVER * ar a NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE*





10:45 AUG Ob p '75 S7AN9AKD CATALOG FP M LUS eAL,L 0011
FROM 07/01/75 T6 07/.31/7b
DHSERVATION MICROFILM R RLL Nt1./ DATE CL000 tl KbIT NRINClr"L PO I N [ SUN SUN	 IMAUL WVALIIY
IU POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 I MAGE ELEV. AZIM.	 RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 4b078
5074-17032 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0209 10/05/72 30 4976 36pbN 10932W 57. 5 103 . 9 FGGG
507 4-17035 -- 00000/0000 1-10039/0210- 10/05/72 30 4976 3439N 10959W 57 . 5 10195 FFOF
5074-17041 00000/000U i-10039/0211 10/05/72 20 4976 3313N 11025w 57.5 9900 FFaF
5074-17044 00000/0000 1-10039/0212 10/05/72 30 4976 3147N 11050w 57.4 9605 uuub
5074-17050 OUOUC/UUUU 1--10039/0213 10/05/72 8U 4976 3021N 11115W b7.3 9491 Ubub
5075-15220 00000/0000 1-10039/0386 10/06/72 70 4989 4853N 08026W 54.5 125.7 FFGG
5075-15223 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0387 10/06/72 50 4989 4727N U8103w 55.0 123.4 GGGG
5075-15225 00000/0000 1-10039/0388 10/06/72 30 4989 4601N U8138W 55 . 5 121 . 0 UGGG
5075-15232 00000/OU00 1-10039/0389 10/06/72 10 4989 4436N 08211W 55 . 9 118 . 7 bUUb
5075-15234 00000/0000 1-10039/0390 10/06/72 40 4989 4311N U8244W 56.3 116 . 3 FFFG
5075-15241 00000/ODUU 1-10039/0391 10/06/72 40 4989 414bN U8314w b6.6 11 3. 9 GGGG
507b-15243 OOODU/0000 1-10039/0 392 10/06/72 10 4989 4019;4 08344W 56.9 111 . 4 GGGG
5075-15250 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0393 10/06/72 10 4989 3854N U8412W b7 . 1 109.9 bbbb
5075-15252 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0394 10/06/72 10 4989 3728N U8440W b7.3 106.5 GGGG
507b-15255 00000/U0UU 1-10039/0395 10/06/72 20 4989 3603N U8bO7w b7.4 104 . 0 FFbF
5075-15261 00000/0UUU 1-10039/0396 10/06/72 20 4989 3437N U8b33W 57.4 10195 GGUG
O O
5075-15264 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0397 10/06/72 4U 4989 3312N U8558W 57.4 99.0 FFVG
^d 5075-15270 00000/OUOU 1-10039/039 8 10/06/72 70 4989 3146N U8623W b7.4 96.6 GGUG

















rrbF00000/OUOU 1-10039/0 401 10/06/72
5075-17052 00000/0000 1-10039/0332 10/06/72 90 4990 4851N 30616W 54.5 125.7 Gli6F
507b • 17061 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0 33 3 10/06/72 40 499U 4601N lU/27W bbo5 121 • U FbUU
(`d 5075-17064 00000/OOOU 1-10039/0334 1,/06/72 10 4990 4436N 10801W 55.9 11 8. 7 FFGF
507b-17070 00000/0000 1-10039/0335 10/06/72 10 4990 431ON 1083 ?_W b6.3 116 9 3 GFFG
t0 5075-17073 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0336 10/06/72 lU 4990 4144N 10903W 56.6 113.8 FGFG
507b-17075 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0337 10/06/72 30 499u 4019N 109'33w b6.9 11104 FFVw
5075. 17082 00000/U000 1 . 10039/0338 10/06/72 60 4990 3854N 11003w b7.1 108 . 9 GFUP
507b-1708 4 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0339 10/06/72 70 4990 3729 ,14 11U31W 57.3 10 b•b FFFF
507b•17091 OJO00/OOOU 1 - 10039/0340 10/06/72 60 4990 3604N 11058W 57 . 4 104.0 GGFF
5075 - 17093 00000/UUUU 1 . 10039/0341 10/06/72 91 499U 3437N 11124w 57.4 101.b 6bFF
507b-17100 00000/OUJU 1-10039/0 34? 1';/06/72 70 4990 3311N 11150W 57.4 99.0 GFFF
507b-17102 OJ000/0UJU 1-10039/0343 10/06/72 40 4990 314bN 1i215W 57.4 96.6 OFFF
5077-15335 00000/UUUU 1-10039/040P 11/08/72 20 5017 4728N U8354W 54.8 123 . 5 GGG(3
5071-15342 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0403 10/08/72 20 b017 4603N U8429w 55 . 3 121.1 bbbG
5077-15344 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0404 10/08/72 20 5017 4438N U8b02W 55.7 11 8. K FGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %	 ............... 0 T9 100 = % CLOUD COVER. NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.





10:45 AUG 06. 9 79	 STANDARD CATAL9G F• lK CUS
FRVM 07/01/75 TO U7/JI/75
5+t^SERVATI9N	 MICROFILM k°LL Nd-/
	 DATE	 CLUUO yKBIT	 PRINLI"AL POINT	 SUN	 SUN
















































Ou00C/UUUU 1-10039/04Ub 1C/08/72	 lu	 501/	 431JN	 U6b34w
	 56.1 116i4	 F uu(i
OJOOC/UOOU 1-10039/0406 10/98/72




	 40	 5017	 4022N	 08635W	 b6r7 111.6
	
GPGIi
00000/00OU 1 . 10039/040* 1^/08/72	 10	 5017	 3856N	 08704W	 b6-9 109.0	 GPtaG
OOOUO/OUOU 1-10039/0409 1D/08/72
	
lu	 5017	 373UN	 UPS/32W	 b 71 106•/	 V GF (i





00000/UUUU 1-IOU39/0423 10/08/72	 30	 buln	 4727N	 10943W	 b4•6 12394	 FFuu
00000/0000 1-1 .0039/042 4 _1C/08/72	 20	 b01H	 4601N	 11018W	 55.3 121.1	 F GUG
00000/0UOU 1-10039/0425 10/08/72	 3u	 5018	 4436N	 11051W
	
55.7 118.8	 UbUb
00000/0000 1 - 10039/0 426 1;/08/72	 10	 5018	 4311 N 	11124W	 b6 . 1 116.4	 F UUF
00000/OUOU 1-10039/0427 1•)/08/72	 lu	 5018	 4146N	 11155W	 b6.4 114•C	 UGUG





00000/0000 1-10039/0429 13/08/72 	 20	 5015 3856N	 11255W	 56•9 IC991	 FUUG
03000/0000 1 . 10039/0430 1?/08/72 	 30	 5018	 373ON	 11323W	 57.1 106.6
	
FFUG
O0000/000U 1 - 10039/0431 1)/08/72	 10	 bU18	 3604N	 11j50W	 b7-2 1C402	 UUab
00000/UUOU 1-10039/0432 1'0/08/72 	 3u	 5018	 3438N	 11417W	 57.3 101.7	 (iuF F
00000/0000 1-IOU39/0 433 1;/08/72	 10	 bola	 3312N	 11442W	 b7.3	 99.3	 uuFF
00000/UUUU 1-10039/0434 1'`/08/72	 0	 5018	 3146!.	 11b07W	 57.2	 9608	 FFGF
3000C/UUJU 1-10039/0380 1^/09/72	 90	 5031	 3605N	 U8924W	 57.1 1C4.3	 UUF G
00000/0000 1-10039/0381. li)/09/72	 50	 5031	 3313N	 U9018W	 57.2	 99.4	 bull u
00000/OOOU 1 . 10039/0382 1C/09/72	 5u	 5031	 3147N	 U9043W	 57 . 1	 9609
	
Fbu u










0J000/0000 1-10039/03 85 lb/09/72	 90	 bU31	 2727N	 U9155W	 56.6	 89.8	 GPF (i
0J00C/UUUU 1 - 10039/0437 1'1/09/72
	
10	 bU32	 48513	 lIU32W	 5402 125.7	 UGUF
00000/0u0U 1-10039/0 43 5 10/09/72	 10	 bu32	 4726N	 11108W	 54.7 123.4	 P' UU(3	 q





0;,000/UUJU 1-10039/6440 1-,/09/72 	 20	 5032	 4435N	 11218W	 55.6 11808
	
bFrU
03000/0000 1 . 10039/04 4 1 12/09/72	 30	 -bO32	 43103	 112bOw	 b6.0 116.4
	
bUUF
OJOUC/UUUU 1-1UU39/u44? lC/U9/72	 20	 5uj2	 4146N	 11d22w	 56.3 11400	 bUUG	 i
0000C/UU00 1-1GU39/43^,1 7 /09/72	 10	 5032	 40213	 11S52W	 56.6 11106
	
F F
OOOUQ/OuOU 1-1JU39/;1 436 17/U9/72	 lu	 5032	 3854v	 11420W	 56.8 109•r	 r Ub
00000/0UOU l-1u039/3 443 1-/U9/72	 10	 5032	 3729N	 11448W	 b7.0 1Cb-7
	
FFUG
00000/0000 1-1OU39/u 44 4 1D/U9/72	 10	 bU3?	 3603N	 11!)15W	 57.1 104.3
	
r UU(3
-00000/OU00 1-10039/,3 445 1:/09/72	 10	 5032	 3438N	 11542W	 b7•? 1C108
	
FFLib
0000C100"	 1C/U9/72	 lu	 b032	 3312+r	 11608W	 b7.2	 99.4
	 FUU
CL9UU COVER X	 U 11+ 10C = 7	 CLbUD CRVER. s • r Nn CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE•
IMA5L (QUALITY 0 0. 0••• • +0. 0 0•• bLA%,KS =t3AN0 NtIT PRkSFNI" /RLuU- b TtU • G =uddU • P =POOR• F=FAIR•
.•ems	 { ^^'
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/=11/75
OESERVATI y N MICROFILM RQLL NO -/ DATE CLOUD `,' RSIT PRINCVd AL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALItY
IJ PBSITIJN IN ROLL ACCUIKFU COVER NUMBER OF I r'AUt ELEV+ AZ1M. RBV	 MSS
KHV MSS LAI LONG 123	 4bb7$
5078-17272 00000/0000 1-10039/0 447 1,1/09/72 40 b03? 31460 11633w 57.1 96.9 FFFG
5079-15445 00000/0DU0 1-10039/0 462 111/10/72 30 b04b 4857N Ubblow 5 4 . 1 125i8 ► uuU
5079-15451 00000/0000 1-10039/0 463 10/10/72 _80 5045 4731N U8646W 54.6 123-6 GuyG
5079 - 15454 OJ000 /UUUU 1 1 10039/0 464 10/10/72 3U 5U4b 460/N U8/20w 55 . 1 121.3 uuuu
5079-15463 00000/000U 1-10039/0 465 10/1C/72 50 5045 4315N U8826W 55.9 11 6. 6 GGGG
5079-15465 00000/0U00 1-100391046 6 1^/10172 50 5045 4149N U8857W b6-2 114.8 uuuu
5079-15472 OJOOC/0000 110039/0467 1C/1C/72 60 5046 4024N U8927W 56.5 111 0 8 GGGG
5079-15474 00000/UODU 1-10039/0468 10/10/72 6U 5045 3859N !U8955w 56 . 7 105o 3 uuUG
5079-15481 OOOOO/UUUU 1-10039/0 469 10/10/72 30 5045 3733N U9U23W b6.9 106.9 GGGG
5079-15490 OJOOO/OODU 1 - 10039/0 470 10/10/72 10 b04b -3442N U9118W b7-i 102-0 uuUG
5x_.79-15495 00000/0000 1-10039/0471 1	 /10/72 10 5045 3149N 09209W b7-^ 9701 uuuu
5079-15504 00000/0000 1-10039/0461 10/10/72' 2U 5045 2897N U9257W b6.3 92-4 F
5079 - 17280 00000/UUOU 1 - 10039/0448 lO/lC/72' l0U bU46 4854,14 11159W b4 . 1 12508 u GG
5079-17283 00000/00OU 1-10039/0 44 9 1C/1C/72 80 bU46 4729N 11235W 54.6 12306 G uG
5079-17285 0000C/DU00 1-10039/0450 10/10/72 30 5046 4503\1 11310w 55 . 1 12193 r Uu
5079-1729? 00000/0000 1-10039/0 451 I^/10/72 10 5046 44389 11343W 55.5 11899 GFGG
5079-1729 4 UOOOO/UUUU 1- IUO39/C4b 2 13/10/72 lU 5U46 4313N 11416W bb -9 11 bi b h
5079 - 17301 OU000/0U00 1 - 10039/0 453 10110172 10 b046 4148N 11447W 56.2 1 1 4-2 FGGF
5079 - 17303 Oo000/UUUU 1-10039/04b4 10/10/72 10 bU46 4022N 11bl7W 56.5 111 08 ► uFG
5079-17310 0000010000 1-lCO39/C455 11/10/72 20 b046 3857N 11b46W b6.7 109-3 GGFG
5079-17312 000UO/U00U 1-10039/0456 1^110172 10 5046 3732\1 llbl4W b6.9 106.9 uFUu
5079-17315 00000/00OU 1=10039/045 7 10/10/72 0 bU46 3606N 11642W b7•0 10494 GGUG
5079-17321 00000/0000 1-10039/OF4bd in/10/72 U bU46 3440N 11/08W 57 -1 102#0 uuUu
5079-17324 00000/OU00 1-10039/0459 1;x/10/72 40 5046 33150 11734w b7-'1 99.6 FGUG
5079-17330 000UO/UUUU 1-10039>0460 in/10/72 9U bU46 3148N 11lb9w b7-U 9/91 +uu
5080-15503 00000/UU00 1-10U39/0 473 1'.011/72 40 5059 48564 U8735w b4-0 125 09 GGuu
508U-15505 00000/00OU 1.10039/0474 10/11/72 10 b059 4731N 0g812W 54 . 5 123.6 uuuu
5080-15512 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0475 1U/11/72 4U b059 4606N U8847W 55.0 121 . 3 GGuG
5080-1551 4 00000/0000 1-10039/0476 10/11/72 60 5059 444oN U8920W 55 . 4 1199C GGGF
5080.15521 00000/0000 1 . 10039/0 477 1;/11/72 40 5059 4315N U8952W 55 . 8 116.6 uuuG
508U-1.5523 00000/U0UU 1-10039/0478 10/11/72 3U 5U59 4149N U5*U.23W 56-1 11492 GFUG
5080-15530 OOOCC/OUOU 1-10039/0 479 1,/11/72 30 5059 4023N 09053W 56.4 511 . 8 GGGG
508U-15532 00000/0000 1-10039/0480 10/11/72 20 5059 3857N 09122W 56 . 6 109 -4 GGUG
5080-15535 00000/0GUU 1-10039/0481 1x/11/72 30 5059 3731N U915CW b6 . 8 107-C UGUF
5080-15541 00000/U00U 1-10039/0482 10/11/72 40 bU59 3605N U9217w 96.9 104 -5 Fuuu
508U-15544 00000/OUOU 1-10039/C483 10/11/72 20 5059 3439N U9244W 57.0 10201 FGG(a
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % -0000 •-------- 0 T,; 100 ' % LLOUD COVER. r • = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I MAGE QUALITY --•--------- ... BLA\-KS= BAND NOT PRESENT/REUUtSTtD- G-GddU- P sPUBk- F=FAI'R-
f;
ERTS -1
10.45 AUG 060 1 75 STANDARD CATALOG Fu g LUS
FROM U//01/75 T9 07/s1/75
OFSLRVA,TI5N MIC4OFILM RPLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIHAL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE QUALIFY
IO POSITION IN R9LL ACOUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF	 I M AGE ELEV. AZIM.	 RBV MSS
RPV mss LAT LONG 123 4bb78
t	 5080-35553 00000/UU00 1-10039/0 484 10/11/72 90 bUb9 3148N U9335W 56 . 9 9/03 GGGk	 508U-15555 00000/0000 1-10039/0 472 10/11/72 100 5059 3022N U9400W 56.8 9499 G
5080-15562 00000/000U 1-10039/0 485 10/11/72 30 5059 2856N U9424W 56.7 9205 GFVG
'	 5081-14132 00000/0000 1-10039/0501 10/12/72 40 5072 4731N U6346W 54.4 123.6 GGGG
5081-14134 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0502 10/12/72 50 5072 460bN U642ow 54.9 121.4 GGFG
5081-15561 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0487 10/12/72 4U 5073 4858N U8858W 53.8 12 6. 0 GGGG
5091-15563 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0488 10/12/72 40 5073 4734N U8935W 54.3 12397 UGUG
5081-15570 OCO00/0000 1-10039/0489 10/12/72 b0 5073 4609N U9010W 54.8 121 . 4 GGVG
5081-15575 00000/0000 1-10039/0490 10/12/72 30 5073 4318N U9116W 55.7 11 6. 8 GGGG
5081-15581 OOOOC/UUOU 1-10039/0491 10/12/72 30 bU73 4152N U9147W 56.0 114.4 GGGG
5081-15584 00000/0000 1-10039/0 492 10/12/72 10 5073 4027N 09217W 56.3 112 0 C GGGG
5081-15590 00000/0000 1-10039/0493 10/1.2/72 30 5073 3901N U9246W 56.5 109.6 GFFG
5081-15593 00000/0000 1-10039/0 494 10/12/72 40 5073 3735N U9314W 56.7 107.2 GGVG
5081-15595 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0495 1C/12/72 2U bU73 3609N U9341W 56.8 10 40 8 uuub
5081-16002 00000/0000 1-10039/0495 1C/12/72 10 b073 3443N U9407W 56.9 iC2.3 FFGG
5081 . 16004 00000/UUUU 1-10039/0497 10/12/72 bU bU73 3317N U9433W 56.9 9909 Uhub
5081-16011 00000/000U 1-10039/0499 10/12/72 30 5073 3151N U9458W 56.8 97.5 GGGG
5081-16013 00000/000U 1-10039/0 486 10/12/72 40 5073 3025N 09b22W 56.7 95.1 G
5081-16022 00000/OUOU 1-10039/0 499 I	 /12/72 50 5073 2732N U9610W 56.4 9094 FFFF
5081-16025 00000/0000 1-10039/QbU' 10/12/72 40 5073 2606N 09634W 56.1 8662 GGGG
5090-15101 00000/OOOU 1-100 39r 3-03 10/21/72 50 5198 2727N U8319W 5506 92.4 PPFP
.'	 KEYS; CLOUD COVER X	 ............... 0 T9 100 s % CLOUD COVER. •.r : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.







10:53 AUG 06+'75 STANDARD CATAL9G F'"( ALASKA NA!,E 0015
F49M U//01/75 TO U7/11/70
ObSERVATI9 t. MICRUPILM ROLL NV./ DATE CLOUD 4K611 PRINCIPAL POIN1 SUN SUN IMAGE UUALIry
ID OGSIT1*1N IN RALL ACrM RCD COVE R NUMBER OF t'"AUE ELEV. AZ1M. P5V	 MSS
RPV *+55 LAT LUNG 123	 45678
1969-190?5 00000/00OU 1-10039/0001 03/19/75 10 3513 5846N 12933W 27 . 3 15U.7 UUUG
1969-19031 00000/0000 1-10039/0002 03/19/75 60 3913 5722N 13027W 28 . 3 149.5 U(GUG
1969-1903 4 00000/0UUU 1-1UO39/OUO3 03/19/75 90 3bl'i 5558 ,4 13118W 29.3 14892 fFUF
1969-19040 O'JOOO/0000 1-10039/0004 03/19/75 50 3513 5434N 13207w 30.3 147 . 1 FGFG
5059-2038U 00000/0000 1.10039/0134 09/20/72 80 4769 6928N 14456W 43.0 160 . 5 GGGG
5059 . 20383 00000/OUOU 1-10039/C135 09/20/72 60 4769 6809N 14644W 44.0 157 . 9 UUUU
5060-2043 4 00000/OUOU 1 . 10039/0005 09/21/72 90 4783 6927N 14622W 43.1 160.4 UFUG
5060 . 20441 00000/0000 1-10039/0006 0,3/21/72 90 4783 6809N 1481OW 44.1 15798 UFGF
506U-20443 00000/0UUU 1-10039/0007 09/21/72 80 4783 6649N 14949W 45.0 155.4 FUU(i
506U •20450 OUOUO/OUOU 1-10039/0008 09/21/72 50 4783 6529.,4 15118W 46.0 153.0 UUUG
5060-20452 00000/000U 1-10039/0009 OQ /21/72 60 4783 6408N 1b239w 46.9 150 0 / UGUF
5060-20455 00000/0000 1-10039/0010 09/21/72 80 4783 6247N 15351w 47.9 148.5 FGUG
5060 . 20461 00000/0000 1-10039/ 1,011 09/21/72 100 4783 5125N 15457W 48.8 146 . 3 PtUG
536U-2046 4 0GC00/0400 1-10039/GQIP 39/21/72 9,; 478N c003\ 15b58W 49.6 144.2 aGUF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER% •..+•.•........ 0 TR 100 • % CLOUD COVER. r • : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ••.••••••••.... BLANKS_BAN0 NOT PRESENT/REWU-aTLD• G sUUU U• P sPUbHe F-FAIR*
ot
5+, ^ t. ^FIf1^	 '"43M..^,.yn^sfY}j?7L+'N`Ftl^.f,.'m5 	 _, ..^ar+i wW	 ^	 w . ...x	 ., ^^n:r.	 ;t^if..e<.ir^:	 V,.a1E ..: ^	 ,.•^...	 „^,.,,	 r.-1..	 r	 1 ^	 f c,.... '18.^41n`.a.-'»nrtuvmfa:lNip^.N6^++n^}+Hr. i.w+








ERTSmI10:45 AUG 06,175 CO5RDINATE LISTI N G PAGE 0016STANDARD CATALOG I'VR	 CUS
FROM U7/ul/75 TO 0//31/15
P R I N CIPAL FT* OBSERVATION CC W U ALIT Y PRINCIPAL FT. OtiSERVATIUN LL QUALITY PKINCIPAL PT9 UdbLKVATION CC QUALITY^W IIAGE 10 % R BV mss OF IMAGE ID x RHV MSS OF IMAGE ID x RBV MSSLONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12J4567h LONG LAI 123456/806346d 4731N 5081-14132 40 GGGG 07431W 3313N 5067-14411 40 FFFG 07750W 3143N 5UtlI-j4*4U /0 GFFP064eON 460bN 5061-14134 50 GGFG 0744OW 4146N bU69-145Ul !ou F FF 0/7b3W 443/N bQ/e-jDwbd lu FF^U06 552W 4603N 5o64-142U3 50 FGGG 07440W 4143N 5051-14511 bo UGFG 07759W 3603N 50b2-14b83 /0 FFFP06625W 4438N 5064-142U5 10 F5GG 07448W 4849N 5 U53-15002 40 PFf-F 07813W 3022 N 5069-1453S 9D FUI-^06646W 4727N 5065-14254 7U GFG 07456W 3148N 5U67-14414 4() FFF6 07825W 4311N bU/d-JbVb* lu FGUU066b7W 4313N 5o64-14212 10 FFGG 0750OW 4439N 5070-14550 70 FFUG 07826W 3437N Sob2-14bbt 9D FFFI-067 20W 4601N 5065-14261 6o FGFG 07503W 4436N 5Q5?-1456U 10 F16UF 07838W 2852N bQbj-j*D40 /0 FI-I-u06937W 4728N 5067-14370 20 FGFG 07509W 4018N 5U51-14513 !Do GGFG 07843W 4604N 50/J-IbllJ lu PGuu070U2W 4236N 5066-143e5 10 FFGF 07b24W 472bN 5u53-15005 !DO GFU O/bblw 3311N bUt)e-1*0^O d su FFI`^070114 4603N 5o67-14373 20 Fr3FF 07532W 4314N 5o7o-14552 90 FF^F o7855W 414bN 50/2-15U/l 20 FGuu07033W 411IN 5066-14331 0 FFGF 07536W 43joN 5052-14562 10 FFI&F 07901W 272 8 N 5069-14*4e /0 FFU^07043W 4438N 5067-14375 10 FGFG 07538W 3852N 5U51-14520 J() FFFG 07916W 4439N bQ/J-jbleU lu FFFb07JU2W 4729N 5068-14424 20 FFGG 07553W 4603N 5071-15001 10 FFFF 07924W 402UN 5072-IbUIS 40 FFUU071U2W 3945N 5066-14334 10 FFFF 07558W 460ON 5U53-15oll eo G^U 07925W 260IN 50bl-140t* 4" Fl-PU07131d 3819N 5o66-14340 20 FFFF 07606W 414bN 5U52-14565 20 FGFF 07941W 3019N 5otE-jbUuj luo, F	 F1'07136W 4603N 5068-14*Jl 10 FGGG 07606W 3721N bU51-14522 eu uuI-G 0/947W 2436N bObV-140t)l J() FFtI,072U9W 4437N 5068-14433 0 FFGG 0761OW 4854N 5u72-15050 bo FFFF 07949W 4313N 50/3-lbl2e 10 FGFU07224w 3528N 5066-14345 30 FFFF 07622W 3147N 5068-14472 bo FGI-U 07954W 4309N 5ob5-Ib2jj 8c) FGP^07228W 4727N 5069-14483 10 F	 FIF 07627W 4438N 5U71-15004 10 FFUG 0/954W 385 !DN bU/d-lbu8u t)U urjuu0723OW 4725N 5051-14493 50 GGFG 07630W 4435N 5053-15oI4 10 FGG 08005W 2853N 50b2-lboaj 30 FFFFo7241W 4312N 5068-14440 20 FFGG 07633W 3601N 5051-14525 eo GFI-U 0801OW 460SN b074-I!31/1 60 Ftt-u073U3eJ 4602N 5069-144e5 10 F GF 07636W 4019N 5u52-14571 luo F Fr 08,016W 4558N 5Utb-jbj6e so FFFU0 7 3U5W 460ON 5051-14495 40 GGFG 07646W 4728N 5072-15053 bO FG^G 06020W 4146N bQ/J-jble0 10 F1,1*u07312W 4147N 5068-14442 70 FFFF 07647W 302IN 5u68ol4474 80 FGFG 08022W 3729N b0/2 w jbV8e bO GGUU07336W 4437N 5069-14492 20 FPGF o7658W 3438N 5069-14521 tso GGUG 08026W 4853N 507b-lbe2u 70 Ff^Uu07338w 443bN 5051-145U2 4U UGFG 07702W 4308N 5U53-1502U 4() FI-G 08028W 212/N botle-lbUlu luv F F^o7338W 3606N 5067-14402 50 PFFF 07705W 3853N 5 052-14574 100 F FU 08044W 443 8 N 5014-lb2/4 20 FFFU07342W 4o2IN 5068-14445 80 FG 07711W 2855N 5068-14481 !00 FUI-F 08049W 4433N 50bb-lbld* 60 Ftl-u073b2-W 4729N 5070-14b4l 10 FFFF o772OW 4603N 5u72w l5o55 so FGGG 08049W 3604N 50/2-lbudo 7() FFUI`073b5W 4726N 5052-14551 10 FFGF 07724W 3312N 5U69-14524 /0 GGUG 0605OW 4022N b0/3-I!D131 20 PGFF07405W 3440N 5067-14405 60 FGFF 07725W 3309N 5U51-14534 80 FGF'G 08051W 260IN 50b2-jbUje luu F PU074U9w 4312N 5069-14494 20 F FG 07738W 414EN 5u53-15023 /D FFU 08103W 472/N 5015-lbW2S bo uuuu0741OW 4309N 5051-1*bU4 50 GGFG 07733W 3728N 5U52-14580 luo FF 08116W 43jeN bU/*-j!Dj8U lu Fr5lt-07411W 3856N 5068-14451 80 GFGG 07734W 4854N 5o73 0 15104 70 FFGG 08116W 3438N S072-JbV91 brj FFFU074270 4604N 5070-14543 10 FFFG 07735W 2729N 5068*14483 90 FGUG 08119W 385/N 50/3-IbIS4 lu FFUU07429W 460IN 5052-145b3 10 FFGF 07'749W 3147N 5U69-14530 90 GFGF 08121W 430/N 5obb"lbl9l bfj FFFU




ERTSal10:45 AU.G.-06*.'-75 COORDINATE -LISTI NG PAGE 0017
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FROM U7/U1/75 TV 0 //31/75
PRINCIPAL PT• OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSEKVATION CC QUALITYOF IMAGE ID % !?BV M.S.S OF IMAGE ID z RBV MSS OF IMAGE 1D x ROY M55LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 123456/8081 3 8W 4601 N 5075-15225 30 GGGG 08558W 3312N 5075-15264 40 FFGG 09116W 431 8N 5081-15575 30 GGGG08147W 4146N 5074-15183 10 GGFG 08605W 4147N 5077. 15353 20 FFG'.I 07118W 3442N 50/9-1o49u 10 GGGG08147W 3731N 5073-15140 20 FGGG 08609W 3728N 5058-15321 20 GFF 09122W 3851N 5080 0 15532 20 GGGG081 52W 4142N 5056 . 15193 40 FFFG 0861OW 4857N 5079-15445 30 FGGG 09131W 2854N 5078-1b+bU 70 FGUU
082U7W 3146N 5072-ibiUO 20 FFFG 08623W 3146N 5075-15270 /0 GGGG Oy146w 4556N 5046 -16044 90 FFFb08211w 4436N 5075-15232 10 GGGG 08635W 4022N 5077-15360 40 GPGG 09147W 4152N 5081-1bg 81 30 GGGG08214W 3606N 5073-15143 40 PGFG 08646W 4731N 5079 . 15451 80 GGGG 0915OW 3731N 5080-ibb3t 30 uuup08217W 4021N 5074 . 15185 10 FFFF 08648W 302ON 5075-15273 30 GFGF 09155W 2727N 5078-lb4b2 90 GPFG0822.1W 4017N 5056 . 15200 60 FGFG 08704W 3856N 5077-15362 10 GPGG 09158W 4851N 5Ubb-1bU83 40 G Fr08232W 302ON 5072-15103 40 GGGG 08712W 2854N 5075-15275 40 FFFG 09209W 3149N 50/9-15490 10 GGGG08241W 3440N 5073-15145 40 GGFG 08720W 4607N 5079. 15454 30 GGGG 09217W 4027N 508 1-1 5584 10 GGGG08244w 4311 N 5075-15234 40 FFFG 08732W 373UN 5077-15365 10 GGFG 0!$217W 3600N 5d+,n U-1 5x 4 1 4U FGtlG082454 3855N 5074.15192 10 FFGF 08735W 4856N 5080. 15503 40 GGGG 09218W 4431N 50.6-16051 80 GGFG083U7w 3314N 5073-16152 60 GGGG 08736W 2728N 5075-15282 30 FFGF 09234W 472 1 N 5Ub5-1 b09U 10 F FV08313W 3729N 5074-15194 10 FFFF 08912W 4731N 5080. 15505 10 GGGG 09244W 3439N 5080-1b044 20 FGGG083144 4145N 5075-15241 40 GGGG 08926W 4315N 5079 . 15463 bO GGGG 09246W 3901N 508 1 . 15090 30 GFFG08319W 2727N 5090-15101 50 PPFP 08847W 4606N 5080-15512 40 GGGG 09250W 4306 N 5046 • ibUb3 40 GGFG08320W 2728N 5072-15112 30 FFGG 09857W 4149N 5079-15465 50 GGGG 09257W 2857N 5079 . 15504 20 F08332W 3149N 5073-15154 50 GGGF 08$58W 4858N 5081-15561 40 GGGG 09314W 373bN 5081 -10P9a 4U GGGG
08341W 3604 N 5074-15201 60 FFFG 0892OW 444ON 5080-15514 60 GGGF 09321W 4142N 5046-16U6U 10 FFGG08343W 2602N 5072-15114 40 FFGF 08924W 3605N 5078-15425 90 GGFG 09323W 4854N 506616141 0 F GF08344W 4019N 5075-15243 10 GGGG 08927W 4024N 5079-15472 60 GGGG 09335W 3148N 508 0 . 1 55 55 y0 GGG08354W 4728N 5077-15335 20 GGGG 08935W 4734N 5081-15563 40 GGGG OV341W 360y N 5081- jWlb 20 GGGG08357W 3022N 5073-15161 50 GGGG 08952W 4315N 5080-15521 40 GGGG 09359W 4729N 5066-16344 20 F FF08408W 3439N 5074-15203 80 FGGG 08955W 3859N 5079-15474 60 GGGG 0940OW 3022N 5080-155bb 100 G08411x! 4309N 5058-153U3 60 G	 G 09010W 4609N 5081-15570 50 GGGG OV407W 3443N b08 1-1 bUUt lU FFGG084124 3854N 5075-15250 10 GGGG 09018W 3313N 5078-15434 b0 GGFG 0942OW 3851N 5046-16065 40 FGFG08421W 2855N 5073-15163 40 GGGF 09023W 4149N 5080. 15523 30 GFGG 09424W 2856N 5080-ib062 30 GFGG08429W 4603N 5077-15342 20 GGGG 09023W 3733N 5079. 15481 30 GGGG 09433W 331 7N 5081-16OU4 50 GFGG0844OW 3728N 5075-15252 10 GGGG 09032W 4853N 5064-16025 SO PGG 09434W 46ObN 5066-16lbU bO FFFF
085U2W 4438N 5077-15344 20 FGGG 09036W 4845N 5046-16035 40 FGFG 09448W 485 3N 50b7-1619 5 20 FFGF085U7W 3603N 5075-15255 20 FFGF 09043W 3147N 5078-15441 50 FGFG 09448W 3724N 5046-16071 60 GGFG08512W 4019N 5058-15312 30 G F 09053W 4023N 5080. 15530 30 GGGG OV458W 3151 N 508 1-l bUll 30 uuuu08533W 3437N 5075-15261 20 GGGG 09107W 302ON 5078-15443 30 GFFF 09507W 4439N 5066-16i5d 70 GFFG08534W 4313N 5077-15351 10 FGGG 09108W 4728N 5064-16032 80 PFF 09515W 3559N 5046-1607* 40 GGFG08541W 3854N 5058-15314 40 G FG 09112W 4721N 5046-16042 70 GGFG 095.22W 302bN 50 8 1-ibu13 40 G
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X • .............. 0 TO 100 • % CLOUD COVER• ** r NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE•





10:45 AUG 06s'79 LOUNDINATE LISTI NG PAGE 0018
STANUARO CATALd b P- a R LUS
Fk yM 07/U1/75 T9 0//31/75
PR I NCIPAL PT. 8-5SERVAT19N CG rtUALITY PRINCIPAL P1. ebSERVATIdN LL QUALITY PRINCIPAL PI. t!BbtKVA110N LC QUALITY9h	 IMAGE I'D 7: KRV MSS OF IMAGE ID X R8V MSS OF IMAGE 10 X ROV MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LUNG LA1 1241456715 LONG LAI 12345b/d
095254 4728N 5067-16202 30 FFFF 09929W 3605N 5067-16234 20 FGFF 10239W 301 8N bob 0- 1 bJ 2U 110 FGGu095394 4313N 5066-161 55 70 FGGG 09933W 4 021N 5 068-1 6281 10 GGrG 10248W 4311 N 50/1-1b442 110 F	 1,1,09600w 4604N 5067-lbEU4 30 FGFG 09933W 402ON 5050-16291 iU0 FFGG 1U248W 343/N b0b9-ibJbJ 10 FGFU09607ty 3308N 5046-l b O 8 3 80 GGFG 09941W 4 730N 5070-16372 7p GGGG 1025OW 343bN 505 1-1 6J6 J b0 GGFu096104 4148N 5066-1h162 60 FFGF 099554 3439N 5U6 7-16240 10 GFhu 10251W 500 /N b0/3-1b5J4 20 uuuu
09610w 2732N 508 1-1 6 022 50 FFFF 0995FW 431UN 5U69-16330 0 GGFG 10251W 3857N 50/U-1bJ9b lU G(iGu096144 4853N 5068-16254 8U FFGG 100024 38bbN bub g-16283 10 FFUF 1U255W 3851N bU52-1454U5 yU uhFu09616A 4851N 5050-16264 30 PFGG 10016W 4604N 5070-16375 40 GGGG 10301W 285 6N 5068- ibd 1 J 10 GGGF09632w 31 4 2N 5046-1b085 50 fiiFG 100200 4558% 5052-16385 b0 uGFG 103C3W 2852N bUSU-i bJ ? 3 lU Fuur096334 4438N 5067-lb211 20 FFGG 10029W 4145N 5069-16332 10 GGGF 10307W 4604N 50 / 2- 1b49 1 2U GGFu096344 2606N 5081-16025 40 GGGG 1o030w 3730% 5U68-1629U 40 GFGF 1U314W 33120 6SU 9-i bJbb 10 FGGF096404 4022N 5066-16164 20 GFGG 10030W 3728N 5050-16300 6U FGUF 1U316W 331UN 505 1-1 bJb5 4U UblU096b14 4728N 5ob8-16260 70 FFFG 10053w 4433N 505?-16391 b0 FGFG 10318W 414/N 5 0 / 1-1 b444 1U FFFh096b24 472bN 5050-162/0 80 PFGF 10057w 360bN 5068-16292 10 GGGF 1U320W 37310 bU/U-1 64ue lU Fl-3017N 5046-16092 60 FGFF SU058W 4 02ON 5069-16335 30 FGFG 10323W 372 6N 5052-1 64 1 2 100 GGFu097U5w 4313N 5067-16213 10 FGFG 10058%1 3602N 505 0-16302 10 GGGF 10327W 2726 N 505 0-1 64125 10 FFGF097084 38b7N 5066-161/1 20 - FFGG 10122W 4313N 5070-16384 10 FFFF 1US29W 484eN bU/J-ib54U lU GGGF097264 46020 5068-16263 60 FFFG 10123W 34380 5068-16295 10 FGFG 10339W 3147N 5069- 164162 10 FFFF097274 4b00N 5050-16273 100 FFFF 10124W 3437N 5050-16305 0 GGGG 103414 4439N 50/2-1b4 y J 10 uuuu097364 4147N 5067-16020 30 GGGG 10125W 4307N 505?-16394 90 FGFG 10341W 314 4N 505 1 . 1 bJ/t lU GGhu097364 3132N 5066-lbl/3 30 GFGG 10127W 3854N 5069-16341 20 GGGG 10347W 360 6N bU / U-l b4 Uw 2U FFhh097414 4851N 5069-16312 0 FGFG 1U142W 4602N 5U71-16433 60 G FG 10348W 4021N 50 / 1-1 6*bl U FFFF098UO ,4 4436N 5068-16265 10 FGGG 10148W 3313N 5068-16301 0 GGG 1035OW 360ON 5052- 1 b4 1 4 90 GUFF09SU1w 4436N 5 0bo-16 275 100 FFGG 10150w 3311N 5u50-16311 U FGGG 1U40W 3U21N bUb5-1bJb4 lU GGGF
`	 098U5w 4022N 5067-16222 30 FGFF 10153W 4147N 5U70. 1639U 10 GGGG 10405W 4718N 50/3*16545 50 FGGG09807W 2559N 504 6-1 6 103 40 GFFG 10155W 3729N 5U69-16344 10 FGFu 10406W 3U19N 50b l- 1 bS/4 20 uuFu098174 4727N 5069-16314 0 GGFG 10156W 4141N 5052-16400 luo FGFF 10413W 431 4N bU/ 2-S 65 UU 1U FGLSF
09932W 4311N 5068-16272 10 FFGG 10157w 4854N 5072-16482 10 GGG 10414W 344UN b0/U-Sb4 11 lU FFFF098324 431ON 5050.16282 100 FFFF 10212w 3147N 5068-16304 10 FGuG 10416W 343bN 5Ub2-16421 80 uuFu038344 3657N 5067-16225 20 FGGF 102154 3145N 5050-16314 10 FFGF 10418W 385 6N 50/1-lb4bJ 10 FGuu098b24 4602N 5069-16321 10 FFGG 10216W 4437N 5U71-16435 10 F uF 1U427W 2854N bUby
- SbJ /1 lU GFUu
09902w 41 4 6N 5068-1 6 274 0 FFFG 10222W 4022N 5070-1 6393 10 FGGG 10430W 285 3N 5Ub1- 163151 20 GGFh099024 3731N 5067-16231 30 FGFG 10222r 3603N 5069-16350 0 uGFF 10439w 4552N 50/J-16545 bU Fbuu099U34 414bN 5050-16284 100 FGGF 102264 4016N 5052-16403 100 GGFG 10442W 331UN 5052- l b4PJ /0 GGFu099U54 4654N 5070-16370 90 GGFG 10233W 4729N 5072-16484 b0 ucihu SU444w 4146N b0/2-lbbU2 U FuFu099264 4436N 5069-16323 10 GGGF 10237W 3022N 5068-16310 10 FFGG 10446W 373UN 50 / 1- 1646U lU FFFG
1c.^	 KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ..:.........,..•,
	 TR 100	 LdUD CRVER. ,^ : NB,^ `^,	 U	 • X C	 +	 CLt1UD DATA AVAILABLE.Y














C85RDINATE'LISTING PAGE 0019STA:NUARU CATALOG h--R CUS
FROM U//U1/7b TO 01/31/75
PR I NCI P AL PT*
BF




ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID X RBV MSS OF IMAGE -	 1D X R8V M55
















5 0b6 - 1 % :7 6 1
80 GGGG










FGGF 10809W 3555N 5073. 16575 0 GGGG 11124W 3437N 5075 -11U93 90 GUFF











UFhG 11127W 3431N 5 051
-1 /iU d 10 Fuhu
















507 0. 1 6 422
5052. 16432












30 GGFG 11155W 4146N 50/7-11185 10 GGuu
























GGGG 109p4W 3730N 5074-17030 10 GGGG 11217W 3145N 5pb7-17212 p
GFFh
GGGG













11218W 443bN 50/8-1/r34 20 UFFu






























FGGG 112bOw 431UN 5UI8-1/r4U 3U GGuh
10631W 3147N 5071-16474 0 FFFF 10934W 36pON 5U56-17043 10
FFGP
GGUF
11255W 3856N 5077-11194 20 FGGG










GGuu106374 4432:N 5056 . 17020 70 GGFG IC943W 4727N 5077-17171 30 FFGG 11323W 373UN 5U/1-i/NUU 3U Fhuu10640W
10644w








FFGG Si00ow 3434N 5056-17045 0 FGGG 11350W 3 60 4 N 507/-1/eUd 10 GGuu
10705w 4312N 5074-17012 30
FFGF
GFGG
110034 3854N 5075-17082 by GFGN 11352W 4021N 5U/8 -1/945 lU F h
10706W 3442N 5072-16523 0 FGGG
110044 3854N 5057-17092 10 GFGG 114164 4313N 5 0 19
-1 7r5µ lU F









FGUG 11417W 3438N 50/7-17epb 30 GGFF












107194 2855N 5071-16483 10 FFFG 11031W 3729N 5U75-17084 /U FFPF 11442W 3312N bU/7-1/ele lU
GGUU
GGFh107274 460IN 5075-17061 40 FGGG 11032W 4851N 5078. 17222 10 GGGF 11447W 4148N 5079-17501 10 FGUh10732w
10736x1












11051W 4436N 5077-17180 30 GGGG 1145pw 3730N bpbp-17e64 10 GGuu
107b7W 3150% 5072-lb532 0 FFGG
11058W 3604N 5075. 17091 60 GGFF 11507W 3146N 5 01 7 - 1 /r l 4 0 FFUh









FGhU 115154 3603N 5018-1 /Ebl 10 FUuu
FGGG 11bl7W 4022N 50/9-1/3U3 lU FGFU





10:45 AUG 06,075 C9aRDINATE LISTING NAGE 0020
STANDARD CATALOG FVR CUS
FROM 07/U1/75 TO 07/31/75
PRINCIPAL P!. UBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT- DHSERVATIBN CC QUALITY PlglNCIPAL PI. HB6t K VAII0N CC QUALITYUP	 IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID X RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID X RBV MSSLONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 123456725 LONG LAI 123456/8115174 3604N 50 6 0-1 1 271 10 GFFG 11710W 3437N 5061.17332 20 GGFG 12035W 372 8 N 50 6 4 1 1 /493 10 GGGu11518w 402ON 5061-17314 80 GGGG 11711W 431UN 5U63-17421 40 GGFF 12036W 414UN bU4/-1/Zbu lU GGFu115424 3438N 5078-17263 10 FFGG 11730W 460ON 5064-17470 b0 FGGG 12055W 4436N 5066-1/984 8U GGGu115444 3439N 5060-17273 10 GGGG 11734W 3315N 5079-17324 40 FGGG 12102W 3603N 5064 - 1 7495 20 FFFu11.5464 3857N 5079-1 /310 20 GGFG 11736W 3311N 5061-17334 /0 GGUG 12106W 401 bN 5 0 4%
- 1 /552 lU Guru11547,y 3854N 5061-17320 70 GGGG 11741W 4145N 5063-17423 40 GFFF 12113W 4726 N 5Ub/-18534 /U FGUU116U5w 460ON 5063-17412 60 GGFG 11759W 3148N 5079-17330 y0 FGG 12127W 4313N 5066-1/591 80 GFUu116084 3312N 5078-112/0 10 FGG 11804W 4435N 5064-17472 3U FGUF 12128W 343/N b0b4-1/5Ud 9U FGuF116114 3313N 5060-17280 30 GGGF 11811W 401 9 N 5063-17430 30 GGFF 12135W 3849N 5047-170b5 10 FGGF116144 3732N 5079-17312 10 GFGG 11836W 4 309 N 5064-17475 10 GGGF 12148W 4602N 5067-1 8 U4U 7U FFFF116164 3729N 5061-17323 30 GGGG lt840w 3853N 5063-17432 b0 GGFF 12153W 331ON 506 4-1/504 100 GGGu11619A 48509 5064-17461 70 GGGF 119084 4144N 5064-17481 10 GFGG 12158W 4146N 5Ob6 - 1 /59 3 /0 GGGu11633w 3146:N 5078-17272 40 FFFG 119084 3728N 5063-17435 40 GGFF 12203W 3724N 504/-1 /obi bU FGGG116364 3146N 5060-17282 60 GGGG 1191OW 4852N 5066-17573 60 FFFF 12221W 4436N 5067-18U4J 60 FFFF11639W 443bN 5,63-174!4 50 VGFF 119384 4018N 5064-17484 10 GGGG 12228W 402eN 506 6 -18uuu 6U Ubuu11642W 3606N 5079- 17315 0 GGGG 11946W 4728N 5066-17575 80 FGFF 1223OW 3b5 8 N b U 47
- 1 / t b4 9U GFOU	 -11643W 3603N 5061-17;125 10 GGGG 12.005k 4305N 5047-17543 10 FGFF 12254W 4311N 5067-18045 90 FFFU115954 4725N 5064-17463 50 FGGG 12.0074 3853N 5064-17490 10 GGFF 12256W 3433N 5047 -1/570 90 FGFu117084 3440N 5079-17322 0 GGGG 12021W 4602N 5066-17582 /0 GGGG 12325W 4146N bOb/- 18Ube 80 GGGu
KEYS: CLFUVD COVER
	
.....-....	 0 T9 100 s % LLOUD COVER. •« = NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE-













































2 JUNE 75 19 JUNE 75
IN	 116	 114	 112	 110	 108126	 1I4	 III 102 ' 100	 98	 96	 94	 92	 9U: Si
	








HANK AREAS INDICATE MISSING DATA
105`








FUSA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 7
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION	 * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
1853 2133-15221 * 2006 2144-14423
1867 2134-15280 * 2007 2144-16252
1923 2138-15524 * 2020 2145-14482
1924 2138-17335 * 2021 2145-16304
1937 2139-15564 * 2034 2146-14540
1938 2139-17393 * 2035 2146-16363
1951 2140-16022 * 2036 2146-18195
1965 2141-1EiQ81 * 2048 2147-14595
1978 2142-14322 * 2050 2147-18253
1992 2143-14365 * 2062 2148-15051
1993 2143-16221 * 2064 2148-18311
12
a LANOSAT s 2 SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP --
"^ h h
	 h h ... I p •oh
^'.f^ ^































26	 507. CALFNDAR DATE
t/
S1 •	 757. WIN	 END
tS
t/
0 16 • 1007. 20 JUNE 7S	 7 JULY 75 lE
RLANR AREAS INDICATE MISSING DATA
26	 124 122	 120'.	 116	 116	 111	 112	 110	 108	 11105°101 102	 100	 98	
96	 91 92	
90°	




ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
2076 2149-15105 * 2161 2155-17281
2078 2149-18372 * 2174 2156-15512
2090 2156-15163 * 2188 2157-15564
2092 2150 18424 * 2202 2158-16023
2104 2151-15224 * 2203 2158-17452
2105 215117053 * 2217 2159-17510
2118 2152-15280L * 2286 2164-16363
2147 2154-17222 * 2300 2165-16435
2160 2155-15451 * 2314 2166-16482
t






C^ o - 257.
CYCLE	 9
26 -	 50% (AIENDAR DATE
0 Sl	 75% BEGIN	 ENO
76 - 1007, B JULY 75
	 25 JULY 75













176	 124	 122	 120'	 118	 116	 i11	 112	 110	 108	 1D6 101
 104	 102
	 100	 98	 96	 91	 92	
90°	








FIRST OBSERVATION	 *	 ORBIT NUMBER	 FIRST OBSERVATION











172'	 168'172	 176"E	 18 157°	 146	 144`
LANDSAT - 2 COVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII
160	 158°	 156'	 180'
	 1 7A ' 172° 168' 164° 160° 156° 152' 148° '44° 140°




























LANDSAT - 2 COVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII
160'158°
	
156'	 180'	 1;4^	 172' 168' 164'	 160` 156"	 152 ` 148`	 144'	 140°	 136'	 132'	 128	 174°	 120°	 116°




20 JUNE 75 7 JULY 75
164	 160-	 156	 152 146	 144`
0
52°
LANDSAT - 2 OVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII
158°	 156	 180'	 17	 172' 168-
	

















8 JULY IS 15 JULY 75















	 152	 148-	 1W	 140`,	 136'

EATS-2
11:17 AUG 06. 1 75 STANDARD CATALBG F-! '^ LUS VAIjL UOU1
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
BbSERVATISN MICROFILM ROLL NO•/ DATE_ CLOUD 9RSIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALIlY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIHFD CdVER NUMBER OF	 IMAGE ELEVr AZiM• pBV	 MSS
H6V MSS LAT LONG 123	 45678
2133-15221 00000/0000 2-10007/0001 06/04/75 60 1853 4827N 07730w 56.6 131.8 G
2133-15224 0000030000 2-10007/0002 06/04/75 60 1853 4703N U7807W 57.2 129 . 4 GGG
2133-15230 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0003 06/04/75 50 1853 4538N 07841W 57 . 8 127.0 G
2133-15233 00000/0000 ?-10007/0004 06/04/75 30 l8b3 4413N 07914W 58.4 124.5 GhGF
2133-15235 00000/0000 2 • 10007/0005 06/04/75 30 1853 4248N 07946W 58.9 122•-, GGGG
2133 . 15242 00000/00OU ?-10007/0006 06/04/75 20 18b3 4123N U8017W 59.4 11y94 FF
2133.1.5244 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0007 06/04/75 40 1853 3958N 08047W 59.8 116 . 5 FFGG
2133-15251 00000/0000 2-10007/000S 06/04/75 40 1853 3833N 08115W 60 . 1 11 4 *1 GGGG
2133-15253 00000/0000 ? • 10007/0009 06/04/75 40 1853 3707N 08143W 60 . 4 111.4 FUUF
2133-15260 00000/UOOU ?-10007/0010 06/04/75 30 1853 3541N U8209W 60 . 6 10 69 6 FFFF
2133-15262 00000/0000 2-10007/0011 06/04/75 10 1853 3416N U8236W 60.8 10b•9 FGGF
2133 . 15265 30000/UUOU 2-10007/0012 06/04/75 10 16b3 3251N U83U2w 60.9 103 . 1 hhuu
2133-15271 00000/0000 2-10007/0013 06/04/75 10 1853 3125N U8327W 60.9 100 . 3 FFGG
2133-15274 0U00010UOU ?-10007/0014 06/04/75 10 1853 2959N U8353W 60.9 91.5 hUUU
2133. 152130 00000/0000 2-10007/0015 06/04/75 20 1853 2833N U8417W 60 . 8 941P8 hFFC-i
2133-15283 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0016 06/04/75 30 1853 2707 14 U8441W 60 . 6 92.1 DUFF
O 02134-15230 00000/000U 2-10007/0060 06/05/75 70 1867 4835N U7854W 56.6 131.8 FGFG
X 2134-15282 00000/OOOU P-10007/0061 06/05/75 80 1867 471ON U7929W 57.2 129.4 GUFFb ^] 2134-15285 00000/0000 ?-10007/006? 06/05/75 90 1867 4545N U8004w 57.9 127 r C hFhF
C) OJ000/0UOU 2-10007/0063 06/U5/7b 90 1867 4421N U8U37W b8.4 1249b FFhU213 4. 15294 00000/OCOO 2-10007/0064 06/05/75 100 1867 4256N 08109W 58.9 122.0 UFUG
r 2134-15300 00000/0000 ?-10007/0065 06/05/75 100 1867 4131N U8140W 59.4 119 . 4 GFhG
2134-15303 00000/0000 2-10007/0066 05/05/75 100 1867 4005N U8210W 59.8 116.8 GGFF
Ir	 2134 . 15305 00000/0000 P-10007/0067 06/05/75 90 1867 3840N 08239w 60 . 1 114.1 GFFG2134-15312 00000/0000 2-10007/0068 06/05/75 60 1867 3715N U8308W 60.4 111.4 FGGG
2134-15314 00000/0000 2-10007/0069 06/05/75 40 1867 355ON U8335W 6 0 . 7 10 89 6 FGGG
t-^	 2134-15321 00000/0000 2-10007/0070 06/05/75 40 186/ 3423N U8401W 60 . 8 105 . 8 FGGG
c/1	 213 4
-15323 00000/ODUU 2 . 10007/0071 06/U5/75 50 1867 3258N U8427W 60.9 103.1 GGGG
2134 . 15330 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0072 06/05/75 30 1867 3133N 08453w 60.9 100.3 GGGG
2134.15332 00000/0(,OU- ?-10007/0073 06/05/75 40 1867 3006N U8b17W 60.9 97.5 GGuG
2138-1.5524 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0123 06/09/75 70 1923 4251N U8656W b9.1 121.1 GFG
2138 . 1554,2 OJ000/0UOU ?-10007/0124 06/U9/75 80 1923 3711N U8855W 60 . 5 910.4 F'FhG
2138-15544 00000/00OU ?-10007/0125 06/09/75 90 1923 3545N 08922w 60 . 7 107.6 F	 ib
2138-15551 0)000/0000 ?-10007/4126 05/09/75 80 1923 3420N 08948W 60i9 104.8 hhUG
2138-15553 Ou000/OOOU ?•10007/0127 06/09/75 90 1923 3254N U9U14W 60 . 9 iC2•0 00IiG
2138-17335 00000/000U ?-10007/0074 06/09/75 70 1,924 4956N 10951W 56.2 133i4 GGGG
KEYS: LLHUL) C@VLK '/. ••• r.•.rr••..•• (J 1? 100 • % LL bUD CHVER• r* s NO CLCUU UA1A AVAILABLE.






11717 AU3 Ob•'7b STANDARD CATALOG F•? " LUS eAGE 0002
FROM 01/01/75 TO 071AI17b
O6SLRVATI9N MILR9FILM RRLL Nb./ DATE CLOUD 9Ky IT PRINCIrAL H C INI SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IU POSITION IN' ROLL ACOUIHcD
_
COVER NUMBER OF	 I M AGE ELEV. AZIM. ;ZPV	 MSS
HVR M5S LAT LONG 123	 4bb78
2138-17341 00000/OUCU 2-10007/0075 06/09/75 40 1924 4832N 11029W 56.8 131-C FGGG
2138-1734 1+ 00000/0000 ?-10007/0076 06/09/75 80 1924 4707N 11105W 57.5 128-6 FFGG
2136-17350 00000/0000 ?-10007/GO/7 06/09/75 90 1924 4542N 11140W b8•i 12b.2 GGuu
2138-17353 00000/00OU 2-10007/0078 06/09/75 70 1924 4417 14 11214W 58.6 123.7 GGGG
2136-1735a 06000/UUUU ?-10007/0079 06/U9/75 6U 1924 4252N 11245W 59.1 12101 Uuub
2136 - 17362 00000/00OU 9-10007/0080 06/09/75 60 1924 4126N 1`1315W 59.6 11815 GGGG
`	 21316-17364 00000/0000 2-10007/0081 05/09/75 40 1924 4001N 11345W 59.9 115 . 8 UUUF
2136-17371 00000/0UOU P-10007/0082 06/09/75 10 1924 3836N 11414W 60.3 113 . 1 GGFG
2136-17373 00000/0000 P-10007/0083 06/09/75 10 1924 3710N 11442W 60.5 110 . 4 uuuG
j	 2136 - 17380 03000/OOOU ? - 10007/0084 06/09/75 10 1924 3545N 11510W 60.7 107.6 FGFG
2138-1.7382 OU000/0OOU ?-10007/0085 06/09/75 10 1924 3419N 11637W 60.9 104•8 FFGG
2138-17385 0'14000/000U 2-10007/0086 06/09/75 10 1924 3254^• 11603W 6009 102.0 GGGF
2138-17391 00000/UUOU 2 . 10007/0087 06/09/75 60 1924 3128N 11629W 6009 99.3 FGtaF
2139 . 15564 00000/0000 2-10007/012n 06/10/75 60 1937 4828N 08609W 56.9 130.8 F	 FF
2139-15571 OJ000/0000 ?-10007/0129 06/IC/7b 70 1931 47n3N U8645W 57.6 128.4 F	 uF
2139-15673 '0000/0000 P-10007/0130 06/10/75 50 1937 4518N U872OW 58.1 125.9 F	 FG
r`	 2139-1558U 73000/UUUU ?-10007/0131 06/10/7b 20 1931 4413N U8753W 68.7 123 . 4 F	 FG
2139 - 1558? 00000/0000 P -10007/013? 06/IC/ 7 5 113 1937 4248N 08825W 59.2 120.8 F GG
E!	 2139-15b8n 00000/0000 2-10007//133 06/1C/75 5G 1937 4123N U88&)5W 59.6 118 . 2 FNFF
2139-15591 03000/0000 ?-10007/r_,134 06/10/75 4C 1937 3958N U8925W 60.0 11 5.5 FF46
'	 2139-15594 ::0000/0000 ?-10007/C13 1, 06/lC/7b 80 1937 3832N Uby54W 60.3 112.x6 FFFG
2119 - 16001, 314000/UUOU 2 -1100 7 /	 13f= 06/10/75 9(; 193/ 3707,N U9U22W 60.5 110 . 1 FFGG
2139-16003 000U0/UUUU ?-114007/0137 06/10/75 9U 1937 3542N U9U49W 60.7 107-3 FFFF
2139-16006 OJOOC/Ov00 P-1u00710135 05/1C/75 90 1937 3416N U9116W 60.9 104.5 FFGG
A	 2139-1601? 00000/U000 P-10007/0139 06/10/75 90 1937 325ON U9141w 60.9 101.7 FPFF
2139-16014 00000/0000 ?-10007/01 4 0 06/10/75 90 1937 31?5N 09206W 60.9 9809 FPFG
2139-17393 OU00010000 ?-1^)0071008r 06/10/75 10 1939 4952N 11117W 56.2 133 . 1 rGub
2139-17405 00000/000U ?-IJ007/0089 06/1C/75 ill, 1938 4F39N 11SU7W 58 ► 1 125.9 GGGG
2139-17411 /14300/OvOV ?-1?007/0090 06/10/75 10 19311 4413N 11340W 58.7 123 94 GGUF
2139--17414 OJll0C /0(;00 a -11)007/(:091 06/1C/75 10 1936 4248N 11412W 59 . 2 120.8 GGGG
21'39-1742,) C0000/0000 P-10007/009P 06/1C/75 10 1938 4123"1 11443W 59 . 6 11 8 .2 UFGU
2139 . 17421 OU000/003U ?-ICO07/'^091 06/10/7b 1t` 193,1 3958N lIb14W 60.0 115.5 GGGG
2139-1742=!1 %0033/0000 ?-1:.007/0'094 C',/10/7 .`J 10 1938 3833% 11543W 60 . 3 112•+3 PUFF
2139-17432 O.,OCO/06OU ­ 1:;007/v095 06/10/75 0 1939 ?708% 11611W 60 0 5 110.1 uUub
2139-17434 O)000/Uv00 P-1(;OU7/0096 06/10/75 J 193?1 3542 % 11638W 60 . 7 IC/ • 3 VFF(i
2139-17441 OJOOn/0000 a -lbQ07/009/ 06/10/75 10 19311 3416N 11705W 60.9 104.5 GGGG
<EYS7	 r-Uv=K k	 ......... U T + 1-In = °% CLOUD C?VER. •- a NO CLUJO DATA AVAILARLF.
	
I"`A .iE ^UAt.ITY	 bLA,RS=BAN;) NOT PRESFNT/Rt iy ULSTEU • G=GOOU. PsPbHR * F=FAIR.
t,
LRT5-2
11:17 AUG 060 1 75 STANDARD CATALOG FrK CUS WAGE 0003
FR13M' 07/01/75 T8 07131/7b
OBSLRVATI5N MICROFILM ROLL NO * / DATE CLOUD 5RSIT PRINCIrAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE OUALIfY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF I-A U L ELLV9 AZIM. RBV	 MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123	 45678
2131-17443 00000/0000 ?-10007/0099 06/10/75 60 1938 325ON 11730W 60 . 9 101 . 7 GGF
2140-16022-- 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0099 06/11/75 90 1951 4941N U8131W 56 . 9 131.0 FFFF
2140-16025 00000/0000 a-10007/0110 06/11/75 100 1951 4716N 08807W 57.5 128.6 F
2140.16031 0000C/000U 2-10007/0100 06/11/75 100 1951 4551N U8841W 58.1 126.1 hFFF
2140-16034 00000/0000 2-10007/0101 06/113 75 100 1951 4426N 08914W 58.6 123 . 6 FFFF
21.40-16040 00000/0000 2-10007/7102 06/11/75 90 1951 430ON U8y46W b9.1 121 . 1 FhF
2140-16043 00000/0000 2-10007/0103 06/11/75 80 1951 4136N 09017W 59 . 6 118.4 GFWG
2140-16045 00000/0000 2-10007/010 4 06/11/75 90 1951 4011N U9U47W b9.9 1ib98 hhWG
214U-16054 00000/0000 2-10007/0105 06/11/75 90 1951 3720N U9144W 60.5 11063 GFFF
2140-16061 00000/000U 2. 10007/0106 06/11/75 60 1951 3554N 09212W 60.7 107 - 6 FFFF
2 140-16063 00000/0000 2-10007/0107 06/11/75 60 1951 3429N U9238W 6098 10 4 98 GFOP
2140-16070 00000/0000 2-10007/0108 06/11/75 70 1951 3304N U9304W 60.9 102-0 GF6F
2140-16072 00000/0000 2-10007/0109 06/11/75 80 1951 3138N U9329W 6099 9992 FF	 G
2140-16075 00000/UUOU P-10007/0178 06/11/75 90 1951 3012N U9353W 60.8 9694 GGLiF
2140-16081 00000/0000 2-10007/0179 06/11/75 90 1951 2846N 09417W 60.7 93.7 FGtiG
C 2140-16084
SZ140
00000/0000 2-10007/01 .80 06/11/75 50 1951 2720N U9441W 60.5 9190 FUU6
frj	 -16090 00000/U00U 2-10007/0181 06/11/75 40 1951 2554N U9bU4W 6002 8803 FFFF
, 1140-16093
C X141-14252
00000/0000 P-10007/0182 06/11/75 50 1951 2427N U9527W b9 . 9 8b 9 8 GGFG
00000/OOOU 2-10007/0114 06/12/75 20 1964 4715N 06344W 57.5 128 . 4 hhhF
2141-16081 00000/0000 2-10007/0115 06/12/75 90 1965	 -4840N 08854W 56.9 13098 FGGF
2141.16083 00000/0000 2-10007/0116 06/12/75 90 1965 4716N U8931W b7 . 5 126* 4 FGbF
C'2141-16090 00000/OOOU ?_-10007/0117 06/12/75 90 1965 4551N 09006W 58.1 12 61 0 FhhP
^r b 2141-16092 00000/UUUU P-10007/0118 06/12/75 90 1965 4426N U9U40W 5897 1239b FFEG
S y'ta	 2141-16095 00000/0000 2-10007/0119 06/12/75 70 1965 4301N U9112W 59 . 1 12009 GGG
2141-16101 00000/0000 P-10007/01.20 06/12/75 40 1965 4135N U9143w 59.6 118 . 3 WOuhF
t^J	 2141-16104 00000/0000 P-10007/0121 06/12/75 20 1965 40ION U9213W 60 . 0 115.6 PGUF
t	 2141-16110 00000/0000 2-10007/0122 06/12/75 0 1965 3845N U9242W 60 9 3 112-9 WFtjF
2141-16113 00000/0000 2-10007/0141 06/12/75 0 1965 3720N U931OW 60 . 5 11001 GGUG
2141-16115 00000/UUUU P-10007/0142 06/12/75 0 1965 3554N U9337W 60.7 10/94 laUUF
2141-16122 00000/OUOO P-10007/0143 06/12/75 U 1965 3428N U9404W 60-8 10 4 i 6 FGGG
2141-16124 00000/OOOU 2-1U007/0144 06/12/75 0 1965 33038 U943OW 60.9 10198 GGGG
2141-16131 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0145 06/12/75 10 1965 3137N U9455W 6099 99.0 FF46
2141 = 16133 00000/OUOO 2-10007/0146 06/12/75 30 1965 3011N U9519w 60.8 9692 ULiuU
214. 1-16140 00000/0000 ?-10007/0147 06/12/75 40 1965 2845N U9544W 6097 93.5 GGFG
2141-16142 OJ000/OUOU 2-10007/0148 06/12/75 70 1965 2719N U9b07W 6005 9098 GGFG
2141-16145 00000/0000 2.10007/0149 06/12/75 90 1965 2553N U9631W 60-2 8892 FGGF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X •9..•++e9...... 0 T? 10C s % CLOUD COVER. s* : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY 9999.-. u....., BLAUKSsBAND NOT PRESENT/REWUt5TLD9 G nGOOD. P •PO8R9 F:FAIR.
a
ERTS-2
11:17 AUG 06# 1 75 STANDARD CATALOG F +_R CUS PAGE 0004
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RRLL NB./ DATE CLOUD O R BIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE QUALIFY
II] POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIREP COVER NUMBER OF	 1 r'AUL ELEV. AZ1M.	 RBV MSS
RAV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
2142-14310 00000/0000 2-10007/0274 06/13/75 90 1978 4715N U6509W 57.6 12 8 *3 GGGF
2142-14313 00000/0000 2-10007/0275 06/13/75 90 1978 455ON U6b44W 58.1 125 . 8 FGGF
2142-14322 00000/0000 2-10007/0276 06/13/75 90 1978 430ON 0665OW 59.2 120.7 FGGF
2143-14365 00000/0000 2-10007/01.72 06/14/75 90 1992 4713N U6636W 57.6 128.1 FGGG
2143 . 14371 00000/0000 2-10007/01 7 3 06/14/75 100 1992 4548N U6711W 58.2 125 9 7 GGGG
2143-14374 00000/0000 ?-10007/0174 06/14/76 90 1992 4423N	 - U6/45W 58.7 123.1 GGUP
2143 . 14380 00000/0000 2-10007/0175 06/14/75 90 1992 4259N U6817W b992 120.6 FGFG
2143-14383 00000/U00U 2-10007/0176 06/14/75 90 1992 4133N U6848W 59.6 111.9 GUFF
2143-14385 00000/0000 2-10007/0177. 06/14/75 90 1992 4008N U6918W 60.0 115.3 FFGG
2143-16221 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0150 06/14/75 90 1993 4009N U9b06W 60.0 113 . 3 FGVV
2143-16223 00000/0000 2 - 10007/0151 06/14/75 70 1993 3844N U9534W 60.3 112.5 GFGF
2143-16230 00000/0000 2-10007/0152 06/14/75 40 1993 3719N U9b02W 60.5 109 0 8 UGFG
2143-16232 00000/0000 2-10007/0153 06/14/75 10 1993 3554N U9630W 60.7 10 /90 GGGG
2143-16235 00000/UUUU 2-10007/015 4 06/14/75 10 1993 3427N U9657W 60.8 104 . 2 GGGG
2143-16241 00000/0000 2-10007/0155 06/14/75 10 1993 3302N 09723W 60.9 101.5 GGFG
2143-16244 00000/0000 2-10007/0156 06/14/75 -	 10 1993 3136N U9748W 60.8 9^-7 UGUF
2143-16250 00000/0000 2-10007/0157 06/14/75 20 1993 30ION U9813W 60.8 9b09 GGGG
2143-16253 00000/0000 2-10007/015K 06/14/75 20 1993 2844N U9637w 60.6 93.2 GGGG
2144-14423 00000/0000 ?-10007/0195 06/15/75 90 2006 4713N 06801W 57.6 128.0 FFGG
2144.14430 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0196 06/15/75 90 2006 4548N U6837W b892 125.5 FFGG
2144-14435 00000/0000 P-10007/0197 06/ 1 5/75 70 2006 4257N U6943W 59.2 120.4 FFFG
2144-14441 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0193 06/15/75 70 2006 4132N U7014w b9•6 11198 FFtib
2144-14444 00000/0000 ?-10007/0199 06/15/75 90 2006 4007N 07044W 60.0 11 . 1 FGFF
2144-14450 00000/0000 2-10007/0200 06/15/75 90 2006 3842N U7112W 60.3 112i 4 GFUG
2144-14453 OOOUO/0000 2-10007/0201 06/15/75 50 2006 3717N U7141W 60.5 109 9 6 FGGG
2144-1.4455 00000/00UU ?-10007/020?_ 06/15/75 10 2UOb 3551N U72U9w 60.7 106 . 9 FFUb
2144-16252 00000/0000 ?-10007/0235 06/15/75 80 2007 4838N 09314W 5790 130.4 GGGG
2144-16255 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0236 06/15/75 70 2007 4713N 0935OW 5796 128. 0 GGGG
2144-16261 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0237 06/15/75 60 2007 4548N U9425W 5892 125 . 5 GGGG
2144-16273 00000/0000 7-10007/0238 06/15/75 40 2007 4134N 09602W 59.6 117 . 8 GGUG
2144-16275 00000/0000 ?-10007/0239 06/15/75 10 2007 4008N U9632W 60.0 115.1 GGFG
2144-16282 00000/U000 P-10007/0240 06/15/75 10 2001 3843N U9/UlW 60.3 112 .4 FFGG
2144-16284 00000/0000 ? -10007/0241 06/15/75 0 2007 3718N 09729W 6095 109 . 6 GGFG
214 4 -16291 00000/0000 P-10007/0242 05/15/75 10 2007 3593N 09757W 60 . 7 106.9 FFGG
2144-1.6293 00000/0000 ?,-10007/'G243 06/15/75 0 2007 34?7N U9824W 60 . 8 104*1 GGFG
2144-16300 0000030GOO 2-10007/0244 06/15/75 30 2001 3301N U9849w 60.8 101.3 UUUU
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X 0 TS 100 • X CLOUD COVER. r +F a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE•
I`1AGE	 QUALITY	 ............... BLAN!KS=BAND NOT PRESENT /RE[:UtbTED. G a bOOU. P =POOR. F=FAIR.
,..	 f.
ERTS-2
11:1/ AUG 06J I 75 STANDARD CATALOG FV " LUS eAGt 0005
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/sl/75
OBSLRVATI5N MICROFILM R RLL N O•/ DATE CLOUD O R BIT PRINCINAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE OUALIIY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVE R NUMBER OF 1 MAUE ELEV. AZIM, Rev	 MSS
RPV MSS LAT LONG 123	 4b678
2144-16302 00000/0000 2-10007/0245 06/15/75 50 2007 3135N U9915W 60.8 98.5 GGGF2144-16305 00000/00OU -10007/0246 06/15/75 60 2007 3009N U9938W 60.7 95.8 uuuu
2144 . 16311 00000/0000 2-10007/0247 06/15/75 20 2007 2842N 10002W 6096 9390 GGGG
2144-16314 00000/0000 ?-10007/0248 06/15/75 10 2007 2717N 10025W 60.4 90.4 uGEu
2145 .14482 00000/0000 2-10007/0250 06/16/75 60 2020 4712N 06928W 57.6 127+8 FFIOG
2145. 14484 00000/00O0 ?-10007/0251 06/16/75 5U 202U 4547N U7003W b8.2 125 . 3 FGGG2145-14491 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0252 06/16/75 90 2020 4421N U7036W 58.7 122.8 GpGiG
2145-14493 00000/00OU 2-10007/0249 06/16/75 80 2020 4257N U7109W 59.2 120 . 2 u uG
2145
-14500 00000/0000 2-10007/0253 06/16/75 90 2020 4132N 0714OW 5996 11 7. 6 GFGG2145. 1.4502 00000/UUOU 2-10007/0254 06/16/75 70 2U2U 4006N U7210W 60.0 114.9 GFGG
2145-14514 00000/0000 ? • 10007/0255 06/16/75 30 2020 355ON 07334W 60.7 106.7 uuhu
2145-14523 00000/OODU 2-10007/0256 06/16/75 80 2020 3259N U7426W 60.8 101.1 huuu
214b-14525 00000/0000 ?-10007/0257 06/16/75 70 2020 3133N U7452W 6098 98.3 GGGG21 45
-1630 4 00000/0000 2-10007/0277 06/16/75 50 2021 5001N U9405W 56.3 132.6 GGGF
2145-16311 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0278 06/16/75 50 2021 4836N U9443W 57.0 130 . 2 hu*
2145-16313 00000/0000 2-10007/0279 06/16/75 70 2021 4712N 09519W 57.6 127.8 GGGG
2145 . 16320 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0280 06/16/75 60 2021 4547N U9554W 58.2 1 25 . 3 GGGG2145-16322 00000/0000 2-10007/0281 06/16/75 60 2021 4423N 09627W 58.7 122.8 uuuu
2145-16325 00000/0000 2-10007/0282 06/16/75 30 2021 4258N U9659W 5992 12092 GGGG
2145-16331 00000/0000 2-10007/0283 06/16/75 10 2021 4132N U9730W 59.6 117 x 6 UUVF
2145. 16334 00000/0000 2-10007/0284 06/16/75 30 2021 4007N 09800W 59.9 11469 GGGG
2145-16340 00000/0000 2-10007/0285 06/16/75 3U 2021 3841N U9829W 60.2 112 . 2 uuTiu
2145-16343 00000/0000 2-10007/0286 06/16/75 40 2021 3716N 09857W 6095 109.5 GGFG
2145-16345 00000/0000 2-10007/0287 06/16/75 10 2021 3550N U9924W 60 . 7 106.7 ruhu
2145-16352 00000/0000 ?-10007/0288 06/16/75 20 2021 3425N 09951W 60 . 8 10399 GGFF
2145-16354 00000/0000 2-10007/0289 06/16/75 20 2021 3259N 10016W 6098 101 . 1 hutiF
2145 . 16361 00000/0000 2-10007/0290 06/16/75 30 2021 3134N 10042W 60 . 8 9894 GGGF
2145. 16363 00000/0000 2-10007/0291 06/16/75 40 2021 3008N 1006W 60.7 95.6 GGGG
2145. 16370 00000/0000 2-10007/0292 06/16/75 40 2021 2842N 10130W 60 . 5 92.9 uGGG
2145.16372 00000/0000 P-10007/0293 06/16/75 10 2021 2716N 10154W 60.3 90.2 uuuG
2146-14540 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0294 06/17/75 40 2034 4711N 07057W 57.6 127+7 FurAG
2146. 14543 00000/0000 ?• 10007/0295 06/17/75 40 2034 4545N U7132W 58 . 2 12 51 2 tpuu2146-14545 00000/0000 2-10007/0296 06/17/75 50 2034 4419N U7205W 58.7 122.7 FGGG
2146. 14552 00000/0000 P-10007/0297 06/17/75 60 2034 4255N U7237W 59.2 120.1 FFpG
2146-14554 00000/0000 ?-10007/0298 06/17/75 70 2034 413ON U7308W 59.6 117.4 tutu
2146. 14561 00000/0000 2-10007/0299 06/17/75 60 2034 4005N 07338W 5999 114 . 8 FGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ............... 0 TO 100 , % CLOUD COVER. +- = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I M AGE (DUALITY •••••••••••••.• BLANKSsBANU NOT PRESENT/REQUL$TED• G•GOOU. P • POOK. FwFAIR,
ERTS-2
11:17 AUG 06+ 1 75 STANDARD CATALO G Fa" GUS eAGE 0006
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
OBSERVAT15N MICROFILM RgLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVE R NUMBER OF	 I M A G E ELEV. AZIM.	 Rev MSS
KBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45§78
2146-14563 00000/0000 2-10007/0300 06/17/75 20 2034 3839N 07406W 6092 112 # 0 F-FGF
2146-14570 00000/0000 2-10007/0301 06/17/75 20 2034 3714N U7434w 60.5 105.3 FFGG
2146-14572 00000/0000 2-10007/0302 06/17/75 30 2034 3549N U7501w 60.6 106.5 FGFF
2146-14575 00000/000U 2-10007/0303 06/17/75 SU 2034 3423N U7528W 60.7 103 . 7 FGGG
2146-16363 00000/0000 2-10007/0328 06/17/75 30 2035 5000N U9530w 5693 13294 FGGG
2146.16365 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0329 06/17/75 80 2036 4836N U9608W 5790 130.1 FFGG
2146. 16372 00000/0000 2-10007/0330 06/17/75 90 2035 4711N 09645W 57.6 127.7 FGFG
2146. 1637 4 00000/0000 2-10007/0 33 1 06/17/75 7o 2035 4546N U9720w 58.2 125. 2 FGFG
2146-16381 00000/0000 2-10007/0332 06/17/75 50 2035 4421N U9753W 58.7 12297 GGGG
2146-16383 00000/0000 2-10007/0333 06/17/75 50 203b 4256N 09825W 59 . 2 120 9 1 GGGG
2146-16390 00000/00OU 2-10807/0334 06/17/75 40 2035 4131N U9856W 59.6 11794 GGUF
214 6-16392 00000/0000 2-10007/0335 06/17/75 30 2035 4005N 09925w 59.9 119.8 GF(iG
214b+16395 00000/0000 2-10007/0336 06/17/75 10 2035 384ON 09954W 60.2 112 . 1 uG(}G
2146-16401 00000/0000 2-10007/0337 06/17/75 30 2035 3715N 10023W 60.5 109. 3 GGF,F
2146-16404 00000/0000 2-10007/0338 06/17/75 70 2035 3549N 10050W 60.6 1066b UHjG
2146-16410 00000/0000 2-10007/0339 06/17/75 20 2035 3423N 10117w 60.7 103 . 8 GGGG	 JJJ
2146-16415 00000/0000 2-10007/0340 06/17/75 0 2035 3131N 10208W 6097 9892 FGQG
2146-16422 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0341 06/17/75 0 2035 30o7N 10232W 60.7 9595 UUVF
2146 . 16424 00000/0000 2-10007/0342 06/17/75 0 2035 2841N 102b7w 60.5 9297 FFWG
2146-16431 00080/0000 2-10007/0343 06/17/75 10 2035 2714N 10320W 60.3 9001 GGGG
2146-18195 00000/0000 2-10007/0321 06/17/75 6o 2036 5001N 12119W 56.3 132.4 GGGG
214 6
-18201 00000/0000 2-10007/0 322 06/17/75 50 2036 4836N 12157w 57.0 13091 uuwa
2146 . 18204 00000/0000 2-10007/8323 06/17/75 70 2036 4711N 12233W 57.6 12797 GGGG
2146-19213 00008/OOOU ?-10007/0324 06/17/75 90 2036 4421•N 12342W 58.7 122.7 GGGG	 j
2146-18215 00000/0U00 2- 10007/0325 06/17/75 80 2036 4256N 12414W 59.2 12091 GGF,G
2146-18222 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0 326 06/17/75 40 2036 4131N 12445w 5996 117.5 GGOG
2146 . 18224 00000/0000 ?-10007/0327 06/17/75 40 2036 4006N 12515W 59.9 119i 8 FFGF
2147.14595 00800/0000 ?_-10007/0349 06/18/75 100 2048 4719N o7220w 57.5 127.8 GGVF
2147-15001 00000/0000 2- 10007/0350 06/18/75 90 2048 4554N 07254W 58.1 12593 FGGG
214 7
-15004 00000/OUOU 210007/0 351 06/18/75 80 2048 4429N U7328W 58.6 122.8 GGGG
2147-15010 00000/0000 2-10007/0352 06/18/75 80 2048 4304N 0740OW 59.1 120.2 GGGG
2141-15013 00000/00DU 2-10007/0353 063 18/75 70 2048 4139N U7431W b9.5 117 9 6 GG{A
2147-150151 00000/0000 2-10007/0344 06/18/75 100 2048 4014N U7501W 59.9 119 . 9 G G
2147-15022 00000/0000 P-10007/0345 06/18/75 100 2048 3848N U7530W 60.2 112 . 2 G 1
2147-15024 00000/0000 2-10007/0354 06/18/75 10 2048 3723N 07558W 60.4 109 . 5 FFGG
214/-15031 00000/0000 2-10007/0355 06/18/75 10 2048 3557N 07625W 60.6 1069 7 FGVF
KEYS:- CLOUD COVER Y	 ..	 ............ 0 T8 100 n % CLOUD COVER. +• n NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I MAGE QUALITY BLANKSzBAND NOT PRESENT /REGIUESTED• G a GOOD. P•POBK. FmFAIR.
;F
ERTS-2
11:1/ AUG 060' 75 STANDARD CATALOG FOK LUS WAGt 0OU7
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
BHSERVATI9N MICROFILM R 9 LL Nd9/ DATk. CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE WUALIfY_
IU POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER 'DUMBER OF	 1'"A G E ELEV. AZ1M.	 RBV MSS
H8V MSS LAT Lt7NG 129 45678
2147 . 15033 00000/0000 2-10007/0356 06/18/75 30 2048 3431N 07652W 60.7 103.9 FGGG
2147-15040 00000/0000 2-10007/0357 06/18/75 40 2049 3306N 07718W 60.7 101-1 FFUF
2147. 15042 00000/0000 ?'10007/0346 06/18/75 60 2048 314ON 07743W 6097 9894 F OF
2147-15045 00000/0000 2-10007/0347 06/18/75 40 2048 3014N 07808w 60.6 9596 F OFf	
2147-15051 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0348+ 06/18/75 70 2048 2848N 07832W 60 . 5 92.9 G GG
2147-15054 00000/000U 2-10007/0358 06/18/75 60 2048 2723N U7855W 60.3 9092 UGGG
214 7
-15060 00000/00OU 2-10007/0360 06/18/75 60 2048 2556N U7919w 60 . 0 8796 hG
2147-15063 00000/0000 2-10007/0359 06/18/75 40 2048 2429N U7942W 59.6 8591 FFF
2147-18253 00000/UUOU ?-10007/0374 06/18/75 50 2U5U 5009N 12E40W 56.2 13296 FGFF
2147-18255 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0375 06/18/75 40 205U 4844N 12319W 56 . 9 13092 GGEG
2147-18262 00000/0000 P-10007/0376 06/18/75 80 2050 4720N 12355w 5795 12798 FGUG
2147-19264 00000/0000 2-10007/0377 06/18/75 100 2050 4555N 12431W 5891 125.3 GGGG
2147-18271 00000/0000 2-10007/0378 06/18/75 100 2050 443ON 12504W 58-6 122-8 GGFG
21.47 . 18273 00000/0000 2 + 10007/0 379 06/18/75 100 2050 4305N 12537W 59 9 1 120-2 FFUG
2148-15051 OCOOO/0000 2-10007/042 2 06/19/75 70 2062 4842N U731OW 5699 130 9 1 uFFF
2148-15053 00000/0000 2-10007/0423 06/19/75 50 2062 4717N U7346w 5795 12796 FGFG 1
2148-15060 00000/UODU 2-10007/0424 06/19/75 8U 2062 4552N U7421W b891 12?92 uuF.G -
2148-15062 00000/000U ?-10007/0425 06/19/75 100 2062 4427N U7454W 5896 122.6 GFFF
2148-15065 00000/0000 2-10007/0426 06/19/75 100 2062 4302N 07526W 59.1 12001 FGFF
2148-15071 00000/UU00 2-10007/0427 06/19/75 6U 2062 4137N 07557W 59.5 11794 FFGG
2148-15074 00000/0000 ?-10007/0428 06/19/75 40 2062 4011N 07627W 5999 11 49 8 FGuu
2148-15080 00000/0000 2-10007/0429 06/19/75 10 2062 3846N 07657W 6092 11291 FUhU
2140-15083 00000/OU00 2-10007/0 430 06/19/75 20 2062 3721N u7/25W 6094 10y - 3 UFFG
2148-15085 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0431 06/19/75 40 2062 3555,14 07752W 6096 106 9 6 FGGG
2148-15092 00000/0000 2-10007/0432 06/19/75 10 2062 3430N U7818W 6097 10398 GuWi A
2148-15094 00000/0000 2-10007/0433 06/19/75 20 2062 3304N U7844W 6097 101-C FGFG c,"l
2148-151x3 00000/0000 2-10007/0434 06/19/75 30 2062 3012N U7933W 60.6 9595 GGEG
2148-15110 0000010000 2-10007/0 435 06/19/75 30 2062 2846N U7967W 6094 9298 GUUU ^J
2148-15112 00000/0000 2-10007/0436 06/19/75 40 2062 2720N U8020W 6 0 9 ' 90 . 1 FGGF
2148-15115 00000/0000 2-10007/0437 06/19/75 50 2062 2554N U8044W 5999 8795 UFOU
2148-15121 00000/0000 ?-10007/0438 06/19/75 90 2062 2428N U8107W 5996 8500 GGEG .
2148-18311 00000/0000 2-10007/0439 06/19/75 0 2064 5007N 12408w 56.2 13294 uuWU
2148-18314 00000/0000 2-10007/0440 06/19/75 50 2064 4842N 12446W 5699 13091 FGGF
2148-18320 00000/ODUU 2 . 10007/0441 06/19/75 9U 2U64 4718N 12522W 57.5 12797 FFOF
2148-18323 00000/0000 2-10007/0442 06/19/75 100 2064 4553N 12558W 58.1 12592 GGEG
2149-15105 00000/0000 2_-10007/0304 06/20/76 30 2076 4843N U7434w 5699 13090 FuuC,
t
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X	 9..9.9•••••.... 0 TR 100 n X CLOUD CQVER9 •+ : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I
{






11:17 AUG 068'75 STANDARD CATALOG F1- LUS r„vE 0008FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/J1/75
UHStRVATION MICROFILM RHLL NO./ DATE CLOUD UXbIT PRINCIrAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALIITID PUSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF 1 MAUE E~LEV. AZIM. RBV
	
MSS
RR,V MSS LAT LUNG 123	 45078
2149-15111 00000/0000 2-10007/0305 06/20/75 30 2076 4718N 07511W 57.5 127.6 GGUG	
r
2149*15114_ 00000/0000 P-10007/0306 06/20/75 30 2076 4553N U7546W 58.1 12591 GFGG2149-15120 00000/0000 2-10007/0307 06/20/75 40 2076 4428N 07619W 58.6 12296 GGGG2149-15123 00000/0000 ?-10007/0308 06/20/75 20 2076 4303N 0769OW 5991 120 e 0 FFtb2149-15125 00000/0000 2-10007/0309 06/20/75 30 2076 4138N 07721W 59 . 5 11/ • 4 GGGG2149-15132 00000/0000 ?-10007/0310 06/20/75 20 2076 4013N 07751W' 59.8 11 41 7 FGGF2149-15134 00000/UUOU P,-10007/0311 06/20/75 30 2076 3847.14 U7820W 60 . 1 112 . 0 hGGG2149 . 15141 00000/0000 2-10007/0312 06/20/75 40 2076 3722N 07848W 60@4 109 . 3 GGGG2149-15150 00000/0000 2-10007/0313 06/20/75 10 2076 3431N U7942w 60 . 6 103.7 FUUb2149-15152 00000/0000 P,-10007/0314 06/20/75 10 2076 3305N 08009W 60 . 7 101.0 hGUG2149-15155 00000/UUUU 2-J0007/0315 06/20/75 20 2076 3140N U8U34W 6096 9802 FhUG2149-15161 00000/0000 2-10007/0316 06/20/75 40 2076 3015N 08059W 60 . 5 95.5 FFGG2149-15164 00000/00UU 2-10007/0317 06/20/75 4U 2076 2848N U8123W 60 . 4 9206 UUWi2149-15170 00000/0000 2-10007/0318 06/20/75 50 2076 2721N U8147W 60 . 2 9001 GGGG2149-15173 00000/OOOU P-10007/0314 06/20/75 40 2076 2555N U8211W b9@9 8795 UOUF2149-15175 00000/0000 ?-10007/0320 06/20/75 50 2076 2429N U8234W 59.5 8590 FFGG2149-18372 00000/0000 2-10007/0465 06/20/75 90 2078 484ON 12613W 56.9 129*9 FFFF2150-15163 0000C/0000 2-10007/0479 06/21/75 10 2090 4841N U760OW 56 . 9 129.9 FGGG21SU -15170 00000/000U ?-10007/0480 06/21/75 10 2090 4717N U7637w 57.5 12/ • 4 FFhF2150-15172 00000/0000 ?-10007/0481 06/21/75 10 2090 4551N 07712W 58.1 12590 GFGG2150-15175 00000/0000 ?-10007/0482 06/21/75 10 2090 4426N U7749W 58.6 122 . 4 UUt-aG2150-1.5181 00000/0000 ?-10007/0483 06/21/75 0 2090 4301N 07817W 59 . 0 119 . 9 GGFF2150-15184 00000/0000 ?-10007/C484 06/21/75 0 2090 4136N U7848w 59 . 5 117.2 FFGG2150-15190 00000/0000 2-1000710485 06/21/75 0 2090 4011N 07918W 59.8 11496 FGGG2150-15193 00000/OUOU 2 . 10007/0486 06/21/75 5U 2090 3846N U7947W 60.1 111 0 9 FFUF2150-15195 00000/0000 ?-1.0007/0487 06/21/75 60 2090 3719N 08015W 60 . 3 109 . 1 GGFG2150-15202 00000/0000 2-10007/0485 06/21/75 40 2090 3554N U8043W 60.5 106.4 UFGF2150-15204 00000/0000 P-1000`7/0489 06/21/75 20 2090 3429N U8110w 60 . 6 103.6 FFFG2150-15211 00000/0000 2-10007/0490 06/21/75 30 2090 3304N U8136W 60 . 6 100.8 hU► U215U-15213 00000/0000 2-10007/0491 06/21/75 50 2090 3137N U8201W 60 . 6 9801 FGF:G
2150 . 15220 00000/UUUU 2-1000740492 06/21/75 60 2U9U 3011N U8226W 60.5 95.3 UFF2150-15222 00000/0000 Z_-10007/0493 06/21/75 30 2090 2845N U8250w 60 . 3 92.6 FGF2180-15225 00000/0000 2-10007/0494 06/21/75 50 2090 2718N U8314W 60 . 1 90.0 UUF	 {
2150-15231 00000/0000 ?-10007/0495 06/21/75 30 2090 2553N U8336W 59 . 8 8/04 GGGG	 j2150-15234 00000/UUUU 2-10007/0496 06/21/75 30 2090 2426N U8359W 5905 8499 FFGG	 j2150-18424 00000/0000 ?-10007/0497 06/21/75 40 2092 5006N 12659W 5692 132.2 FGGG	 J
KEYS	 CLOUD COVER x	 0 TA 100 • % CLOUD COVER. . a
 = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I M AGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSsBANO NUT PRESENT/REUUEbTED. G=UdOU, P-PUOK. FsFAIR•
iERTS -2
11:17 AUG 06j'75 STANhARD CATALOG Fbk CUS PAGE 0OU9
FROM 07/01/75 TO U7/41/7b
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RnLL NO0/ DATE CLOUD OR B IT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALIIT
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF I MAGE ELEV. AZIM_. R_8V__	 MSS
R8V MSS LAT LONG 123	 45678
.2151-15224 00000/000U 2-10007/0727 06/22/75 20 2104 4717N U7804W 57.5 127.4 GGFG
2151-15233 0000010000 2-10007/0728 06/22/75 10 2104 4427- 07912w 58.5 12.204 FFGG
2151-15240 00000/0000 2-10007/0729 06/22/75 10 2104 4302N 07944W 59.0 11?48 ► 1-fou
2151-15242 00000/0000 2-10007/0730 06/22/75 20 2104 4137N U8015W 59.4 111.2 FFGG
2151-15245 00000/OOOU 2-10007/07.31 06/22/75 10 2104 4012N U8045W 59.8 11495 GFGG
2151-15254 00000/0000 ?-10007/0732 06/22/75 80 2104 3721N U8142W 60.3 109 . 1 GGGG
2 15 1 -1526 3 0000O/UUUU 2-10067/0733 06/22/75 70 2104 3430N U8236W 60.5 103.6 669F
2151-15265 00000/0000 2. 10007/0734 06/22/75 40 2104 3304N U8302W 60.6 100.8 FGGG
2151-15272 00000/0000 2-10007/0735 06/22/75 60 2104 3138N 08327W 60.5 9801 GGUG
2151-1527 4 00000/UUUU P-10007/0736 06/22/75 60 2104 3012N U8352W 60.4 95.3 FGGG
2151-15281 00000/0004 2-10UO7/0737 06/22/75 50 2104 2846N U8416W 60.3 92.6 GGFG
2151-15283 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0738 06/22/75 70 2104 2719N U8440W 60.1 9000 UU&ab
2151-17053 00000/0000 2-10007/0551 06/22/75 30 2105 4842N 10315W 5608 12908 GGGG
2151-17060 00000/0000 2-10007/0552 06/22/75 20 2105 4717N 103b2w b7.5 12704 FGGG
2151.17062 00000/0000 P-10007/0553 06/22/75 10 2105 4553N 10426W 5800 12409 GFGG
2151-17065 00000/0000 2-10007/0554 06/22/75 10 2105 4428N 10500w 5805 12204 FGFF !sj
2151-17071 00000/0000 2-1oo07/o555 06/22/75 30 2105 4303N 1O532W 59.0 11908 FGFF
2151-17074 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0556 06/22/75 70 2105 4138N 10603W 5904 11702 UUFG
2151-17080 00000/0000 ?-10007/0557 06/22/75 70 2105 4012N 10634w 5908 11905 FGGG
2151-17083 00000/0000 2-10007/0559 06/22/75 30 2105 3847N 107U3w 60 . 0 11108 Fuuu
2151-17085 00000/OoOU 2-10007/0559 06/22/75 30 2105 3721N 10131W 60 0 3 109 0 1 GGFG
2151-17092 0-O000/0000 ?-10007/0560 06/22/75 10 2105 3556N 10758w 60.4 10604 FGGF b
2151-17094 00000/0000 2-10007/0561 06/22/75 10 2105 343ON 10E425W 60.5 10306 FFFF J
2151-17101 00000/0000 2-10007/0562 06/22/75 0 2105 3304N 10850W 60.6 10008 FGFF
2151-17103 00000/0000 ?-10007/0563 06/22/75 0 210b 3138N 10916W 60 0 5 9801 FFFF
2152-15280 00000/0000 2-10007/0593 06/23/75 80 2116 484ON U7854W 56.8 129.7 FFGG rj
2152-15283 00000/00oU 2. 10007/0589 06/23/75 70 2118 4715N U793'1'W 57.4 127 0 2 F FF
2152+15285 00000/0000 2-10007/0590 06/23/75 30 2118 4549N 08006W b800 124.8 F 4F
2152-15292 00000/0000 2-10007/0594 06/23/75 20 2118 4425N U8040W 58.5 122 0 3 F
2152 . 15294 00000/0000 2-10007/0591 06/23/75 10 2118 430ON 08112W 5900 11907 F GP
2152-15301 00000/0000 2-10007/0595 06/23/75 20 2118 4134N 08143W 5904 11/01 FFFG
2152-15303 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0592 .06/23/75 30 2118 4008N u82l2w 59.7 114.4 F GG
2152-15310 00000/OOOU P-10007/0596 06/23/75 20 2118 3844N U8241w 60.0 31107 FFFG
21520 15312 00000/0000 2-10007/0597 06/23/75 50 2118 3718N U8309W 60.2 10500 FFFF
2152-15315 00000/0000 ?-10007/0598 06/23/75 70 2118 3552- U8336W 60.4 10602 GGGG
21.52-15321 00000/0000 2-10007/0599 06/23/75 50 2118 3427N U8403W 60 0 5 10305 GGGF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER	 ............... O TA 10C n % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .0...........,, BLANKS =BAND NOT PRk5ENT/REUUt 5 TLU0 G=Utt U. P •PUORO F=FAIR.
woo- ...,,..e	 ._ .,Y	 rim+......:.
ERTS-2
11:11 AUG 06.'/b STANDARD CATALOG F ,"K LUS F'A3t U010
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
OESERVAT'I9N MICR5FILM RRLL NO./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIHAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF I-AUE ELEV. AZ1M. REV	 MSS
RRV MSS LAT LONG 123	 456/8
2152-15324 00000/0000 2-10007/0600 06/23/75 50 2118 330IN 08429W 60.5 100.7 GGGG
2152-15330 00000/0000 2-10007/0601 06/23/75 70 2118 3135N U8455W 60.5 9690 GGGG
2152.15333 00000/0000 2-10007/0602 06/23/75 60 2118 3009N U8520W 60 . 4 9502 FGGG
2152-15335 00000/0000 ?-10007/0603 06/23/75 50 2118 2843N 08544W 60 . 2 92.5 FGFG
2152-15342 00000/0000 2-10007/0604 06/23/75 80 2118 ?_717N U8607W 60.0 89.9 GFGF
2154-17222 00000/UUUU 2-10007/0605 06/25/75 30 2147 501ON 10655W b6.0 13290 FGGF
2154-17225 0000010000 2-10007/0606 06/25/75 40 2147 4845N 10733w 5697 129x7 GF[iG
2154-17231 00000/0000 ?-10007/0607 06/25/75 80 2147 4720N 10809W 57.3 127.3 uFGG
2154-17234 OU000/000V 2-10007/0608 06/25/75 90 2147 4555N 10844W 57.9 124.8 FGGG
215 4-17240 00000/0000 2-10007/0609 06/25/75 60 2147 4430N 10918W 58 . 4 122.3 GGGG
2154*17243 00000/0000 2-10007/0610 06/25/75 60 2147 4305N 1.0951W 58.9 11997 FGFG
2154-17254 00000/000U ?-10007/0611 06/25/75 20 2147 3849N 11121W 59 . 9 11108 FFGF
2154-17261 00000/0000 2-10007/0612 06/25/75 0 2147 3724N 11149W 60.1 109*1 FGFG
2154.17263 00000/0000 2-10007/0613 06/25/75 0 2147 3558N 11216W 60.3 106*3 GGGG
2154. 17270 00000/0000 P-10007/0614 06/25/75 0 2147 3432N 11243W 60.4 10396 GFGG
2154-17272 00000/0000 2-10007/0615 06/25/75 0 2147 3307N 11309W 60.4 100.8 GGGG
2154-17275 00000/000U ?-10007/0616 06/25/75 0 2147 3141N 11334w 60.4 98.1 FUUF
2154-17281 00000/0000 2-10007/0 6 17 06/25/75 10 2147 3015N 11359W 60.3 95.4 FFUG
2155-15451 00000/0000 2-10007/0674 06/26/75 0 2160 4845N 08312W 5697 129*6 FGIiG
2155-15454 00000/0000 2-10007/0 675 06/26/75 10 2160 4719N 08348W 57.3 127 . 2 FuuG
2155-15460 00000/000U 2-10007/06 76 06/26/75 lU 216U 4554N U8422W 57.8 124 . 8 FFGF
2155. 15 463 00000/0000 2-10007/0677 06/26/75 10 2160 4429N U8455W 58.3 122.3 FGFF
2155-15465 03000/0000 Q-10007/0678 06/26/75 20 2160 4304N V8527W 58.8 119 . 7 FGVF
2155-15474 03000/0000 2-10007/0 679 06/26/75 80 2160 4013N U8628W 59.6 114.5 FGFP
2155-15483 00000/UUOU ?-10007/068 0 06/26/75 50 2160 3723N U8/?-6w 60.1 109. 1 FUFP
2155-15492 00000/0000 2-10007/0681 06/26/75 60 2160 3431N U8820W 60.3 103 9 6 FGFF
2155-15495 00000/0GOO 2-10007/0682 06/26/75 30 2160 3307N 08845W 60.4 100.8 FUUF
2155 15501 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0683 06/26/75 40 2160 3141N U8911W 60*3 98 0 1 GFFF
2155- 1.5504 00000/0U00 2-10007/0684 06/26/75 50 216U 3015N 089a5W 60.2 95.4 GGFF
215$-15510 00000/0000 2-10007/0 685 06/26/75 40 216U 2849N U8959W 60.1 92.7 FFFF
2155-1.7281 00000/00OU 2-10007/0635 06/26/75 90 2161 5009N 10820W 56.0 132.0 UGt4G
215 5-17283 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0 639 06/26/75 20 2161 4845N 10859W 56.6 129 . 7 FGGG
2155-17290 00000/00UU 2-10007/0 640 06/26/75 10 2161 4720N 1U935W b7.3 12/ 9 3 UFF
2155 ; 17292 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0 64 1 06/26/75 30 2161 4555N 11010W 5798 124.8 GGGF
2159-17295 00000/000U F-1J007/064? 06/26/75 70 2161 443ON 11043W 58.3 122 9 3 GGGG
2155-17301 00000/OODU 2-1.0007/0643 06/26/75 50 2161 4305N 11116W 58.8 119.7 UU46
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % •.•••••••o-.... 0 T9 100 n % CLOUD COVER. .+ = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.





11:17 AUG 064 1 75 STANDARD CATALOG F',' H CUS PA13L 0011
FXUM 07/01/75 TH 07131175
58SLRVATI5N MICROFILM R9LL NB.,' DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIHAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALIIY
LU PbSITIUN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CCVER NVMBLR BF	 IMAGE ELEV. Az1M. P6V MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
2155-17304 _ 00000/0000 ?-10007/0644 06/26/75 10 2161 414ON 111474 b9.2 117.1 l3upu
2155 - 17310 00000/OU0 0 ?-10007/0645 '06/26/75 0 2161 4014N 11217W b9.5 11405 GFUF
215b-17313 00000/00UU 2-10007/0646 06/26/75 U 2161 3849N 11246W 59.8 11108 GGG
2155-17315 00000/0000 ?-10007/0647 06/26/75 0 2161 3725N 11314W 6 0 . 1 109.1 FGFF
2155-17322 00000/0000 5 , 10007/0648 06/26/75 0 2161 360ON 11342W 60 . 2 106 . 3 GUFF
215b-17324 00000/0000 2-10007/0 649 06/26/75 U ?161 3434N 114094 60.3 103.6 FFFF
2155. 17331 00000/0000 ?-10007/0650 06/2 6/75 0 2161 3308N 11435W 60.4 100.9 FGUF
2155-17333 00000/000U ?-10007/0651 06/26/75 0 2161 3142N llbU0w 60 . 3 98.1 FGFG
2156-15512 00000/0000 ?-10007/0466 06/27,/75 80 21,74 4720N 08513W b7.2 127.2 FFUF
2 156-15515 00000/0000 2-10007/0467 06/27/75 70 2174 4556N 08548W 57.8 124.8 GFG(i
2156-15521 00000/0000 ?-10007/0 468 06/27/75 7p 2174 4430N U8621W 58.3 122.3 FFGG
2156. 15524 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0469 06/27/7b 60 2174 4305N U8654W 58.7 119.7 FFGG
2156.15530 00000/0000 ?-10007 /0 47 0 06/27/75 50 2174 414ON U8726W 59.1 117•l F 6UG
2156-15533 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0471 06/27/75 30 2174 4014N U8/56W 59.5 114.5 uuua
2156-15535 00000/0000 2-10007/0472 06/27/75 10 2174 3848N 08825w 5908 111.8 GGGF
2156-15542 0000010000 2-10007/0473 06/27/75 10 2174 3723N U8852w 60 . 0 109.1 FGFG b ^?
2156.15544 00000/UJUU 2-JoU07/0474 06/27/75 10 2174 3558N U8919W 6 0 . 2 10694 FFFG
2156-15551 00000/0000 ?-10007/047 5 06/27/75 40 2174 3433N 089464 60.3 103.6 FFFG
2156-15553 00000/0000 P-10007/047 6 06/27/75 40 2174 9308N U9011W 6 0 . 3 100 . 9 FFGG
2156-15560 00000/0000 ?-10007/0477 06/27/75 40 2174 3142N U9036W 60.3 98.2 FGFG b
2156. 15562 00000/0000 ?-10007/047 A 06/27/75 40 ?174 3016N U9101W 60.2 95.5 GGFG
2157-1 5564 0p0Gp/0000 2-1000 7 /07 1 4 06/28/75 20 2188 4845N U8603W 56.5 129.6 FGGb
n	
j
2151-15571 00000/0000 ?-10007/0715 06/28/75 70 ?_188 4721V U8639W 57.1 12 7. 2 FFGG a
2157-15573 OJ000/0000 ?-10007 /C 7 16 06/2,8/75 41 2188 4556N U8714W b7.7 124.8 FFGF f-1
215/+15580 00000/UUOU P-1000710117 06/28/75 40 2188. 4431 14 U8148W 58.2 1?2.3 GFUb CL^
2151-15582 00000/00OU ?-10007/0 7 18 06/28/75 30 2188 4305N U8820W 58.7 119 . 7 FFGGi,	 2151-15585 0:000/OUOU P-10007/0719 06/28/75 70 2188 -414ON U8851w 59.1 11701 UFUF
2157-15591 00000/0000 P-10007/0720 06/28/75 40 2188 4015N U8921W 59.4 114.5 FFGG
215/-15594 00000/UUOU ?-10007/0721 06/28/75 30 2188 385ON U8!1-,OW 59.7 111 . 8 bF	 G
215/-16003 00000/0000 ?-10007/0722 06/28/75 3O 2188 3559N U9U45W 60 . 1 10 6. 4 FG F
2157-16005 00000/OUOU 2. 10007/0723 06/28/75 4U 'e188 3434N U9111W 60.2 103.7 FbG(i
2157-16012 00000/00CU P -10007/C724 06/28/75 30 2188 33084 U9137W 60.2 10099 GGFG
2157-16014 00000/0000 P-10007/0725 06/28/75 60 2189 3142N 092034 60.2 98.2 GGGG
215/-16021 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0726 06/28/75 60 2188 3016N U9227w 60.1 9b•5 GGGG
2156-16023 00000/0000 2-10007/069 ? 06/29/75 30 2202 4842N 08729W 56.5 129.5 GGGG
2155-16025 oJ000/0000 P-10007/0700 06/29/75 40 2202 4717N 08805W b7.1 127.1 GGGG
KEYS. CLOUD CUVLK %	 ......•......9. U T9 100 = CLOUD C9VER. +' ='NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE	 QUALITY	 ........... ... BLANKS=HAND NUT PRE,SFNT /REQUr.bTtU• G=Gy OU. P=Pa8k. F=FAIR.
ERTS-2
11:17 AUG	 06* 1 75 STANDARD CATAL66 F nt^ [,US NAGS 0012
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
3 FSSERVATIdN MICROFILM RRLL NH./ OATF. CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIP AL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALILY
ID p6SITI9N IN R9LL ACQUIRFL' COVER NUMBER OF	 I'AUE ELEV@ AZIM. RBV	 MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123
	
4tb78
2158-16032 o0000/0000 ?-10007/o701 06/29/75 40 2202 4553N- U8840w 57.6 12497 FGUG
2158 . 16034 00000/0000 ?-10007/0702 05/29/75 20 2202 4428N U8913w b8.2 122.2 UUhU
2150-16041 00000/0000 2-1000710703 06/29/75 10 2202 4303N U8946W 58.6 119.6 UUuG-
21.56 . 16043 OU000/0U00 2-10007/0704 06/29/75 ID 2202 4138N 09017W 59.0 117.0 FGUG
2156-16050 OCOOC/0000 ?-10007/0705 06/29/75 la 220' 4012N U9047w 59.4 114.4 UFUU
215+6-16U52 00000/0000 2-10007/G706 06/29/75 2U 2202 3847N U9116w b9•:/ 111 . 7 UFFG
2158-16055 0000C/00OU 2-10007/0707 06/29/75 20 2202 3722N U9144W 59.9 109.0 UFUF
2156-16061 Ouoo0 /UUOU ?-10007/070K 06/29/75 30 220? 3557N U9211W 60.0 106 . 3 hUUG
2158-16064 00000/0000 P-10007/0709 06/29/75 30 2202 3431N U9238W 60.1 103 9 6 GGUG
2156-16070 00000/Wo U 2-10007/0710 06/29/75 20 2202 33ObN U9304w 60.2 10099 UGGG
2158-16075 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0711 06/29/75 70 220? 3012N U9354W 60.0 9b95 GG
2158-16082 00000/0000 ?-10007 / 3712 06/29/75 40 2202 2845N 09419W 59.9 9208 UGUF
2158-16084 00000/000U 2-10007/0713 06/29/75 30 2202 2720N U9443W b9•7 90.2 hUC=
2158-17452 00000/0000 2-10007/0565 06/29/75 10 2203 5008N 1124Ow 55.8 131 . 8 hGhF
2158-17454 00000/0000 ?-10007/0566 06/29/75 10 2203 4843N 11318w 56.5 12V!b F-UuG
2156-17463 00000/0000 2-10007/0567 06/29/75 lv 220--4 4553N 11430W b7.6 124.7 GG
2158-17470 00000/00OU P-10007/056A 06/29/75 10 2203 4428N ilb04w 58.2 122.2 UGUG
2158-17472 00000/00OU 2-10007/0564 06/29/75 10 2203 4303- 11537w 58.6 119.6 U	 G
2156-17475 00000/OUOU ?-10007/0569 06/29/75 10 2203 4138N 116o8w b9.O 117 . 0 FhhF
2158-17481 OooO0/0000 2-10007/057;: 05/29/75 U ?203 4013N 11638w 59.4 11494 FFFF
2158-174334 00000/0000 ?-10007/n571 05/29/79 10 2203 3848N 11707W 5996 111.7 FFFF
2158-17490 0JDOC/UOCU ?-10007/0572 06/29/75 0 2203 3722N 11/35W 59.9 105 . 0 FUUG
2156-17493 00000/0000 a -10007/0573 06/29/75 0 2203 3555N 11602W 60.0 106 . 3 FUGG
2158-17495 o0D00/0000 ?-10007/0574 06/29/75 20 2203 3429N 11829W 60 9 1 103.6 FGUF
2158-17502 00000/OUOU ?-10007/0575 06/29/75 90 2203 3303- 11854W 60 . 2 10099 FUGG
2159-17510 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0576 06/30/75 10 2217 5008N 11406W 55.7 131.8 FFFF
2159-17513 0000C/UUOU P-10007/0577 06/30/75 10 2217 4843- 11444w 56.4 129.5 FUGG
2159-17515 00000/0000 2-10007/o57K 06/30/75 40 2217 4718N 11520w b7.0 127 . 1 GGUF
2159-17522 00000/0000 2-10007/Cb88 06/30/75 30 2217 4553N 11555W 57 9 6 124.7 OF
2159-1752.4 0o000/UO0U 2-10007/0579 06/30/75 40 2217 4429N 11628W 58.1 122.2 UGGG
2159-17531 00000/0000 2-10007/0580 06/30/75 10 2217 4303N 11101W 58.5 119.6 FhUF
2159-17533 OO000/OGOU ?-10007/0581 06/30/ 7 5 10 2217 4138N 11732W 58.9 11 7. 1 FFFF
2159-17540 UUOUO/UuOU P-1OU07/Ob8?. 06/30/75' 0 2217 4013N 11603W b9.3 114 . 4 FFUF
2159-17542 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0583 06/30775 0 2217 3847N 11832W 59.6 111 . 8 FGUF
2159-.1754ti OJOOO/UUOU 2-10007/G584 06/3C/75 U 221! 3721N 119UOw 59.8 109.1 FUUF
2159-17551 00000/0000 ?-10007/0585 05/30/75 10 2217 35559 11928w 60.0 106 . 4 GGUG
KEYS: C;Lhtlh CUVEK	 ............... 0 T y 10C • % CLOUD CRVER. •• o Nt CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.






11:17 AUr, C6. 1 75 STANDARD CATAL)G Fr It GUS PAH 0013
FROM C//01/75 T@ U7 /s1/7b
9e-RERVATI9=N MICROFILM R g LL V`J./ DATE CLOUD O RBIT PRINCI -AL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALIIT
IJ Ff';ITI`1N PJ R)LL ACQUIKFU COVER NUMBER OF 1"'AUL ELEV. AZIM. WBV	 MSS
"V MSS LAT LONE _ 12 3 	 45678
2159-17554	 - - 00000/0U0U ?-10007/0586 06/3C/75 10 2217 3429N llyb4W 60.1 10 . 7 FGFF2159-17560 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0587 06/30/75 10 2217 3304N 12020w 6091 IC0-9 FFF'F
2164 . 16363 00000/UUUU ?-10007/0739 07/05/75 30 2286 5010N U9b24w bb-3 131 . 9 FFGG
2164-1636b 00000/00OU ? - I0007/0740 07/05/75 20 2286 4846N 09603W 55.9 129 . 6 FFFF
2164-16372 00000/0UUU 2-10007/0741 07/05/75 10 2286 4721N U964OW 56.6 127.3 hFUG
2164-16374 09000/0000 ?-10007/074? 07/05/75 10 2286 4555N 09715w 57.1 124.8 FGGG
2164-16381 000U0/0U00 ?.-10007/C 74 3 07/05/75 30 2286 4430N U9748w 57.6 122.4 FGhU
2164 -1639? 00000/0000 ?10007/0744 07/05/75 0 2286 4015N 0992?W 58.9 11 4 / 8 FFFF216b-16423 00000/U000 2-10007/0745 07/06/75 10 2300 4844N U9731w 55.5 129 . 6 FGhG
2165-1643 1" 00000/ODUU 2-10007/0746 07/06/75 30 2300 4719% U9808W 56.5 12 /• 3 hciub
2165-16432 00000/000O ?-10007/0747
 07/06/75 30 2300 45541 09843W 57-C 124.9 FFGF
2165-16435 00000/OOOU ?-1C007/074x 07/06/75 l0 2300 4429- 09917W 57.5 122.4 FFUG
2165-16441 00000/0000 2-10007/0749 07/06/75 10 2300 43()4N U9:'49W 58.0 119 . 9 hI-Ub2165-16444 00000/0000 ?-10007/075/; 07/06/75 10 2300 4138- 10U20w 58.4 11 7 i 4 FFFF
2165-16450 00000/0000 ? -10007/0757 07/06/75 10 2300 4013N 10050W 58.8 114.8 FFF
2165-16459 00000/0000 ?-10007/0758 07/06/75 10 ?30U 3848N 10119W 59.1 112.2 GGGG
2165-16455 00000/00OU P-10007/0759 07/06/75 30 2300 37221N 10146w 59.3 109 . 6 GhhF
2165. 16462 00000/UUUU P-1000 7 /076 0 07/06/75 30 2300 3557N 1Ut14W 59.5 10 6. 9 hGGF
2165-16464 00000/0000 2-10007/0761 07/06/75 30 2309 3431N 10240W 59.6 104.2 Puub 1112165-16482 OJ000/0000 P-10007/0762 07/06/75 30 2300 2846^4 10421W 59.4 93.7 FGGF a4d
2165-16485 00000/0000 P-10007/0763 07/06/75 50 2300 2720N 10445w 59.2 91.1 GGGF
2166-16482 OOOOC/OOOU ?-10007/076 4 07/07/75 60 2314 48461 U9856W 55.7 129. 7 GGGF2166-16434 00000/0000 2-10007/07 65 07/07/75 20 2314 4722N U9933W 56.3 12794 FGhG
2166-16491 00000/OOOO 2-10007/0166 07/07/75 10 2314 4556N 10009W 56.9 125 . 0 GGGG
2166-16493 00000/0300 P-10007/0767 07/07/75 10 2314 443EN 10042W 57.4 122.6 FGGF2166-1650' 000U0/UUUU ?-10007/0768 07/07/75 10 2314 41419 1U145W 58.3 117.6 F(iuu ^yA
2166 . 16505 00000/00OU 2-1000710769 07/07/75 10 2314 4015N 10215W 58.7 11 5. 0 FFFG
2166-16514 OOOCC/OOOU ?-10007/0770 07/07/75 10 2314 3724N 10313W b9.2 109.8 FUUG
2166-16520 0000C/0000 ?-10007/0771 07/07/75 20 2314 35591 10341W b9 .4 107.1 FFUF
2166-16523 00000/OUOU 2-SGO0710772 07 /07/75 30 2314 3433N 10408W 59.5 104.4 FFGG
2166-165? c; 00000/0U00 P-10007/0 773 07/07/75 60 2314 3307N 10433W 59.6 101.8 FFGG
2166-16532 0000C/0DUU P-10007/0774 07/07/7b 70 2314 3141N 10458W 59.6 99.1 FGGG
2166 . 1653 4 00000/OU00 2-10007/0775 07 /07/75 60 2314 3015`1 10522W 59.5 96.5 GGUF
2166-16541 30000/00UU 2-10007/0776 07/07/75 50 2314 2849N 1Ob47W 59.4 93.9 UhWF
2167-16534 00000/0000 P-1000710777 07/08/75 40 2328 b009N U9y46W bb-0 132-0 UUUF
2167-165401 00000/OOOO ?-10007/0775 07/08/75 20 2328 4845- 10024W 55.6 129.7 GGGG
K YS; CLOUD COVER / .............9. 0 T 4 10C _ % LLU UD CRVER. * 1 s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.






IJ	 POSITION I N R9LL
RF?V	 MSS
ERTS-2
STANDARD CATALOG F'" N CUS	 PAGE 0014
FR9M 07/01/75 TR 07/31/75
DATE	 CLOUD ORBIT
	 P RINCI NA L POINT	 SUN	 SUN	 IMAGE UUALIFY
ACOUIKFD COVER NUMBER	 OF I-AUL	 ELEV. AZ1M.	 RBV	 M55
LAT	 LONG	 123 45678
2167-16543 00000/UUUU 2-lUUCi7/0779 07/08/75 30 2328 4720N 1O100W 56.2 12794 FGGG
2167-16545 OU000/00OU ?-10007/0780 07/08/75 60 2328 4555N 10135W 56.8 125 . 0 GGFG
2161-16552 00000/UUUU P -10007/0781 07/08/75 60 2328 4431N 10209W b7.3 12296 1-bUb
2167-16554
	 - 00000/0000 2-10007/078? 07/08/75 80 2328 4305N 10241W 57.8 12091 GGFF216/-16561 0000C/0000 ?-10007/0783 07/08/75 50 2328 4139N 10312W 58.2 11/•6 FGGG
2167-1656:3 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0784 07/08/75 30 2328 4014N 10342W 5896 llb•C GGGG
2167-16570 000U0/0UCU P-1CUU7/0785 07/08/75 50 2328 3848N 10411W 5899 112.5 GG4P
2167-16572 0JOUC/0U00 2-10007/0786 07/08/75 40 2328 3723N 10439W 59.1 10V*8 FFGP2167-16581 00000/0U00 2-10007/0787 07/08/75 40 2328 3432N 1Ob34W 59.4 104 . 5 tjtiOF
2167. 16584 00000/0000 P-10007/0788 07/08/75 40 2328 3305N 10600W 59.5 10109 GGFP
2167-16590 00000/0000 2-10007/0789 07/08/75 b0 2328 3139N 10625W 59 . 5 99.2 FGGP
2167-16593 00000/0000 2-10007/0790 07/08/75 60 2328 3013N 10649W 59.4 9696 FFFP2161-16595 00000/UOD0 P-10007/0791 07/08/7b 40 2328 2847N 10714W b963 94.0 FFGF
2168-16592 00000/0000 ?-10007 /08 08 07/09/75 40 2342 5008N 10111W 5499 132.0 FGFG
2165-16595 00000/0U00 2-10007/0809 07/09/75 40 2342 4944N 10149W b5.5 129.7 UUtib
2166-17001 00000/0000 2-10007/0810 07/09/75 50 2342 4718N 10225W 56.1 12/.4 FFFG
2168-17004 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0811 07/09/75 50 2342 4553N 10300W 56.7 125.0 FUUF
2168 . 17010 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0812 07/09/75 60 2342 4428N 10334W 57.2 12296 FGGF
2165-17013 00000/0000 P-1.0007/0813 07/09/75 60 2342 4303N 10406W 57.7 120.2 GFUU
2168-17015 00000/0000 ?-10007/0814 07/09/75 50 2342 4139N 10438W 58.1 117.7 FGFG
2168-17022 00000/0000 2-10007/0815 07/09/75 20 2342 4013N 10508W 5895 115 . 1 GGGF
2168-17024 00000/0000 2-10007/0816 07/09/75 30 2342 3847N 1Ob37W 58.8 11205 FGFF
2166-17031 00000/0UOU 2-10007/0817 07/09/75 30 2342 3722N 10605W 59.0 10909 tU(2u
2168-17033 00000/0000 2-10007/0818 07/09/75 40 2342 3556N 10633W b9 9 2 10/ 9 3 FGFF
2168-17040 00000/0000 2-10007/0819 07/09/75 30 2342 343ON 10659W 59.3 104.7 FFFG
2168-1704? 00000/0000 ?-10007/0820 07/09/75 to 2342 3304N 10725W 5994 102 . 0 GGFG
2168-17045 00000/0000 2-10007/0821 07/09/75 0 2342 3138N 10751W 5994 99.4 FF(W
2168-17051 00000/0000 P-10007/0822 07/09/75 10 2342 3011N 10816w 59.3 96*7 GGGG
2166-17054 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0823 07/09/75 10 2342 284bN 10840W 59.2 9401 FFFF
2182-14534 00000/0000 2-10007/0825 07/23/75 40 2536 4733N 07044W 54.0 129.6 GFGF
2182-14541 00000/0000 ?-10007/0826 07/23/75 40 2b3b 4608N U/119W 54 . 6 12/ 0 4 UU4b
2182-14543 OOOOO/OOOU ?-10007/0827 07/23/75 50 2536 4442N 07153W 55.2 125.1 FGGG
2182-14550 00000/OU00 2-10007/0828 07/23/75 10 2636 4317N U7225W 55.7 12299 FFGG
2182-14552 00000/0000 2-10007/0829 07/23/75 10 2536 4151N U72b7W 5692 120 . 5 FGGF
218E-14561 00000/0000 ?-10007/0 8 30 07/23/75 0 2536 390ON U7357W 57.0 115 . 8 FGGF
2182-14564 00000/0000 ?-10007/0831 07/23/75 10 2536 3734N 07425W 57.3 113.3 FGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... U TA 100 = % C t.`NJD COVER. «• = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I M AGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NO PRESFNT/REQW_bTEU.- G s U600. PsPOOK. F=FA.IR.
ERTS-2
11:17 AUG 060 1 75	 STANDARD CATALOG FW< GUS
FROM 0//01/75 TO 07/31/7b	 y
0 1 3SLRVAT15N	 MICROFILM ReLL NUe/
	 DATE	 CLdUO ON61T	 NRINCIrAL POINT	 SUN	 SUN	 IIAGE WUALIIY
IU	 POSITION IN ROLL	 ACQUIHFD— COVER NUMBER	 OF I I A GE	 ELEV •- AZIM.	 RBV	 MSS
R6V	 MSS	 LAT	 LONG
	 123 45678
2182-14570
	 00000/OOOU P-10007/0832 07/23/75
	 20	 2536	 3608N	 07453w	 57.6 110.9	 Fuuu
2182-14573	 00000/0U00 ?-10007/0833 07/23/75 	 30	 2536	 3442N	 0752OW	 57.8 108. 4	 uutju
2182-14575	 00000/ODUU P-10007/0834 07/23/75	 60	 1b36	 3316N	 U7b46w	 58.0 105.9	 P&G
2182-14582
	 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0835 07/23/75
	 70	 2536	 3150N	 U7611W	 58 . 1 103 . 4	 FGGG
2182-14584	 OOOOO/OOOU R- 10007/0836 07/23/75	 20	 2536	 3024N	 U7635W	 b8-1 100.9	 PGUG
2182. 14591	 00000/0000 2- 10007/0837 07/23/75	 30	 2536	 28584	 0710OW
	 58 . 1	 98.4	 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .... .......... 0 T4 100 s % LLUUD COVER.
	 NO CLOUD DATA.AVAILABLE-







11:28 AUG 06# 1 75 STANUAKD CATALOG F UN ALASKA PAUL 0016
FROM 07/01/75 T9 U7/31/75
OBSLRVATI5N MICROFILM HRLL NO./ DATE CLOUD O R BIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE OUALIIY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 I MAGE ELEV. AZ-IM.	 P?$Y MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 4b676
2134.22142 00000/0000 2. 10007/0047 06/05/75 100 1871 7027N 16421W 41.7 161.3 UGGG
2134-22145 00000/0000 P-10007/0048 06/05/75 80 1871 6910N 16621W 42w8-- 164..7 GUUU
2134-22151 00000/0000 2 .10007/0049 06/05/75 30 1871 6752N 16608W 43.9 16292 UGUG
2134-22154 00000/0000 P-10007/0650 06/05/75 30 1871 6632N 16944W 45.0 159.8 FGGG
2134-22160 00000/0000 P-10007/0051 06/05/75 20 1871 6513N 17112W 46.0 157.6 GGGF
2134 . 22163 00000/0000 210007/0052 06/05/75 50 1871 6352N 17232W 47.0 155.4 FFUF
2134-22165 00000/0000 2-10GQ7/0053 06/05/75 70 1871 6231N 17344W 48.0 153.2 UUUF
2134-22172 00000/0000 P-10007/0054 06/05/75 100 1871 6108N 17451W 49.0 15101 GFUF	 -
2134-22174 00000/OUOU 2-10007/OU55 06/05/75 l0U 1871 b945N 1/553W 50.0 14 y •1 UFUU
2134. 22181 0000030000 P-10007/0056 06/05/75 100 1871 5822N 17651W 5009 147.0 UGGF
2134. 22183 00000/UUUU 2- 10007/0057 06/05/75 60 1871 5659N 17744W 51.8 14499 UUFU
2134-22192 00000/OOOU P-10007/0058 06/05/75 50 1871 5412N 17921W 53.6 140.7 FFOG
2134. 22195 00000/0000 P-10007/0059 06105/75 7o 1871 5249N 17954E 54.4 13 8. 5 FUkiU
2135-20365 00000/0000 2-10007/0017 06/06/75 70 1884 7027N 13957W 41.8 16792 GGGG2135-20371 00000/0000 P-10007/0018 06/06/75 20 1884 691ON 14157W 42.9 164.6 FGGG
2135-20374 00000/0000 P-10007/0019 06/06/75 20 1884 6751N 14344W 44.0 16291 GGGG
2135-20390 00000/0000 P-10007/0020 06/06/75 20 1884 6632N 14521W 45.1 15997 FFhG
2135 . 20383 00000/0000 P-10007/0021 06/06/75 50 1884 6512N 14b48W 46.1 157.5 UGFU
2135-20385 00000/0000 2-10007/0022 06/06/75 90 1884 6351N 14808W 47.1 15b.3 GGGG
2135-20392 00000/0000 2-10007/0023 06/06/75 90 1884 6229N 14921W 48.1 153.2 UGUG
2135-20394 00000/0000 2-10007/0024 06/06/75 70 1884 6107N 15028W 49.1 151 . 0 GGGG2135-20 401 00000/0000 P-10007/0025 06/06/75 30 1884 5945N 1513OW 50.1 149.0 GGFG
2135-20403 00000/UUOU 2-10007/0026 06/06/75 50 1884 5822N 15228W 51.0 146.9 GUW
2135-20410 00000/0000 2.10007/0027 06/06/75 90 1884 5659N '15322W 51.9 144.8 FFUF
2135 .22201 00000/0000 P-10007/0025 06/06/75 80 1885 7028N 16547W 41.9 167.2 GGGG
2135-22203 0000030000 P-10007/0029 06/06/75 70 1885 6910N 16747W 4299 164.6 U(WF
2135-22210 00000/00OU P-10007/0030 06/06/75 80 1885 6751N 16934W 44.0 162.1 GUUG
2135-22212 00000/0000 ?-10007/0031 06/06/75 60 1885 6632N ;1711OW 45.1 159 . 7 FGUG
2135-22215 00000/000U 2-10007/0032 06/06/75 30 1885 6512N ;17c+37W 46.1 157.5 GGFU
2135-22221 00000/0000 2-10007/0033 06/06/75 30 1885 6351N 17357W 47.1 155.3 FFGG
2135-22233 00000/0000 2-10007/0034 06/06/75 100 1881) 5946N 1772OW 50.1 149.0 GuhG
2135-22235 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0035 06/06/75 100 1885 5823N 17817W 51 . 0 146.9 UUkU
2135*22242 00000/0000 2 . 1.0007/0036 06/06/75 90 1885 570ON 17911W 51 . 9 144.8 UU1jG
2135-22244 00000/0000 P-10007/0037 06/06/75 90 1885 5535N 17956W b2.8 142.7 FF(yG
2135-22251 00000/UUOU 2-10007/0038 06/06/75 90 1885 5413N 179111 53.6 140.5 GUgu
2137-22334 00000/0000 2-10007/0039 06/08/75 90 1913 6347 14 17658W 47.3 155.0 G(iU
KEYS: CLOUD COVER ............... 0 TA-100 n % CLOUD COVER. r• : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE	 QUALITY
	 •..••••••••...- BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REOUtSTED. G n UOOU. P-PUORP	 F=FAIR.
ERTS-2
11:28 AUG 06P I 75 STANDARD CATALHG F OR ALASKA PAGE 0017
FROM 07/01/75 TB 07/31/75
OBSERVATL5N MICR6`ILM R@LL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN ; SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IU POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF I-A GE ELEV. AzlM. PBV	 M55
REV MSS LAT LONG 123
	 45678
2137. 22341 00000/0000 2 . 10007/004 0 06/08/75 90 1913 6225N 17810w 48 . 3 152.9 FGGG
2137.22343 00000/UUOJ 2-10007/0041 06/08/75 90 1913 6103N 17917W 49.3 -15097 GGGG
2137. 22350 00000/0000 2-1.0087/004? 06/08/75 80 1913 5941N 17941E 5 0 . 3 148.6 GGGF
r	 2137.22352 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0043 06/08/75 70 1913 58ION 17843E 51.2 14696 GGGG
2137.22355 00000/0000 ?-10007/0044 06/08/75 60 1913 5655N 17750E b2.1 144.4 GGGG
213/•223.61 00000/ODUO 2-10007/0045 06/08/75 80 1'913 S532N 17loot b3 . 0 142 . 3 GGGG
2137-22364 00000/0000 ?10007/0046 06/08/75 100 1913 5408,14 17614E 5398 140 . 2 FGGG
2139-20595 00000/UUOU 2-10007/0361 06/10/75 7U 1940 702ON 14552W 42.3 166.7 FGFF
2139-21002 00000/0000 2-10007/0362 06/10/75 40 1940 6903N 14751W 43.4 16 4 .1 GGGG
2139.21004 00d0G/OOOU P-10007/0363 06/10/75 60 1940 6745N 14938w 44.4 161.6 I-UUF
2139-21011 00000/0000 ?-10007/0364 06/10/75 60 1940 6625N 15114W 45.5 159.2 GGFG
2139-21013 .00000/0000 2-10007/0365 06/10/75 70 1940 6505N 1bP41W 4695 15699 GFGG
2139-21020 00000/0000 2 -10007/0366 06/ 1 0/75 90 194u 6343N 15359W 47.5 15 40 7 GFGG2139-21022 00000/0000 2-10007/0367 06/10/75 7o 194U 6222N lbbllw 48.5 15296 GFGG
2139-21025 00000/OOOU 2--10007/0368 06/10/75 80 1940 610ON 15617W 49.5 150.4 FGGG
2139-21031 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0369 06/10/75 50 1940 5938N 15719W b0.4 148.3 UGGG
2139-21034 00000/0000 2 - 10007/0370 06/10/75 60 1940 5815N 15816W 51.4 146.2 FGGG
2139-21040 00000/0000 P-10007103 7 1 06/10/75 70 1940 5652N 15909w 52 . 3 144.1 FGGF
2139-21043 00000/0000 2-10007/0 372 06/10/75 70 194U 5529 ,4 16000w 53 . 1 142.0 FGGG
2139-21045 00000/UUOU 2-10007/0373 06/10/75 90 ;44U b405N 16U48w 54.0 139.8 GFGG Q
2139-22472 00000/0000 P-10007/0111 06/10/75 100 1941 5653N 17459E 52.3 144.1 GG4F
2139-22414 00000/OUOU P-10007/0112 06/10/75 100 1941 5529N 17409E 53.1 142.0 GUFF
2139-22481 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0113 06/10/75 100 1941 5405N 17322E 54 . 0 139i8 FF4G
2141-21112 00000/UUUU 2-10007/0159 06/12/75 90 1966 7033N 14828W 42.2 16/•0 GGGF
2141-21114 00000/0000 2-10007/0160 06/12/75 60 1968 6916N 15029W 43.3 16493 GGGG


















4 6 . 5
159.4




2141 . 21132 00000/0000 ?-10007/0164 06/12/75 70 1968 6356N 15643w 47.5 15499 GGGG
2141-21135 00000/OU00 P.-10007/0165 06/12/75 80 1968 6235N 15755W 4895 152 . 7 GGpG
2141 . 21141 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0166 06/12/75 70 1968 6113N 15903W 49.5 150.6 GGGG
2141-21144 00000/0000 ? • 10007/0167 06/12/75 70 1968 5951N 16005w 50.4 14894 FPFF
2141-21150 00000/0000 2. 10007/0168 06/12/75 60 1968 5828N 16102W 51 . 3 146.3 GFFG
2141-21153 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0169 06/12/75 50 1968 5705N 16156W 52.2 14492 GFGG
2141-21155 00000/0000 P-10007/C17n 06/12/75 70 1968 5541N 16247W 53.1 142.1 GGGG
2141-21162 00000/0000 ?-1()007/0171 06/12/75 70 1968 54174 16334W 53 . 9 13909 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER Z............... 0 T9 100 • % CLOUD-COVER. .* : NO CLOUD DATA AV A ILABLE-




11:28 AUG CW 75 STANDARD CATALOG F1K ALASKA PAGE 0018
FR5M 07/01/75 TO 07/J1/75
OBSLRVATI9N MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD O RBIT PRINCIPAL PO INT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALIIY
IU P9SIT19N IN ROLL ACQUIRrD COVER NUMBER OF I MAGE ELEV. AZ1M. RBV	 MSS
Rev MSS LAT LONG 123	 45678
2143-21225 00000/00OU 2 . 10007/0183 06/14/75 90 1996 7028N 15129W 42.4 166.7 GUUG
2143-21231 0000010000 P-10007/0184 06/14/75 90 1996 6911N 1533OW 43.5 164-C GGGG
2143-21234 00000/UUUU 2-10007/0185 06/14/75 50 1996 6752N lb517W 44.6 161.5 GGGG
2143-21243 00000/0000 2-10007/0186 06/14/75 10 1996 6512N 15822W 46.6 156.8 FGGG
2143-21245 00000/OUUU P-10007/0187 06/14/75 20 1996 6351N 15941W 47.6 154.6 FGUG
2143-21252 00000/0000 P-10007/0188 06/14/75 20 1996 623ON 16054W 48.6 152.4 FGGG
2143-21254 00,000/0000 2-10007/0189 06/14/75 2U 1996 6108N 16201W 49.6 150.3 GGUG
2143-21261 0000010000 P-10007/0190 06/14/75 60 1996 5946N 16303w 50 . 5 148 . 1 GGGG
2143-21263 00000/0000 2-10007/0191 06/14/75 90 1996 5823N 16359W bl • 5 146.0 UG1iG
2143-21270' 00000/OOOU P-10007/0192 06/14/75 90 1996 570ON 16452W 52 . 3 143 . 9 UGGF
2143-21272 00000/OUOU a-10007/0193 06/14/75 100 1996 5537N 16542W 53.2 141.7 GFGF
2143-21275' 00000/0000 P-10007/0194 06/14/75 90 1996 5413N 1663OW 54.0 139 . 6 GFFF
2144-21281 00000/0000 P.-10007/0219 06/15/75 60 2010 7144N 15039W 41.4 169 . 5 GGGF
2144-21283 00000/0000 ?-10007/0220 06/15/75 50 2010 7028N 15254W 42.5 166.6 GGGG
2144-21290 00000/0000 2-10007/0221 06/15/75 60 2010 6910N 15454W 43 . 5 163.9 UGFG
2144 . 21292 00000/000U ?-10007/0222 06/15/75 40 2010 6751N 15642W 44.6 161.4 GGPG
2144-21295 00000/0000 2-10007/0223 06/15/75 20 ?-Ulu 6631N 15818W 45.6 159.0 FGGG
2144-21301 00000/0000 2-10007/0224 06/15/75 40 2010 6512N 15945W 46.7 156.7 GGGF
2144-21304 00000/00OU P-10007/0225 06/15/75 60 2010 6351N 16106W 47.7 154.5 GGFG
2144-21310 00000/UUUU 2-50007/0226 063 15/75 bU 2u1U 6229N 16219W 48.7 152.3 GGGG
21.44-21313 00000/UUOU 2. 10007/0227 06/15/75 70 2UlU 6107N 16326W 49.6 150.1 GGGG
2144. 2131.5 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0228 06/15/75 80 2010 5945N 16428W 50 . 6 148.0 FGUG
2144.21322 00000/00UU 2 . 10007/0229 06/15/75 80 2UlU 5922N 16b25W 51.5 145.9 FGGG	 i
2144-21324 00000/0000 P.-10007/0230 06/15/75 90 2010 5659N 16619W 52.4 14398 GGUF
2144-21331 00000/00OU P-10007/0231 06/15/75 90 2010 5536N 16709W 53.2 141.6 FGGG
2144-21333 OOOUO/UUUU 2-10007/0232 06/15/75 100 2Ulu 5412N 16/57W 54.1 139 . 4 UFUG
2144-21340 00000/00UU 2-10007/0233 06/15/75 100 2010 5248N 16841W 54.8 137.2 GGGG
2144-21342 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0234 06/15/75 90 2019 5124N 16923W 55.6 134.9 UFuu
214b-21335 0000070000 2-10007/0203 06/16/75 70 2024 7143N 15209W 41 . 4 169.4 GGGF
2145-21342 00000/0000 2-10007/0204 06/16/75 90 2024 7026N 15424W 42.5 166.5 FGGG
2145-21344 00000/0000 P- 10007/0205 06/16/75 100 2024 6909N 15624W 43.6 163.8 GGGG
2145-21351 00000/UOOU 2-10007/0206 06/16/75 100 2024 675ON 1b812W 44.6 161.3 FGGG
2145-21353 OU000/0000 2-10007/0207 06/16/75 100 2024 6631N 15949W 45 . 7 158.9 GFFF
214b-21360 00000/0000 2-10007/0208 06/16/75 90 2024 6511N 16117W 46.7 156.6 GGGF
2145-21362 00000/0000 2-10007/0209 06/16/75 70 2024 6349N 16236W 47.7 154.3 GGGG
2149-21365 OOOOC/0000 2-10007/0210 06/16/75 60 2024 6228N 16348W 48.7 152.2 GUtlb
KEYS: CLOUD COVER G .....a.......r. 0 TQ 100 = % CLOUD CRVE.R. *0 a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ..... BLANKS=BAND NUT PRESENT /REQUt=bTLD• G=U99U. P=PO9R. F n FAIR.
EERTS-2
11528 AUG 06* 1 7b STANDARD CATALOG FaR ALASKA PAGE 0019
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
OBSLRVATI5N MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD OR BIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 1"AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV	 MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123	 45678
214b-21371 00000/0000 2-10007/0211 06/16/75 40 2024 6106N 16454W 49.7 150.0 GFGG
2145-21374 00000/0000 ?-10007/021? 06/16/75 80 2024 5944N 16556W 50.6 147 . 9 FGGG
2145-21380 00000/0000 2-10007/0213 06/16/75 100 2024 5821N 16653W 51.5 145 . 8 GGGG
2145-21383 00000/0000 P*10007 /0214 06/16/75 100 2024 5658N 16746W 52.4 143.6 Fuuu
2145-21.385 00000/0000 2'10007/0215 06/16/75 100 2024 5535N 16837W 53.3 141.5 GG14F
2145-21392 00000/0000 P-10007/0216 06/16/75 70 2024 5411N 16925W 54.1 139.3 FGFF
2145 . 21394 00000/0000 2-10007/0217 06/16/75 70 2024 5247N 17009W 54.9 137.1 Fuuli
2145 . 21401 00000/0000 P-10007/0218 06/16/75 90 2024 5123N 17051W 5596 134 . 8 GGGF
2146-21394 00000/000U 2 . 10007/0258 06/17/75 70 2038 7144N 15j29W 41.4 16 y •4 GGGG
2146-21400 00000/0000 2-10007/0259 06/ 1 7/75 60 2038 7028N 15545W 42.5 166 . 5 GGGG
2146-21.403 00000/0000 2-10007/0260 06/17/75 70 2038 6911N 15746W 43.6 163.8 GGGG
2146-21405 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0261 06/17/75 40 2038 6752N 15934W 44.6 161.2 GFGG
2146-21412 00000/0000 ?-10007/0262 06/17/75 40 2038 6633N 16111w 45.7 159.8 Uuuu
2146.21414 00000/0000 P-10007/0263 06/17/75 50 2039 6512N 16239W 46.7 156 9 5 GGGF
2146.21421 00000/00OU 2-10007/0264 06/17/75 80 2038 6352N 16358W 47.7 15493 GFLili
2146-21423 00000/0000 210007/0265 06/17/7 5 100 2038 6230N 16bllW 48.7 152.1 GGGG
2146-21430 00000/0UOU 2-10007/0266 06/17/75 90 2038 6108N 16618W 49.7 15U.0 GGGG
2146-21432 00000/0000 P-10007/0267 06/17/75 90 2038 5946N 1672OW 50.6 147.9 GGGG
2146-21435 00000/0000 2-10007/0268 06/17/75 90 2038 5823N 16817W 51.5 14b . 7 GGGF
2146-21441 00000/0000 2-1.0007/0269 06/17/75 90 2038 570ON 16911w 52.4 143.6 GGGG
2146. 21444 00000/0000 P-10007/0270 06/17/75 90 2038 5537N 17002W 53.3 141.4 GFGG ¢^
2146 . 21450 00000/0000 2-1000710271 06/17/75 80 2038 5413N 17049W 54.1 139 . 2 GGIici
2146 . 21453 00000/0000 2-10007/0272 06/17/75 90 2038 5249N 17133W 54.9 13/90 GFtjF^
21.46-21455 00000/0000 P-10007/0273 06/17/75 100 2038 5125N 17215W 55.6 134.7 GGGG
21,47.20034 00000/OOOU 210007/0 38 0 06/18/75 70 2051 6641N 13638W 45.6 15990 FUG
2147
-20041 00000/0000 2-10007/038 1 06/18/75 50 2051 6521N 13806W 46.6 15b •7 FGUF
2147-20043 00000/0000 2-10007/0 382
P-10007/0383






-20050 00000/0000 06/18/75 10 2051 6239N 1404OW FfUF ^1
2141-20052 00000/0000 2-1.0007/0384 06/18/75 0 2051 6117N 14148W 49.6 15001 GFFG
2147-20055 00000/0000 P.-10007/0385 06/18/75 60 2051 5955N 14250W 50.5 148 9 0 GGUG
2147-20061 00000/0000 P-10007/0386 06/18/75 100 2051 5832N 14347W 51.4 145.9 GGGG
2147-20064 00000/0000 P-10007/0 38 7 06/18/75 90 2051 5709N 14441W 52.3 143.7 GGFG
2147 . 20070 00000/0000 2-10007/0388 06/18/75 90 2051 5545N 14532W 53.2 141 . 6 uuuF
2147-20073 00000/0000 P • 10007/0389 06/18/75 90 2051 5422N 14620w 54.0 139.4 FGUG
2147-20075 00000/0000 2-10007/0390 06/18/75 60 2051 5257N 14705w 54.8 137 . 1 FPUG
2147-21452 00000/0000 P-1.0007/0392 06/18/75 30 2052 7152N 15442W 41.3 16996 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X •.•••••••••.... 0 TO , 100 • % CLt?UD COVER. •- n NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I MAGE QUALITY ......+_,•...+.. BLANKS nBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUEbTED.-G •GOOO. P=POOK. F=FAIR.
e
ERTS•2
11:28 AUG 06P I 75 STANUARD CATALOG FOK ALASKA t'AGE 0020
FROM 07/01/75 T6 07 /J1/7b
5"5SLRVAT O N MICROFILM ROLL NO•/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIHAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUA411Y
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CO VER NUMBER OF I M AG E ELEV• AZIMq RBV	 MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123	 45478
2147.21454 00000/OUOU 2 , 10007/0393 06/18/75 40 2U52 7036N lb/UOW 42.4 166.1 UU46
2147. 21461 00000/0000 2-10007/0394 06/18/75 50 2052 6919N 15902W 43.5 161.0 G(pG
2147-21463 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0395 06/18/75 70 2052 6801N 16051W 44.6 161.4 GGIaG
2147-21470 00000/0000 2-10007,/0396 06/18/75 30 2052 6641N 16228W 45.6 159.0 GGGG
2147.21472 00000/UUUU 2-10007/0397 06/18/75 40 2052 6521N 16356W 46.6 15697 hFGG
2147 . 21475 00000/0000 2-10007/0391 06/18/75 70 2052 640ON 16517W 47.6 15445 G
2147-21481 00000/0000 2-10007/0398 06/18/75 90 2052 6239N 16630W 48 0 6 152.3 UuhU
2147-21484 00000/0000 2. 10007/0399 06/18/75 90 2052 6117N 16737W 49.6 150.1 GFGG
2147-21490 OObQOl0000 2-10007/0400 06/18/75 100 2052 5954N 16639W 50.5 14890 Uhh,h
2147-21493 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0401 06/18/75 100 2052 5832N 16936W 51 . 4 145.8 GFUF
2147-21495 00000/0U00 2-10007/0402 06/18/75 100 2052 5709N 17U30W 52.3 14847 GhUG
2147-21502 00000/0000 2-10007/0403 06/18/75 90 2052 5545N 17121W 53.2 141.5 U13OG
2147 . 21504 00000/0000 2- 10007/0404 06/18/75 100 2052 5422N 17208W 84.0 13944 Gh10G
2147-21511 00000/0000 2-10007/0405 06/18/75 100 2052 5258N 17254W 54.8 13791 GhGG
2147-21513 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0406 06/18/75 90 2052 5134N 17337W 55.5 134.9 GFG
2148. 21510 00000/0000 2-10007/0408 06/19/75 90 2066 715ON 15612W 41.4 164.5 GGGG
2146-21513 00000/0000 2. 10007/0409 06/19/75 100 2066 7034N 15828W 42.5 166.5 GGGG
2148-21522 00000/0000 2-10007/0410 06/19/75 30 2066 6758N 16218W 4496 161.3 FFGG
2148*21524 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0411 06/19/75 0 PU66 6639N 16356W 45 . 6 15899 GUFF
2148-21531 00000/0000 2-10007/0412 06/19/75 30 2066 6519N 16525W 46.7 156.6 GGFG
2148 9 21533 00000/0000 2-10007/0413 06/19/75 70 2066 6358N 16645W 47.7 154.3 GGUG
2148 . 21540 00000/0000 2-10007/0407 06/19/75 70 2066 6237N 16758W 48.6 152.1 G GG
2148-21542 00000/UOOU 2-10007/0414 06/19/75 90 2066 6114N 16905W 4 9 . 6 150.0 GGGF
2148-21545 00000/0000 2-10007/0415 06/19/75 80 2066 5952N 17007W 50 . 5 14798 GGFF
2148-21551 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0416 06/19/75 100 2066 5829N 17105W 5145 145.7 GGGG
2148-21554 00000/0000 2-10007/0417 06/19/75 100 2066 5706N 17159W 5243 143.6 GG4F
2148 -21560 00000/0000 2"10007/0418' 06/19/75 100 2066 5542N 17249W 53.2 141.4 UhUG
2144-21563 00000/0000 P-10007/0419 06/19/75 100 2066 5419N 17336W 54.0 139.2 GGGG
2148. 21565 00000/0000 2-10007/0420
 06/19/15 100 2066 5256N 17420W 5498 137.0 GGP
2148-21572 00000/0000 P-10007/0421 06/19/75 100 2066 5132N 17503w 55.5 131.7 GGGN
2149-20145 00000/0000 P-10007/044 3 06/20/75 50 2079 6756N 13800W- 44.6 161.2 UhUG
2149-20151 00000/0000 P-10007/0444 06/20/75 90 2079 6637N 13936W 45.7 158.8 GFGF
2149 0 20154 00000/0000 2-10007/0445 06/20/75 9p 2079 6517N 14103W 46.7 156.4 GGgF
2149-20160 00000/0000 2-10007/0446 06/20/75 80 2079 6356N 14223W 47.7 151 . 2 GGUG
2149-20163 00000/0000 2-10007/0447 06/20/75 100 2079 6235N 14337W 48.7 152.0 GGGG
2149-20165 00000/0000 P-10007/0448- 06/20/75 100 2079 6113N 14445W 49.6 149.9 hGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X
	 0 T5 100 - % CLOUD COVER. •+ • NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS•BAND NOT PRESENT/REGUFST£D. GsGOBU. P=PbOR• FmFAIR4
ERTS-2
11:28 AUG 06. 1 75 STANDAHU CATALOG FON ALASKA h'Abt 0021
FROM 07/01/75 T9 07/=1/75
OBSERVAT15N MICROFILM Rf?LL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIHAL PdINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRFU COVER NUMBtR 5F	 1 N AUE ELEV. AZ1M, R8V
	
MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123
	 45678
2149. 20172 00000/0000 2-10007/0449 06/20/75 40 2679 595ON 14547w 50 . 6 14797 FGGG
2149-20174-- 00000/000U P-10007/0450 06/20/75 50 E079 5828N 14645W 51.5 14506 FG19G
2149
-20181 00000/0000 P-10007/0451 06/20/75 60 2079 5704N 14738W 52 . 3 143 . 4 GGGG
2149-20183 00000/000U 2-10007/0452 06/20/75 100 2079 5541N 14829w 53.2 14193 U!'wG
2149. 20190 00000/0000 2-10007/0453 06/20/75 100 2079 5417N 14916w 54.0 139.1 GPGG
2149-20192 00000/0000 2-10007/0454 06/20/75 100 2079 5253N 15000w 54.8 13 6 .9 UNGG
2149. 21565 00000/0000 ?-10007/0455 06/20/75 80 2080 71519 15740W 41 . 4 169.4 GGGG
2149-21571 00000/UUUU 2-10007 /0456 06/20/75 90 2 ()80 703bN 15967W 42.5 166.5 UUUF
2149-21574 00000/0000 2-10007/0457 06/20/75 100 2080 6918N 16158W 43.5 163.8 GGuG
2149-22001 OOOUO/0000 2 0 10007/0 456 06/20/75 SOU 2U80 6116N 17032W 4906 149.9 GGGF
2149-22003 00000/0000 a-10007/0459 06/20/75 100 2080 5953N 17134w 5005 147.8 UfjFF
2149-22010 00000/0000 ?-1000 7 /046 0 06/20/75 100 2080 5830N 17232W 51.4 146.7 hUGF
2149-22012 00000/OUoO 2.10007 /0 46 1 0 6 /2 0/75 90 2080 b707N 17326w 52.3 143 . 5 GFcjG
2149-22015 00000/0000 2-10007/0462 06/X/75 90 2080 5544N 11417W 53 . 2 141.4 GGIiG
2149-22021 00000/0000 2-10007/0463 06/20/75 90 2080 5421N 17504W 54.0 13992 FGGG
2149.22030 00000/00UU 2-10007/0 464 06/20/75 lU0 2U8U 5133N 1763lw 5b.b 13 41 7 GFIiF
2150-20203 00000/0000 ?-10007/0523 06/21/75 20 2093 6758N 13924W 44.6 161.1 GGGF
2150-20210 00000/OOOU P-10007/0524 06/21/75 50 2093 6638N 14101W- 45.6 158.7 hWJU
2150-20212 00000/0000 2-10007/0525 06/21/75 60 2093 6518N 14229w 46.7 156.4 FGGG
2150-20215 00000/0000 2-10007/0526 06/21/75 6() 2093 6357m 14349W 4797 154.2 GGUG
2150-20221 00000/0000 ?-10007/0527 06/21/15 40 2093 6236N 14502W 48.6 152.0 GGU6
2150-20224 00000/0U00 2-10007/0528 06/21/75 40 2()93 61149 14610W 49.6 147 . 8 GG19G
2150-20230 00000/0000 2-10007/0529 06/21/75 80 2093 5951N 14712W 50.5 147 . 7 PiUF
2150-20233 00000/0000 2-10007/0530 06/21/75 80 2093 5829N 14809W 51.4 145 . 5 hhFG
2150-20235 00000/00'00 2 9 10007/0531 06/2 1/75 90 2093 5706N 14903W 52.3 143.4 UPFU
2150-20242 00000/OUOU ?-1'0007/0532 06/21/75 90 2093 5542N 14954W 53 9 2 141 . 2 GGGG
2150-20244 00000/00OU P-10007/0533 06/21/75 100 2093 5419N 15042W 54.0 139 9 0 FFGF
2150-20251	 '00000/0000 2-10007/0 534 06/21/75 100 2093 5255N 15127W 54.8 13 6 .8 hGFF
2150-22023 00000/OOOU 2. 10007/0535 06/21/75 70 2094 7149N 1b907W 41 . 4 10•3 GGGG
2150-22030 00000/OU00 2-10007/0536 06/21/75 50 2094 7034N 16124W 42.5 166.4 uuou
2150-22032 00000/0000 2-10007/0537 06/21/76 60 2094 6916N 16325W 43 9 6 163.7 GGGG
215U-2?035 00000/00UU P-10007/0538 06/21/75 60 2U94 6758N 16bi4w 44 . 6 162 . 1 GGGG
2150 . 22041 03000/OOOU P- 10007/0539 06/21/75 70 2094 6639N 16651W 45.6 159.7 FGGF
215U-22044 00000/0000 P- 10007/0540 06/21/75 90 2094 6519N 16819W 46.7 156.4 GGGF
2150.22050 0000010000 2-10007/Ob41 06/21/75 100 2094 6357N 16939W 47.7 15491 FGUF
2150-22053 00000/0000 P-10007/0542 06/21/75 90 2094 6235N 17052w 48.7 152.0 FGFP
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % •............,.. 0 Tfi 10C = % CLOUD COVER. -" : NO CL O UD UATA AVAILABLE.
I MAGE QUALITY ............... BLAnKS=BANU NOT PRESENT/PEQULbTED. G-GdeU. P•PV6H• F=FAIR.
i ,'
ERTS-2
11.2 8 AUG 06,075 STANDARD CATALOG Fb w ALASKA
FROM .07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
O2StHVATION MICR9FILM RMLL NO./ DATE CLOUD UKBIT PRINCIPAL POINT 5UN SVN IMAGE UUALIIY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRFD COVER NUMBER OF	 I M AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV	 MSS-
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123	 45478
215U-22055 00000/0000 2 . 1000710543 06/21/75 100 2094 6114N 17159w 49.6 147.8 GuGP
2150.2?,.062 00000/0000 ?-10007/0544 06/21/75 100 2094 5951 N 17302W 50.5 147.7 FGGG
215U-22064 00000/0000 2-10007/0545 06/21/75 100 2094 5829N 17359W 5104 14b.5 FUUU
2150-22071 00000/0000 2-10007/0546 06/21:/75 100 2094 5706N 17453W 52.3 143 . 4 UFGF
2150-22073 OOOOC/UUUU 2-10007/o b47 06/21/75 100 2094 5542N 17b44W 53.2 .141.2 GFFF
2150-22080 00000/0000 2-10007/0548 06/21/75 90 2094 5418N 17632W 5 4. 0 139.0 PGGF
215U • 22082 00000/OUOU 2. 10007/0549 06/21/75 90 2094 5254N 17716W b4.8 13 6. 8 GGGG
2150 . 22085 00000/OUOO 2. 10007/0550 06/21/75 80 2094 5130N 17758W 55.5 134.5 GGGG
2151-20273 00000/0000 2-10007/0498 06/22/75 90 2107 6358N 14513W 47.6 15491 Fuuu
2151-20280 00000/0000 2-10007/0499 06/22/75 80 2107 6237N 14626W 48 . 6 151.9 GGFF
2151-20282 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0500 06/22/75 80 2107 6115N 14133W 4996 14 y .8 uuuu
2151-20285 00000/0000 2-10007/0501 06/22/75 100 2107 9952N 14836W 50 . 5 147.6 GGFG
2151*20291 00000/000U 2-10007/CbO2 06/22/75 100 210/ b829N 14934W 51.4 14b.b uFuu
2151-20294' 0000010000 2-10007/0503 06/22/75 100 2107 5707N 15028W 52.3 143.3 GGFF
2151-20300 00000/OUOU 2-10007/C504 06/22/75 90 2101 5544N 15119W 53.1 141.2 uuuu
2151 = 20303 00000/0000 2-10007/0505 06/22/75 100 2107 542ON 15206W 54 . 0 13990 GGGG
2151-20305 00000/U00U P-10007/0506 06/22/75 100 2107 5256N 15251W b4.7 136.7 GFGG
2151-22082 00000/0000 P-10007/0507 06/22/75 90 2108 715ON 16031W 41 . 4 16993 GGFF
2151-22084 00000/UUUU 2-10007/0508 06/22/75 90 2108 1034N 16i'47W 4295 166.3 uuljF
2151-22091 00000/0000 2-10007/0509 06/22/75 90 2108 6917N 16448W 43.5 16x•6 GF"F
215.1-22093 00000/0000 2-10007/0510 06/22/75 90 2108 6758N 166?7W 44.6 161.1 UuuU
2151-22100 00000/0000 2-10007/0511 06/22/75 90 2108 6639N 16815W 4596 158 . 7 FG1ju
2151-22102 00000/0000 2- 10007/0512 06/22/75 90 2108 6519N 16943w 46.6 156.3 GGGG
2151-22105 00000/0000 2-10007/0513 06/22/75 100 2108 6358N 17103-W 47.6 154.1 GG(iG
2151-22111 00000/0000 2. 10007/0514 06/22/75 90 2108 6236N 17216W 48.6 151.9 GGGG
2151-22114 00000/0000 2-10007/0515 06/22/75 80 2108 611bN 17323W 49 . 6 14 y 97 FGGG
2151-22120 00000/0000 P-10007/0516 06/22/75 90 2108 5952N 17426W 50.5 147.6 GGUG
2151-22123 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0517 06/22/75 90 2108 5829N 17524W 51.4 145.5 FGGG
2151 . 22125 00000/OOOU P-10007/0518 06/22/75 90 2108 5706N 17618W 5203 143.3 GGEG
2151-22132 00000/0000 2-10007/0519 06/22/75 100 2108 5543N 17709W 53.1 141.2 GGGG
2151-22134 00000/0000 P-10007/0521 06/22/75 90 2108 5420 14 17756W 54.0 13900 G
2151-22141 00000/0000 2-10007/0520 06/22/75 90 2108 5256N 17841W 54.7 136 . 7 GGGG
2151-22143 00000/0000 P-10007/0522 06/22/75 90 2108 5132N 17923W 55.5 134.5' G
2154-20430 00000/00OU 2-10007/0618 06/25/75 80 2149 6919N 14319W 43.4 -163.5 GGGG
2154-20433 00000/0000 2-10007/0619 06/25/75 90 2149 680ON 14507W 44.5 160.9 GGGG
2154-20435 00000/0000 P-10007/0620 06/25/75 70 2149 6641N 14644W 45.5 158.5 GFGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER z ....+.......... 0 T9 100 n % CLOUD C9VER. •* : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE•




11:28 AUG 06P'75 STANDARD CATALOG F UR ALASKA PAGE 0023
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
OBSERVATI3N 'MICROFILM RRLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD O RBIT PRtNCIrAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE DUALITY
IU POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF	 I MAGE ELEV# AZIN RBV	 MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123	 45b78
2154-20442 00000/0000 2-10007/0621 06/25/75 90 2149 6521N 14813W 46.5 156.2 FFGG
2154-20451 00000/0000 2-10007/0622 06/25/75 90 2149 6238N 1b046W 48.5 151 . 8 GGGG
2154-20453 00000/0000 2-10007/0623 06/25/75 70 2149 6116N 15154W 49.5 14996 FGGG
2154-20460 00000/UUUU 2-10007/0624 06/25/75 70 _ 2149 5954N 1b257W b0#4 14/ • 5 UFFG
2154-20462 00000/0000 P-10007/0 625 06/25/75 80 2149 5831N 15355W 51.3 145 . 3 GGGG
2 15 4-20 465 00000/00OU ?-10007/0626 06/25/75 80 2149 5708N 15448w 52.2 143 . 2 uuuG
2154-22264 00000/0000 2-10007/0628 06/25/75 90 2150 680ON 170580 4495 160.9 GGGG
2154-22271 00000/0000 2-10007/0629 06/25/75 80 2150 6641N 17236W 45.5 158.5 UGtG
215 4-22273 00000/0000 2-10007/0630 06/25/75 50 2150 6521N 17404W 46.5 15 61 2 GGGG
215 4-22280 00000/0000 2-10007/0631 06/25/75 40 2150 63591 17523w 47.5 153 . 9 F(06
2154-22282 00000/0000 2-10007/0632 06/25/75 50 2150 6238N 17636W 48#5 151.8 FF9F
2154-22285 00000/U00U 2-10007/0633 06/25/75 60 2150 6117N 17742w 49.5 14996 U
2154-22291 00000/0000 ?-10007/0627 06/25/75 100 2150 5954N 17844W 50.4 147 . 4 G GG
2154-22294 00000/0000 2-1.0007/0 63 4 06/25/75 100 2150 b831N 17942W b1 • 3 145.3 GGGG
215 4-22303 00000/0000 P_-10007/0635 06/25/75 100 2150 5545N 17832E 53 . 0 14190 G O2154-22305 00000 /OUOU 2 - 10007 /0636 06 /25/75 100 2150 b42ON 17/45L b3•8 138 # 8 GGFC
O
2154-22312 00000/0000 2-10007/0637 06/25/75 100 2150 5257N 17700E 54.6 136 . 6 FGGG
2155-20452 00000/0000 2-10007/0652 06/26/75 30 2163 7037N 142420 42.3 16b.2 FUtU
2159-20485 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0653 06/26/75 80 2163 6919N 14443W 43 . 4 163.5 GFFF VV 7.^
215 5-20491 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0654 06/26/75 60 2163 6801N 14631W 44`14 160 . 9 FFFF
2155-20494 00000/0000 2-10007/0655 06/26/75 50 2163 6642N 14.809W 45.5 158 # 5 FFFG
215b-20500 00000/UUUU 2-10U07/0656 06/26/75 60 2163 6521N 149370 46.5 15692 UGFG Md
2155 .20503 00000/0000 2-10007/0657 06/26/75 70 2163 6403N 15057W 47.5 153.9 GGGP
2155 -20505 00000 /0000 P- 10007 /0658 06 /26/75 40 2163 6240N 15211W 48.5 151x7 FFFG +^►
2155 . 20512 00000/0000 2-10007/0659 06/26/75 40 2163 6117N 15319W 49.4 149 9 6 GFGG
2155
-20514 00000/0000 2-10007/0 660 06/26/75 30 2163 5955N 15421W 50.3 147 . 4 tUtG
2155-20521 00000/0000 2-10007/0661 06./26/75 30 2163 5832N 15519W b1 9 2 149 . 3 Gtif-G
215b-20523 00000/0000 R-10007/0662 06/26/75 90 1'163 b709N 15611W 52 . 1 143 . 1 GGF,F
2155-20530 00000/0000 ?.• 10007/0663 06/26/75 100 2163 5546N 15702W 53.0 141 . 0 FFFF
2155-20532 00000/0000 2-10007/0664 06/26/75 90 2163 5422N 15749W 53#8 138 . 8 Gt ► G
2155'22334 00000/0000 2-10007/0665 06/26/75 70 2164 6401N 17644W 47.5 153# 9 FFWF
2155+22341 00000/0000 2-10007/0666 06/26/75 70 2164 6239N 17758w 48.5 151 # 7 FFGG
2155-2?.343 00000/0000 P"10007/0667 06/26/75 90 2164 6117N 179O6W 49.4 1095 FFGF
2155-22350 00000/0000 2-1.0007/0668 06/26/75 100 2164 5954N 179511 50.3 147 .4 FFtG
2155-22.352 00000/0000 R-10007/0669 06/26/75 100 2164 5831N 17853E 51 . 2 145.3 UttF
2155-22355 00000/0000 P-10007/0670 05/26/75 100 2164 5708N 17759E 52.1 143.1 FFUU
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X
	 0 T@ 100 • % CLOUD COVER. •- n NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE•
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BANU NUT PRESENT /REWW bTED. G05L4"U. PwPVORo F nFAIR#
ERTSw2
11:28 AUG 06•I 75 STANUARD CATALOG FZIK ALASKA YALE 0024
FROM 07/01/75 TO U7/s1 /7b
83StRVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATA CLOUD O Kb IT PRINCIWAL POINT SUN SUN	 IMAGE WUALIlY
IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER VUMBER OF	 I MAU_ ELLV. AZ1M.	 R8V MSS
RBV MSS LAT L°Nri 123 46078
2155-22361 00000/OUOU 2-10007/0671 06/26/75 90 2164 9545N 17/08L b300 141.0 PuuF
2155-22364 00000/0000 ?-10007/0672 06/26/75 100 2164 5421N 17620E 5308 138.8 6F(jF
2155 n 22370 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0673 06/26/75 90 2164 5257N 17b35t 54 . 5 136.6 uutlF
2157-20595 0000010000 2-10007/0686 06/28/75 30 2191 7035N 145538W 42 . 3 166.0 GFGG
2157-21002 00000/00UU P-1.0007/0687 06/28/75 30 2191 6918N 1474OW 4303 163.3 uu4u
2157-21004 00000/0000 2-10007/0688 06/28/75 60 2191 680ON 14927W 44.4 160.7 (iG4G
2157-21011 00000/0000 2-10007/0689 06/28/75 80 2191 6641N 1b104W 45.4 15803 GG(iG
2157-21013 00000/0000 ?-100071"0690 06/28/75 60 2191 652ON 15232W 46e4 15600 GGGG
215 7. 21020 00000/0000 2-10007/0691 06/28/75 30 2191 6358N 15352W 47.4 153.7 FGIiG
2157. 21022 00000/0000 2-10007/0 692 06/28/75 80 2191 6237N 15b05W 48.4 151•5 GGFG
2157 , 21025 00000/OOOU 2-'10007/0693 06/28/75 80 2191 6115N 15612W 49.3 149.4 hUFF
2157. 21031 00000/0000 2-10007/0694 06/28/75 90 219.1 5953N 15714W 50 . 3 14702 GGOP
2157-21034 00000/00UU R-10007/0695 06/28/75 90 2191 b830N 1b812W 51 . 2 145.1 FuFP
2157-21040 00000/OOOU ?-10007/0696 06/28/75 90 2191 5707N 15906W 52.0 143.0 FGfiP
2157+21043 00000/UUUU 2-J0007/0697 06/28/75 90 2191 5544N 15956W b299 140.8 hGGP
2157-21045 00000/0000 2-10007/0 698 06/28/75 80 2191 5420N 16042W 53 . 7 138.6 GFGG
2164-19594 00000/000U 2-10007/0751 07/05/75 70 2288 6118N 14022W 48 . 7 14902 tiu4p
2164-20000 00000/0000 210007/0752 07/05/75 60 2288 5956N 14124W 49-7 14701 GGG
2164-20003 00000/OU00 2-10007/0753 07/05/75 90 2288 b833N 14222W b0•6 145.0 FhFF
2164-20005 00000/0000 ?-10007/0754 07/05/75 90 2288 5711N 14316W 51 0 4 142 . 9 FFFP
2164.20012 00000/00OU 2-10007/0755 07/U5/75 9U 2288 5547N 14407W 5293 140.7 GFFP
2164.20014 00000/0000 ?-2000 7 .'0756 07/05/75 100 2288 5423N 14454W 53.1 138.6 GFGF
2166-21510 OOOOO/0000 P-10007tJ792 07/07/75 70 2317 7155N 15607W 40 . 4 16806 GFFG
2166-21513 00000/0000 R-10007/0793 07/07/75 90 2317 7040N 15824W 41 . 5 16b07 GFFG
2166-21515 00000/0000 2-10007/0/94 07/07/75 80 2317 6922N 16025W 42 . 5 16390 *Liu
2166-21522 00000/0000 2-10007/0795 07/07/75 80 2317 6804N 16214W 43.6 16004 FGGG
2166w 21524 OOOOO/UUOU 2-10007/0196 07/07/75 40 2317 6644N 16352W 44.6 15800 UFbu
2166-21531 00000/0000 2-10007/0797 07/07/75 60 2317 6524N 16521W 45.6 1550 FF(ili
2166-21533 00000/OOOU 2. 10007/0798 07/07/75 90 2317 6403N 16642W 4606 153.5 GGtiG
2166.21540 00000/OOOU 2-10007/0799 07/07/75 100 2317 6241N 16755W 4706 15103 GGGF
2166-21542 00000/000U 2-10007/0800 07/07/75 100 2317 6119N 16903W 48.5 14902 hGhF
216b. 21545 00000/0000 2-10007/0801 07/07/75 100 2317 5957N 17006W 49.4 147 9 1 FFFF
2166w 21551 00000/UUOU 2-10007/0802 07/97/75 100 2317 b834N 17104W b003 14b.0 GGkG
2166-21554 00000/0000 2-10007/0803 07/07/75 90 2317 5710N 17158W 51.2 142 . 9 FGFG
2166-21560 00000/ODUU 2-10007/0804 07/07/75 90 2317 5547N 17248W 52.0 140.8 GGFG
2166-21563 00000/0000 2 . 10007/0805 07/07/75 90 2317 5424N 17336W 52.8 13896 GG(iG










11:28 AUG 060 0 75 )APD CATAL9G FOX ALASKA. PAGE 0025
_
R,: 0//01/75 TO U7/J1/75
BBSLRVAT15N MICROFILM RRLL NO•/ OATE CLOUD BRBIT	 PRINCIWAL POINT	 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY




2166-21565 00000/0000 2-10007/0806 07/07/75 90 2317	 5259N	 17421W	 53.6 136 i5 FFGF
2166-21572 00000/0000 P-10007/0807 07/07/75 90 2317	 5135N	 17503W	 54.4 134.2 GGFF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X	 ...••••...•...• 0 T8 100 : X C L.'''-0 COVER.	 +► 	 : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY	 .,........•.... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REWUt5TLD.. G nUOOU. PzPOOK• F=FAIR.
i
.	 .  ..
	 . ..	
,-ytlx.wNrn«v♦'A ..	 ..	 x r	 .... .. 	 ...	 ..	 ,.	 .	 .. a h M1 .	 ♦ 	 4	 n tlrrt.	 ..i
ERTS•2
11:34 AUG 06+ 1 75
	
	
STANDARD CATALOG FaK MAWAII	 PAGE 0026
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/41/75
OBSERVAT19N	 MICROFILM ROLL NO•/	 DATE	 CLOUD ORBIT	 PRINCIeAL POINT	 SUN	 SUN	 IMAGE UUALIl-Y
ID	 POSITION IN ROLL	 ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER	 OF I mAUE	 ELEV.--AZIM.	 R8V	 MSS	 -
R8V
	
MSS	 LAT	 LONG	 123 45678
2181 . 20061	 00000/0000 2 , 10007/0 824 07/22/75	 20	 2525	 1853N	 15541w	 5694	 81.5	 FPUF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ..............• U TO 100 = X CLOUD COVER. 	 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..,......•..... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REOUt STED. G = uOOU. P=POOR9 F=FAIR.
ERTS-2
COORDINATE LISTING
STANDARD CATALOG FUR CUS
FROM 07/01/75 TO 0//31/75
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION t.C` QUALITYOF IMAGE ID X RBV MSS
LONG LAT 12.!45678
0731OW 4842N 2148+15051 10 GFFF07328W 4429N 2147-15004 80 GGGG
07334W 355ON 2145. 14514 30 GGFG
07338W 4005N 2146 . 14561 b0 FGGG
07346W 4717N 2148-15053 b0 FGFG
07357W 390ON 2182-14561 0 FGGF
0740OW 4304N 2147-15010 80 GGGG
07406W 3839N 2146-14563 20 FFGF07421W 4552N 2148-1506U 80 GGFG
07425W 3734N 2182-14564 10 FGGG07426W 3259N 2145-14523 80 FGGG
07431W 4139N 2147-15013 70 GGG07434W 4843N 2149-15105 30 FGGG
07434W- 371 4 N 2146-14570 20 FFGG
07452W 3133N 2145-14525 70 GGGG
07453W 3608N 2182-14570 20 FGGG
07454W 4427N 2148-15062 100 GFFF07501W 4014N 2147 . 15015 100 G G
075014 3549N 2146-14572 30 FGFF
07511W 4718N 2149-15111 30 GGGG
0752OW 3442N 2182-14573 30 GGGG
07526W 4302N 2148-15065 NO FGFF07528W 3423N 2146 14575 8U FGGG
0753OW 3848N 2147-15022 100 G G07546W 4553N 2149-15114 30 GFGG
07546W 3316N 2182-14575 60 FGFG
07557W 4137N 2148-15071 b0 FFGG
07558W 3723N 2147-15024 10 FFCr+3
0760OW 4841N 2150-15163 10 FGGG07011W 315ON 2182-14582 /0 FGGG
07619W 4428N 2149-15120 40 GGGG
07625W 3557N 2147-15031 10 FGGF07627W 4011N 2148-15074 40 FGGG
076354 3024N 2182-14584 20 FGGG
07637W 4717N 2150-15170 10 FFFF
0765OW 4303N 2149-15123 20 FFGG
d
NAGE 002711:17 AUG 06#f75






















07036W 4421 N 2145-14491
07,044" 4733N 2182-14534
07044W 400 7N 2144-14444





























































07652W 3 431N 2147-15033
07657W 3946N 2148015n8U
0770OW 2 85 8N 2182-14591
01712W 4b51N 2150-ibl/e
07718W 3306N 2147-lbU4U
01721W 4136N 2149 -lbl2D
07725W 3721N 21`► 8-ibU83
0773OW 4927N 2133-15121
07743W 314UN 2147-15G4e





07808W 301 4N 2147-15045
0 78 1 7W 4301N 2150-15181
0 78 18 W 343UN 2148-lbU9e
0782OW 3841N 2149-15134
0/832W 2846N 2147-ibV51
0 /841W 4b38N 2133-1093U












0/933W 301 2N 2148-15103
07942W 3431N 2149-Sblbu
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	8 	 GGFF









KEYS: CLOUD COYEK X ...•..........• 0 T8 100 z % CLOUD COVER. r• n NO CL O UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...• .......... BLANKS :BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUk
	











































-1 5460 2U FGGF
2152-15335 50 FGFG
2 1 56 -! bo l o 70 UFuu
2157-15564 20 FGGG
2152-15348 b0 UFUh
2139-15P64 60 F	 FF,
2 1 56
-1552 1 70 FFUU
2 1 55- 1 54/4 6U FuFw
2157-15571 70 FFUU
2139-15071 /0 F	 ur
2156-1b?24 60 PF(iU
21 38-i bz? 24 70 GrU
2157-1b:^7d 40 FFGF
21 39 -l b!.*7 d b0 F Fu
21 66. 1 bgdv DO FGUU
2155 - 1 5483 50 FGFP
2 1 58 -16024 30 GGuu
2140-16022 90 FFF+
2157-1bt8U 40 GFUU
2139 -1558 u 2U F F G.
2156-1b-V33 30 GGUF
215 8 - lbu20 4U GGUu
2140-16025 100 F
2157 -15382 30 FFUu
?155-15492 60 FGFF
2139-1btde lU F uu
? 1 b6 -1 5530 10 GGGF
21 58
-1 60 32 40 FGUU
21 4 U-1 6u3 1 lUU FFFF
?155-15495 3o FGGF
?157-1b!P8b 70 GFUF
? 1 56 -1 b54e io FGFU
-p 141 1 16081 90 FGUF
?139 - lb585 b0 FPFF
?138-15b42 80 PFFU
'- 1 551 1!)vul 4U up- Ft
11:17 AUG 06#17h
PRI NCIPAL PT• OBSERVATION CC QUALITY
RP	 IMAGE - ID % 6g8V MSS
LONG LAT 12345678
07946W 4248N 2133-15235 30 GGGG
07947W 3846N 2150-15193 50 FFGF
07957w 2846N 2148-15110 30 GGGG
080044 4545N 2134-15285 90 FFFF
08OU6W 4549N 2152-15285 30 F GF
080094 3305N 2149-15152 10 FGGG
08015W 4137N 2151-152*2 20 FFGG
08015W 3719N 21 5 0-15! 95 60 GGFG
080174 4123N 2133-15242 20 FF
08020W 272ON 2148-15112 40 FGGF
080344 3140N 2149-1 5 155 20 FFGG
08037W 4421N 2134-15291 90 FFFG
09Z)40A 4425N 2152-15292 20 F
080434 3554N 2150-15202 40 GFGF
08044W 2554N 2148-1 5 115 50 GFGG
08045W 4012N 2151 . 15245 10 GFGG
080 474 3958N 2133-15244 40 FFGG
08059,E 3015N 2149-15161 40 FFGG
08107W 2428N 2148-15121 90 GGGG
08109W 4256N 2134-15294 100 GFGG
081104 3429N 2150-15204, 20 FFFG
08112w 430ON 2152-15294 10 F GP
081154 3833N 2133-15251 40 GGGG
08123W 2848N 2149-15164 40 GGGG
081364 3304N 2150-15211 30 FGFG
08140w 4131N 213 4 -lb3UO 100 GFFG
081424 3721N 21 51-15254 80 GGGG
081 4 34 4134N 21 52-15301 20 FFFG
081 43w 3707N 2133-15253 40 FGGF
08147A 2721N 2149-15170 50 GGGG
082014 3137N 2150.15213 50- FGFG
08209W 3541N 2133-15260 30 FFFF
082104 4005N 2134-15303 100 GGFF
08211W 2555N 2149-15173 40 GGGF
082124 4008N 2152-15303 30 F GG
082260 3011N 2150-1 5 220 60 GFF
ERTS-2
tLOBRDINATE LISTING
STANDARD CATALOG hap, CUS
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
PRINCIPAL, PT- O BSER VATION	 CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE




08234W 2429N 2149-15175	 b0	 FFUG
09236W 3430N 2151-15263	 70	 GGGF





08239W 3840N 2134-15305	 90
	
GFFG
08241W 3844N 2152.15310	 20
	
FFFG




U83p2w 3251N 2133.15265	 10
	
FFGG
08308W 3715N 2134-15312	 60	 FGGG.
08309W 3718N 2152-15312	 5p	 FFFF
08312W 4845N 2155-15451 	 0
	
FGGG
08314W 2718N 2150-15225	 DO	 GGF
08327W 3138N 2151.15272	 6p	 GGGG
08327W 3125N 2133-15271	 10
	
FFGG
08335W 35bUN 2134-15314	 4p	 FGGG






09348W 4719N 2155.15454	 10
	
FGGG
08352W 3012N 2151-15274	 b0	 FGGG
OA353W 2959N 2133-15274	 10	 FGGG
08359W 2426N 2150-15234
	 3p	 FFUG
09401W 3423N 2134-15321 	 40	 FGUG
08403W 3427N 2152-15321 	 50	 GGGF
08416W 2846N 2151-15281 	 50
	 GGF G
08417W 2833N 2133-15280	 20	 FFFG
08422W 4554N 2155-15460	 10	 FFGF




09440W 2715N 2151-15283	 /0	 GGGG
08441W 2707N 2133-15283	 30
	
FGFF
08453W 3133N 2134-15330	 30	 GGGG
08455W 4429N 2155-15463	 10
	
FGFF
08455W 3135N 2152-15330	 /0	 GGGG
08513W 472ON 2156-15512	 80
	
FFGF
08517W 3006N 2134-15332	 4p	 GGGG
09520W 3009N 2152-15333	 60	 FGUU
KALE 0028
KEYS: CLOUD COVER x	 0 re 100 • % CLOUD COVER- .• = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.




-1:-1 •Head-d Ongg u9•O1lggrI038/1N3S38dlAN ONVa=SANV-,cb•••••.......•.A111bn0 39b6I
111110






































ccW AQ8	Xat39Vwl	isSFW ARMxnI39VWI AnSSW AgM%aI39VhI36
Aiiivno	J3Nai1VA Osee•ld lVdIONI8dAlIIvn03nNGIIVA83SSGlid IVdI)NIddAiilvna00NGI1VA83s68Old IVdI0NI>JJd
SL/TE/cO al SL/10/LOW98A
Sn7 6Q4 9a1V1V7 ONVONV1S


































































































































































































































































































































STANDARD CATALOG rr.R CUS
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION LC
OF I MAGE ID 7.
LONG LAT
10208W 3131N 2146-16415 0
10209W 4431N 2167-16552 60
1021 4 W 3557N 2165-16462 30
10215W 4p15N 2166-16505 10
10225W 4 7 1 8N 21 68-17001 b0
10232w 3007N 2146-16422 0
10240W 3431N 2165-16464 3p
10241W 430bN 2167-16554 80
10257W 2841N, P146-16424 0
1030OW 4553N 21 6 8-1700 4 50
10312W :4139N 2167-16561 50
10313W 3724N 2166-16514 10
1031 5W 4842,N 2151-17053 30
1032OW 27 1 4 4 2146-16431 10
10334W 4428N 2168-17010 b0
103414 3559N 2166-16520 20
10342W 4014N 2167-16563 30
10352W 4717N 2151-17060 20
10406W 43030 2168-17013 b0
104OFW 3433N 2166-16523 30
104 11W 3848N 2167-16570 5p
10421W 2846N 2165 0 16482 30
10426w 4553N 2151-17062 10
10433W 3307N 2166-16525 60
10438W 4139N 21 68-17015 50
10439W 3723N 2167-16572 40
10445W 2720N 2165-16485 50
10458W 3141N 2166-16532 70
1050OW 4428N 2151-17065 10
10508W 4013N 2168-17022 e0
10522W 3015N 2166.16534 60
10532W 4303N 2151-17071 30
10534W 3432N 2167-16581 40
10537W 3847N 2168-17024 30
10547W 2849N 2.166-16541 60
10600W 3305N 2167-16584 40
VALE 0030
KEYS: CLODU COVER	 ............... 0 TO 100 a X L4 1UD COVER. * : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I MAGE QUALITY .......,....,,. BLANKSsBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOBU. P =POBR. F=FAIR•
a t,
11:17 AUG 06#075 ERTS-2C90RDINATE LISTI NG PAGE 0031
STANDARD CATALOG r VR CUS
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
PRINCIPAL PT• OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT- OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSENVATION CC QUALITYOF	 IMAGE
LONG LAT
ID X RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID x R8V MSS OF IMAGE 1D x RdV M55






































'FaFG 11854W 3303N 21 58 -1750e 90 FUUU






















1152OW 4718.N 2159-17515 40 GGGF 120206 33044 21 59'175 60 10 FFPF









G	 G 12119W 5001N 2146-18195 60 GGUu






























10 GGGF 12319W 4844N 2147-18ebb 40 GUFU


































b0 FGGF 12414W 4256N 214b- 18e1b 8U GUFU




































12504W 443ON 2147-182/1 100 GGPu




























0 FGGG 12558W 4553N 2118
-1 83 23 100 GGUG















KEYS: CLOUD COVER X
............... 0 Try 100 • % CLOUD COVER.




U3	 IMAGE ID X RbV MSS
LONG LAT 12345678
17954E 5249N 2134-22195 70 FGGG
17951E 5954N 2155-2350 100 FFFG
1.7941E 5941N 2137-22350 80 UGGF
1 7 911E 5413N 2135-22251 90 GGGG
178b3E 9831N 2155-223 5 2 100 GFFF
17843E 581.8N 2137-22352 70 GGGG
17832E 5545N 2154-22303 100 G
177b9E 5708N 2155-22355 100 FFGG
17750E 5655N 2137-22355 60 GGGG
17745E 542GN 2154-22305 100 GGFG
17708E 5545N 2155-22361 90 FGGF
1 7 700E 5532N 2137-22361 80 GGGG177UOE 5251N 2154-22312 100 FGGG
17620E 5421N 2155-22364 100 GFGF
17614E 5408N 21 37-223 64 100 FGGG
17535E 5257N. 2155-22370 90 GGFF
17459L 5653N 2139-22412 100 GGGF
174U9E 5529N 2139-22474 100 GGFF
17322E 5405N 2139"22481 100 FFGG
136384 6641N 2147-2UO3 4 70 FGG
138004 6756.N 2149"20145 50 GFGG
138U6N 6521N 2147-2UO41 50 FGGF
139244 6758N 2150-2U203 20 GGGF
13926w 6 4 0ON 2147-20043 40 GGGG
13936" 6637N 2149.21 5 1 '90 GFGF
139574 7027;N 2135-2365 70 GGGG
14022w 6118" 2164-13594 70 GGGF
140408 6239N 21 4 7-200 50 10 FFGF
l4lUlw 6638N 21 5 0-20210 50 FGGG
141034 6517N 2149-20154 90 GGGF
1 4 124,0 5956N 2164-20000 60 GGG
1 4 1.*84 6117N 2147-2UUb2 0 GFFG
1 4 1 57" 691ON 2135-20371 20 FGGG
14222w 5833N 2164-2UOU3 90 FFFF
1 4 2230 6356N 2149 .20160 80 Gf3GG
142294 6518N 2150-2212 60 FGGG
OF	 IMAGE 1D X ROV M5b
LONG LAT 123456/8
14809W 5829N 2150-2ue3 J 8U FFFU
1 4813W 6521N 21 54-204 42 90 FFUU
14828W 7032N 2141-21112 9u uuuF
14829W 5541N 21 49-2Ui 63 100 GPUU
14836W 5952N 21 5 1-?0285 100 GGFU
14903w 5706N 21 5 0-2Ur jb 90 uFFu
14916W 541/ N 21 49-20190 100 Gptiu
14921W 6229N 2105-2UJ9G yU Guuu
14927W 680ON 21 57 -21UU 4 60 GGUU
14934W 582 9N 21 5 1-202'91 100 GFGU
14937W 6521N 21 59 -2U?oU 60 GGFU
14938W 674bN 2139-21UU4 60 FGUF14954w 5b42N 21 50-2u9 4e yu GGuu
15000W 5253N 2149-20192 100 GPUU
14U28w 610 /N 2135-2UJ94 /u GGuu
15029W 5707N 21b1-20294 100 GGFF
15029W 6916N 2141-2111 4 60 uUuu
10039W 714 4 N 2144 . 21981 bu GGUP
150 4 2W 5419N 21 5 0-2014 4 100 FFGh
15046W 623 6N 2154-2U4b1 yu UGuu
15057W 6401N 2155-2Ub U 3 70 GGUF+
1 tD 104W 6641N 2157-21011 du GGuu
15114W 6625N 2139-21011 60 GGFu
l b ll9W 5544N 2151-2U30U 90 GGuu
1 g 127W 5255N 21 5 0-2Ue n 1 luu FGFF
1 5 129W 7028 N 2143-21225 90 GGuu
1 5 130 W 5945N 21 35-2U*0l :30 uUFu
15154W 611 6 N 2154-20453 70 FGUU
1b206W 542UN 2151 . 2UJUJ 1uu UGUV
ib209W 7143N 2145-2143 5 70 GGGF
162114 624UN 2155-2.05 05 40 FFFU
1 5 217 W 6/5/N 2141-21121 /U GGuu
1 14229W 5822N 2135-20U3 50 GGGF
S y232W 6520N 215 7 -21ulJ b0 uUuu
15241W 650bN 2139-21U1d 10 GPUU
152blW 52b bN 2151 . 2UJUD iuu UFuu
STANDARD CATALOG FCR ALASKA
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
PRINCIPAL PT- OBSERVATION CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID X RHV MSS
LONG LAT 12345678
14242W 7037N 2155-20482 30 FGFU
1425OW 5955N 2147-20055 60 GGGG
14316W 5 711N 2164-20005 y0 FFFH
14319W 6919N 21 5 4-204 3 0 80 GGGG
14337w 6235N 2149-201 6 3 100 GGGG
14344W 67510 2135-20374 20 uUuu
14347W 5832N 2147-20061 too GGGG
14349W 6357N 2150020215 b0 UGGG
14 4 074 5547N 21 6 4-20012 90 GFFP
14441W 5709N 2147-20064 90 GGFG
14443W 69199 2159-20485 80 GFFF
14445W 6113N 2149-20165 100 FGGG
14454W 5423N 2164-2001 4 luo GFUF
14502W 6236N 2150-20221 40 GGGG
14507W 680ON 2154-20433 90 GGGU
14513W 6358N 2151.20273 90 FGGG
14521W 663EN 2139-20380 20 FFFU
14b32W b54bN 2147-20070 y0 GGUF
14538W 7035N 2157-20595 30 GFUG
14547W 595UN 2149-20172 40 FGuG
145524 70200 2139-20595 70 FGFF
14bloW 6114N 2150-20224 40 GGGG
146201 5422N 2147-20073 90 FGGG
14626W 6237N 2151-20280 do UGFF
14631W 6801N 2155-F0491 b0 FFFF
14644W 6641 14 21. 54-20435 70 GFGG
146 45W 5828N 2149`20174 b0 FUUU
14648W 6512N 2135-20383 b0 GGFG
14705W 5251N 2147-20075 b0 FFGG
14712A 5951N 2150-20230 80 FFUF
147334 6115N 2151-20282 80 UGGu
14738W 5704N 2149-20181 b0 GGuG
14740w 6918N 2157-21002 30 GGGG
14751W 6903N 2139-21002 40 uuuu
148084 6351N 2135-20385 90 GGGG
148091 6642111 2155 -20494 50 FFFU
11:28 AUG 06#175
P R I N CIPAL PT- OBSERVATION	 CC QUALITY
HALE 0032
PRINCIPAL PT- OBSERVATIO N	CC QUALITY
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X -.......,..,... 0 TR 100 n % CLOUD C9VER. •• : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
I M AGE QUALITY •.--•-•-•-•-..._.HLANKS=HAND NOT PRKSENT/REWUtSTED- G-000U- P •POOK- F=FAIH-
}ERTS
-211;28 AUG 06•'/b CUCHDINATE LISTI NG eAGL 0033
STANDARD CATALOG Fop ALASKA.
FROM 07/01/75 TO 0/131/75


















15257w 5954N 2154-20460 70 GFFG 15812W 675ON 2145-21351 100 FGGG 16219W 622 gN 2144-214!U 50
FtUu
GGGU153196 6117N 2155-20512 40 GFGG 15812W 5830N 21 57-21034 y0 FGFP 162284 6641N 214/-21 4 /U 3U GGtiu15322" 5659N 213.5-20410 90 FFGF 15816W 5915N 2139-21034 60 FGGG 162364 6349N 21 45-21862 7U GGGU153294 7144N 2146-21394 70 GGGG 15918W 6631N 2144.21295 20 hGGG 162394 6512N 2146-21 4 1 4 bU uGur15330N 6911N 2143 . 21231 90 GGGr, 15822W 6512N 2143. 21243 10 FGGG 16247W 7034N 2151 . 22084 90 GGGr153b24 63,p38N 2157-21020 30 FGGG 15824 W 704ON 2166-21513 y0 GFFG 16247W 5541N 21 4 1-2110M /U 5uuu153556 6638N 2141-21123 50 GFGG 15828w 7034N 2148-21513 1UO GGGG 16303W 5946N 21 4 3-21[61 60 GGGG15355,E 5831N 2154. 20462 80 GGGG IS902W 6919N 2147-?1461 5p GGG 163254 6916N 21 50-22U3e 60 uriuu153591 6343N 2139-21020 90 GFGG 15903W 6113N 2141-211 4 1 /0 GGGG 16326W 610/N 21 44 -21 3 1 3 /U GGuu15421W 5955N 2155-20514 30 FGFG 15906W 5707N 21 57-210 40 90 FGGP 16334W 541 / N 2141-211be 10 Gciuu
"	 15424w 7026N 21 45-21342 90 FGGG 159074 7149N 2150-22023 70 uuuu 16348W 6228N 21 45 - 21 360 60 Uuuu154426 7152N 2147-21452 30 GGGG 15909W 5652N 2139-21040 /0 FGGF 16352W 6644N 2lb6-21624 40 GFGu15448W 5708N 2154-20465 80 GGGG 15934W 67SEN 2146.21405 40 UFUU 16356W 6635N 21 46-202* 0 uut-t154540 691ON 2144-21290 60 GGFG 159416 635 5 2143-21245 20 FGGG 16356W 65215 2147 . 21 4 /2 40 FFUG15505w 6237N 2.157 . 21022 80 GGFG 159454 6512N 2144 • ?..1301 40 GGUF 163584 6352N 2146-21421 80 UFuu155114 6222N 2139-21022 70 GFGG 15949W 6631N 2145-21353 IUD GFFF 163b9W 562 3N 21 43-21e b3 yU GGuu155174 6752N 2143-21234 50 GGGG 19956W 5544N 2157. 21043 90 FGGP 10421W 7027N 2134 . 2214e IOU GGGU15519.. 5832N 2155 -2J521 30 GGFG 15957W 7035N 2149-21571 90 UGUF 16428W 5945N 2144-21415 80 FGUU15523. 6517N 2141-21130 50 GGGr, 16000W 5529N 2139 - 21043 70 FGUG 16448W 6917N 21bl-22U91 90 GFt15545n 702255 2146-21400 60 GGGG 16005W 5951N 2141.21144 10 FYtF 16452W 570UN 2143-219/U 90 GGUt156074 7155N 2166 . 21510 70 GFFG 16025W 6922N 2166-21515 80 GFGG 16454W 6106N 2145-21371 40 GFGG
156116 5709N 21 55 .2 ij523 90 GGFF 16031W 7 15ON 2151 . 22082 90 GGGF 16511W 62305 2146 . 21 4 23 lU0 GGGG
























21 66 -21 5 31




15642w 6751,• 2144-21292 40 GGGG 16102W 5828N 2141 . 21150 60 up	 u 165254 5822N 2144 . 21322 80
GGru
Fuuu
i`a643W 6356, 2141-?1132 70 GGGG 16106W 6351. 2144-21304 60 GGFG 16542W 5531N 2143 .218!2 100 GFUF
15700" 7036N '2147-21454 40 GGGG 16111W 6633N 2146. 21412 40 GGGG 16547W 7028N 2135-22201 80 GGuu15702" 5546.. 2155-2Ub3p 100 FFFF 161174 65111 2145-21360 90 UGUF 165b6w 5944N 2145-21 3 / 4 80 Fuuu157144 5953!4 21 5 7 . 21031 90 GGGP 16124W 7034N 2150-22030 00 GGGG 16618w 6106N 2146-21 0JU 9p GGUU15719. 5938N 2139-21031 50 GGGG 16156W 5705N 2141-21153 00 GFUG 16619W 5659N 2144-21324 90 GGut
1`7404 7 151N 2149.21565 80 GGGG 16158W 6918N 2149. 21574 100 GGGG 16621W 6910N 2134-2214 0 250 GGGG15746w 6911N 2146-21403 70 GGGG 16201W 6108N 21 4 9-2125 4 20 GGGG 1663OW 6239N 21 47-21 4 81 90 GGFU15749W 5422N 2155-20532 9p GFFG 16214W 6804N 2166-21522 80 FGGG 16630W 541 3N 2143-218/ 5 90 CiFFF
KEYS= CLOUD COVER z ............... 0 Tp 100 • x CLOUD COVER. .•
	 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.






















































21 47 -21 48 4 90






?1 5 1-22100 90
21 46-21435 90




































































































































































STANDARD CATAL56 f"R ALASKA
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07/31/75
O I .IALITY PRINCIPAL PT. O8SFRVAT0N LC DUALITY
RHV MSS OF IMAGE 10 X RBV MSS
12345678 Lk1N6 LAT 12345678
UGGG, 17049W 54133 2146-21450 80 UGUU
GGGG 17051W 5123N 21 45-21401 vo UGGF
GGGG 17052W 6235N 2150-22053 90 FGFPFGGF 17058W 680ON 2154-22264 90 GGGG
GGGG 17103W 6358N 2151-22105 100 GGGG
FGGG 17104h 5834N 2166-21551 luo UGFG
GGGG 17105W 5829N 2148-21551 luo GGGG
GFGG 1711OW 6632N 2135-22212 60 FGGG
FUGG 171IRW 6513N 2134-22160 20 GGGF
GGGF 17121W 5545N 2147-21502 90 GGGG
GGGF 17133W 52.49N 2146-21453 90 UFGF
GFGG 17134W 5953N 214?-22003 100 DUFF
G GG 17158W 57 1UN 2166-21554 90 FGFG
GGG G, 17159W 6114N 2150-22055 100 GGGP
FGGG 17159W 5706N 2148-21554 luo ODUF
GGGF 172086 5422N 2147-21504 luo GFPG
GGGF 17215W 5125N 2146-21455 100 UGGU
GGGF 17216W 6236N 2151-22111 90 GGGG
GFFF 172324 63523 2134-2?163 b0 FFUF
GGGG 17232W 583UN 2143=220.10 luo FGUF
PGFF 17236W 6641N 2154-22-_'71 80 GGFG
GGGF 17237W 6512N 2135-22215 30 bUf-U
GGGG 17248W 5547N 2166-21560 y0 GGFG
GFGG 17249W 5542N 2148-21560 l00 GFGG
FGFF 172546 5258N 2147 m 21511 100 UFGU
GGGG 17302W 5951N 2150-22062 luo FGUU
GFGF 17323W 6 11bN 2151-22114 80 FGGG
FGGF 17326W 5707N 2149-22012 90 GFGG
GGGG 17336W 542 4 9 2166-21563 y0 GGUU
'FGGG 17336W 5419N 21 49-21563 luo GGGG
GFGG 17337W 5134N 2147. 21513 90 GFG
FFFF 17344W 6231N 2134-22165 70 UGGF
GGFF 17357W 6351N 2135--22221 30 FFGG
FUGG 173596 5829N 2150.22064 1UU FGUU
GFGG 17404W 65?1N 2154-?2273 5o GGGG
UUGF 17417W `z544N 2149-22015 90 GGU(
KEYS:- CLbUU COVEK X ... ........... O Ta 100 n X LLOUD COVER. •* : Nd CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.








11:28 AUG 06. 1 75	 C5"RDINATE LISTI NG	 PAGE 0035
STANDARD CATALOG h CR ALASKA
FROM 07/01/75 TO 07i31/75
PRINCIPAL PT• OBSERVATION	 CC QUALITY 	 PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION	 CC QUALITY	 PRINCIPAL PT. OB50VATI ON	 CC QUALITY
M^ IMAGE
	
LD	 %	 RBV MSS	 OF IMAGE	 ID	 7.	 RdV MSS	 OF IMAGE	 ID	 x	 RdV Mbb
LONG	 LAT	 12345678	 LONG	 LAT	 12345678	 LONG	 LAT	 12345678
	179424 5831N 2154-22294	 100	 GGGG	 17956W 5535N 2135-22244	 90	 FFGG
t
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ............. . 0 T9 100 = X LLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLODU DATA AVAILABLE•




11:34 AUG 06# 1 75 COORDINATE LISTI NG PAGE 0036
STANDARD CATALOG rVR HAWAII
FRtM 0//01/75 TO 01/31/15
PRINCIPAL PT• OBSERVATIO N CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT9	 OBSERVATION	 CC	 QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. 600VATI ON	CC	 QUALITY
OF	 IMAGE ID % q 6V MSS OF	 IMAGE	 ID	 x	 RBY MSS OF	 IMAGE to	 x	 Rev m55
LONG	 LAT 12345678 LONG	 LAT	 12345678 LONG	 LAI 12345b/8
15541W	 1853N 2181-20061 20 FPGF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CPVER *	x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*





Key: hh = hours
mm = minutes
s = tens of seconds
APPENDIX
EXPLANATION OF OBSERVATION ID
The day after the 999th day of operation of LANDSAT 1, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 5, signifying that
the 1000th day of operation has been reached. The next three digits, which correspond to the count of days since launch,








5001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001)
The same general identification procedure will be used for LANDSAT 2 imagery. The day after the 999th day of opera-
tion of LANDSAT 2, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 6, and the next three digits return to 000 as explained




6001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001)
